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ABSTRACT

Quantum computers may solve some problems far beyond the reach of classical digital com-

puters. However, emerging quantum systems are typically noisy and difficult to control.

These noises create significant difficulties for the practical usage of quantum systems, leav-

ing a substantial gap between the requirements of quantum applications and the realities of

noisy devices. Bridging this gap is crucial – the dissertation shows that the system software

can adapt to the constraints of large applications and noisy hardware. In particular, this

dissertation combines systems techniques at three main levels: (i). Gate-level noise miti-

gation, which enhances the robustness of quantum processors through coordinated control

instructions that reduce errors; (ii). Program-level quantum memory management, which

addresses problems of qubit allocation throughout a quantum program and implements auto-

mated tools to selectively reuse qubits, much like in garbage collection for classical programs;

(iii). Architecture-level quantum error correction with low overhead, which seeks to provide

correctness guarantees for quantum applications by encoding quantum bits so that errors

can be detected and corrected, analogous to classical error-correcting codes.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Quantum Computing: A Historical Perspective

Paul Benioff began research on the theoretical possibility of building a quantum computer

in the 1970s, resulting in his 1980 paper on quantum Turing machines [Ben80]. His work

was influenced by the work of Charles Bennett on classical reversible Turing machines from

[Ben73a].

In 1982, the Nobel-winning physicist Richard Feynman famously imagined building a

quantum computer to tackle problems in quantum mechanics [Fey18, Llo96]. The theory

of quantum mechanics aims to simulate material and chemical processes by predicting the

behavior of the elementary particles involved, such as the electrons and the nuclei. These

simulations quickly become unfeasible on traditional digital computers, which simply could

not model the staggering number of all possible arrangements of electrons in even a very

small molecule. Feynman then turned the problem around and proposed a simple but bold

idea: why don’t we store information on individual particles that already follow the very

rules of quantum mechanics that we try to simulate?

The idea of quantum computation was made rigorous by pioneers including [Deu85,

Deu89] and [Alb83]. Since then, the development of quantum computing has profoundly

altered how physicists and chemists think about and use quantum mechanics. For instance,

by inventing new ways of encoding a quantum many-body system as qubits on a quantum

computer, we gain insights on the best quantum model for describing the electronic structure

of the system. It gives rise to interdisciplinary fields like quantum computational chemistry.

As recent experimental breakthroughs and theoretical milestones in quantum simulation

are made, we can no longer talk about how to study a quantum system without bringing

quantum computation to the table.
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For computer scientists, the change that quantum computing brings has also been nothing

short of astounding. It is so far the only new model of computing that is not bounded by

the extended Church-Turing thesis in [BV97, Sim97], which states that all computers can

only be polynomially faster than a probabilistic Turing machine. Strikingly, a quantum

computer can solve certain computational tasks drastically more efficiently than anything

ever imagined in classical computational complexity theory.

It is not until the mid 1990s that the power of quantum computing was getting fully

appreciated. In 1993, [BV97] demonstrated a quantum algorithm with exponential speedup

over any classical algorithms, deterministic or randomized, for a computational problem

named recursive Fourier sampling. Many more astonishing discoveries followed. In 1994,

[Sim97] showed another computational problem that a quantum computer has an exponential

advantage over any classical computers.

Then in the same year, [Sho94a, Sho99] discovered that more problems, namely factoring

large integers and solving discrete logarithms, also have efficient solutions on a quantum

computer, far more so than any classical algorithms that are ever known. The implica-

tion of this discovery is breathtaking. Existing cryptographic codes encrypt today’s private

network communications, data storage, and financial transactions, relying on the fact that

prime factorization for sufficiently large integers is so difficult that the most powerful digital

supercomputers could take thousands or millions of years to compute. But the security of our

private information could be under threat, should a quantum computer capable of running

Shor’s algorithm be built.

In 1996, another algorithm by Lov Grover was discovered in [Gro96a]. Once again, a

quantum algorithm is shown to provide improvement over classical algorithms, and in this

case Grover’s algorithm exhibits quadratic speedup for the problem of unstructured database

search in which we are given a database and aim to find some marked items. For example,

given an unordered set S of N elements, we want to find where x ∈ S is located in the set.
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Classically, we need O(N) accesses to the database in the worst case, while quantumly, we

can do it with O(
√
N) accesses.

These are just a few examples of quantum algorithms that have been discovered. When

implemented appropriately on a quantum computer, they offer efficient solutions to problems

that seem to be intractable in the classical computing paradigm.

Building a quantum computer is, however, extremely challenging. When the idea was

first proposed, no one knew how to build such powerful computers. To realize the computa-

tional power, we must learn to coherently control and manipulate highly-entangled, complex,

physical systems to near perfection.

In the last 30 years or so, technologies for manufacturing quantum chips have signif-

icantly advanced. Today, we are at an exciting time where small and intermediate-scale

prototypes have been built. It marks a new era for quantum computing, as John Preskill,

a long-time leader in quantum computing at Caltech, puts it, “we have entered the Noisy

Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) era,” in [Pre18] in which quantum computing hardware

is becoming large and reliable enough to perform small useful computational tasks. Research

labs from both academia and industry, domestic and abroad, are now eager to experimentally

demonstrate a first application of quantum computers to some real-world problems that any

classical computers would have a hard time solving efficiently.

1.2 Building a Quantum Processor Architecture

A quantum computer implements a fundamentally different model of computation than a

modern classical computer does. It would be surprising if the exact design of a computer

architecture would extend well for a quantum computer as shown in [CFM17, MR19]. In

Figure 1.1, the architectural design of a quantum computer resembles that of a classical

computer in the 1950s where device constraints are so high that full-stack sharing of infor-

mation is required from algorithms to devices. In time, as technology advances and resource
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becomes abundant, a quantum computer perhaps will adapt to the modularity and layering

models as seen in classical architectures. But in the short term, as long as the NISQ era lasts,

it is premature to copy the abstraction layers of today’s conventional computer systems to

a quantum system.

Computer Systems in 1950s

Algorithms

Assembly Language, 
Circuit Synthesis

Devices (Vacuum Tubes)

Computer Systems Today

Algorithms

Devices (Transistors)

High-Level Languages

Compiler OS

Architecture

Quantum Computer Systems

Algorithms

Devices (Qubits)

Quantum DSL, Compilation,
Unitary Synthesis, Pulse 

Shaping, Noise Mitigation,
Error Correction

Figure 1.1: Architectural designs of classical versus quantum computers. The abstraction
layers for 1950’s classical computing, today’s classical computing, and quantum computing
are compared.

Furthermore, quantum information processing is fundamentally different than what com-

puter engineers are used to. For instance, for conventional computers, engineers go to great

lengths in minimizing the noises caused by quantum mechanics in the transistor components.

Rather than suppressing its effects, a quantum computer harnesses the power of quantum

mechanics. As such, the control apparatus for a quantum computer would look drastically

different from that of a conventional computer.

In reality, for successful operation, a quantum computer must implement a well-isolated

physical system that encodes a sufficiently large number of qubits, and controls these qubits

with extremely high speed and precision in order to carry out computation. The rest of the

section describes at a high level the key components in a fully functional quantum computer

architecture. The developments of digital quantum computers, for both the NISQ and FT

era, still face challenges, which comprise of reliably addressing and controlling qubits and

correcting errors. The control complexity becomes overwhelming as the number of qubits

scale up, necessitating system-level automation to guarantee the successful execution of
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quantum programs as in [SHR18]. As such, classical computers are needed to control and

assist the quantum processor. Quantum computers are generally viewed as co-processors or

accelerators of classical computers as shown in Figure 2.6.

To some extent, the quantum computer architecture illustrated above arguably resembles

in-memory processing or reconfigurable computing architectures. As shown in Figure 2.6,

inside a QPU, quantum data are implemented by physical (quantum mechanical) objects

such as atoms while quantum gates are control signals such as lasers acting on the data –

this “gates-go-to-data” model of computation motivates a control unit close to the quantum

data and an interface that talks frequently with the quantum memory and the classical

memory.

1.2.1 Mapping Quantum Circuits to Target Architecture

Once the underlying machine technology is defined, the next step is to translate a quantum

program to a sequence of gates that a quantum machine recognizes and natively supports.

This process include determine the choice of instruction set architecture (ISA), quantum

gate decomposition/synthesis, data movement, and pulse execution. Systems software that

performs such mapping from quantum circuits to target machine code is called a quantum

compiler or quantum transpiler. The mapping must be able to resolve several architectural

constraints. This means considering the following two aspects:

1) Native Quantum Gates. There are certain quantum logic gates that are supported in

a given device architecture. In most cases, this gate set is “Clifford+T” gates, comprised

of the CNOT gate, NOT gate (or X gate), Hadamard gate (or H gate) and T gate. This is

a common set for most of today’s gate-based quantum hardware prototypes, as well as

for large-scale fault-tolerant machines (e.g. with surface code error correction). Given a

classical reversible circuit, we can replace each gate with its quantum counter-part. In

particular, NOT gates and CNOT gates can be directly implemented as quantum gates. For
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Toffoli gates, algorithms exist that decompose them into a sequence of Clifford+T gates

[AASD16, AMMR13, KMM12, Mas16, WBS14]. At lower level, some instruction sets are

proposed to offer direct control over the target hardware [FRR+19].

2) Qubit communication. Multi-qubit quantum gates are implemented by interacting

the operand qubits with one another. At the physical level, building large-scale quantum

machines with all-to-all qubit connectivity is shown to be extremely challenging. The latest

effort from [Ion] offers a machine with 11 fully-connected qubits using trapped-ion technol-

ogy. Superconducting machines, for instance those by [IBM] and [Lar18], typically have

much lower connectivity. Any scalable proposal would involve an architecture of limited

qubit connectivity and a model for resolving long-distance interactions. As a consequence,

interacting qubits that are not directly connected would induce communication costs.

Difference between NISQ and FT machines.

Depending on the topology of the architecture and the model for resolving two-qubit in-

teractions, communication costs will differ. In the context of a NISQ machine, the most

frequently used approach to resolve a long-distance two-qubit gate is through swaps, where

two (physical) qubits are moved closer by performing a chain of swap gates that connects

them. Each SWAP gate consists of three CNOT gates. The time to complete a swap chain

is proportional to the length of the chain. In a FT machine, a logical qubit is encoded

by a number of physical qubits. A logical operation is specified by a sequence of physical

operations on its physical qubits. For instance, for surface code implementation, physical

qubits form a 2D grid with every data qubit connected to its four nearest neighbors through

stabilizer ancillas. In essence, a logical operation is defined by specifying how the stabilizer

ancillas interact with the data qubits. For instance, a logical two-qubit gate can be defined

by braiding, which creates a path between logical qubits, where the stabilzer ancillas along

the path do not interact with their neighbors [DHJA+18, JAGH+17]. Although it can ex-
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tend to arbitrary length and shape in constant time, two braids are not allowed to cross. We

refer interested readers to [FMMC12, Got10] for excellent tutorial.

1.2.2 Logic Implementation and Scheduling

Logic Synthesis

Here we aim to address one essential question in quantum compiling, namely how to (effi-

ciently) implement some arbitrary unitary transformation using a given finite set of realizable

quantum gates (i.e., primitive instructions). The complexity of the problem varies, depend-

ing on the objectives and assumptions. As a result, efficiency and optimality of the solutions

varies. So it is important to recognize the different situations being considered in the commu-

nity, and categorize the known synthesis techniques into classes accordingly. Some example

types of synthesis techniques considered in the rest of the section can be summarized as

follows: (i) Choice of universal instruction set, (ii) Single-qubit, multi-qubit, and qudit (i.e.,

d-level quantum logic) synthesis, (iii) Exact and approximate synthesis.

The existence of an efficient synthesis of quantum circuits is largely determined by the

choice of instruction set; one can imagine some quantum gates to be more “powerful” than

others. Here powerful, which will be defined in subsequent sections, can be informally

thought of as being able to cover the entire space of possible unitary gates more quickly.

Furthermore, synthesis for multi-qubit unitaries or qudit unitaries is believed to be more

difficult in general due to the high dimensionality involved; a general strategy is to decompose

the high-dimensional unitary matrices into pieces of one- or two-qubit unitary matrices, for

which efficient synthesis methods are known. Lastly, strategies for exactly or approximately

synthesizing quantum circuits differ significantly, and consequently, they can have drastically

different complexity. For a more comprehensive overview of quantum logic synthesis, we refer

readers to [DC20].

For example, if a quantum program is to be executed on a superconducting NISQ com-
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puter (without quantum error correction), then the instruction set would likely consist of

single-qubit rotation (R(θ)) gates and two-qubit cross-resonance (CR) gate, for they are

easier to implement to high precision. Consequently, the target transformation U of the

quantum program is synthesized, exactly or approximately (depending on the precision tol-

erance). The synthesis procedure typically involves first decomposing the multi-qubit unitary

U into sequence of single-qubit unitaries and two-qubit CR gates, and then decomposing the

single-qubit unitaries into Pauli rotation gates. The goal would be to synthesize the most

efficient circuit (e.g., short in depth and small in number of qubits) to some high precision

required by the target computer.

Gate Scheduling

The performance of a quantum circuit also depends on how its gates are scheduled. A

schedule of a quantum program is a sequence of gate operations on logical qubits. The

sequence ordering defines data dependencies between gates, where a gate g2 depends on g1

if they share a logical qubit and g2 appears later in the schedule than g1.

q1 g1 g3
g6

g7

q2
g2

g4
g8

q3 g1 g5

A quantum circuit executes from left to right. A qubit can only be involved in one

quantum gate at a time. Data dependencies determine the sequential and parallel execution

ordering of the gates in a quantum circuit. For example, two sequential gates back to back

in general have strict ordering constraints:

q1 : U V 6= V U
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For two arbitrary unitary operators U and V , swapping the order of the two generally

yields different results. One can quickly verify by writing down the matrix multiplications

for two unitary matrices:

U · V 6= V · U

Although not always equivalent, unitary matrices can sometimes be reordered in special

cases. When that happens, we say the two matrices commute with each other. We will

elaborate on the commutation relations later in the section.

Two parallel gates side by side in general has no ordering constraints:

q1 : U

q2 : V

= U

V

= U I

I V

= U

V

Temporal ordering of parallel gates does not matter because we can check the corre-

sponding tensor products and verify:

U ⊗ V = (U ⊗ I) · (I ⊗ V ) = (I ⊗ V ) · (U ⊗ I)

The impact of gate scheduling can be quite significant in quantum circuits, and many

algorithm implementations rely upon the execution of gates in parallel in order to achieve

substantial algorithmic speedup. Gate scheduling in quantum algorithms differs from classi-

cal instruction scheduling, as gate commutativity introduces another degree of freedom for

schedulers to consider. Compared to the field of classical instruction scheduling, quantum

gate scheduling has been relatively understudied, with only few systematic approaches being

proposed that incorporate these new constraints.
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Some common scheduling strategies include:

• ALAP (As-Late-As-Possible) Scheduling. One of the simplest scheduling algorithms is

the ALAP (As-Late-As-Possible) scheduler. In essence, it starts with the end of the

circuit and schedules the last gates needed to be completed, and goes backward to their

previous gates. The advantage of ALAP scheduler, as opposed to ASAP (as-soon-as-

possible), is the qubits are initialized only when absolutely needed. Since qubits have

limited lifetime, it is beneficial to initialize them as late as possible.

• LPF (Longest-Path-First) Scheduling. When programs have more complex control

flow, prioritization is needed between different parallel modules. The LPF (longest-

path-first) scheduler tries to avoid increasing the critical path of the program, thus

reducing the circuit depth. [HPJ+15a, JAGH+17] are some example LPF schedulers.

• Communication-Aware Scheduling. More advanced schedulers take into account costs

of communication, due to two-qubit gates between operands that are far apart. Com-

munication cost varies for different architectures, so does their scheduling strategies.

Here we highlight a general technique commonly used for reducing communication:

barrier insertion. When a two-qubit gate is known to be causing high communication

cost (such as long swap distance), separating it from other gates along the critical path

can be effective. It is shown that iterative algorithms can benefit from the introduction

of barriers as well, as inserting a barrier at the end of each round creates clean divisions

between the rounds. [DHJA+18].

• Adaptive Scheduling. When there are multiple implementations of the same gate, it

is possible to let the scheduler choose the best one based on gate time, qubit fidelity,

gate noises, etc. Due to our limited understanding of the noise characteristics of NISQ

machines, this strategy remains a challenge.

Scheduling can be done at the logical level or the physical level. In NISQ machines, we
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just have the physical level as there is no error correction. While in error-corrected machines,

we have both logical (fault-tolerant) and physical level. In the latter, it makes sense to apply

these optimizations at both levels, that is to schedule the application program as well as to

schedule the error correction routine [HDJA+19, DHJA+18].

1.2.3 Qubit Allocation and Memory Management

Two convenient tools in analyzing qubit mapping are the device connectivity graph and the

program interaction graph. A device connectivity graph, where each node is a qubit and

two qubits are connected if the two qubits are allowed to directly interact. For example,

in a superconducting device, this means whether or not two qubits are linked by circuit

wires (through a coupler such as a capacitor); in a trapped ion device, this means whether

or not laser beams can simultaneously address the two qubits. Connectivity graphs for

superconducting device is commonly of the 2D mesh/lattice type, as shown in Figure 1.2.

In contrast, trapped ion devices typically have much dense connectivity graphs, thanks to

flexibility in performing two-qubit gates. Figure 1.3 shows some examples of trapped ion

device connectivity graphs.

Figure 1.2: Different connectivity graph for superconducting devices. Left: 2D square lattice.
Right: 2D (heavy) hexagonal lattice. The choice of connectivity graphs is typically based on
hardware constraints such as wiring bandwidth and noises of circuit components.

Given a quantum program, we can define a program interaction graph as a graph G =

(V,E) where V is a set of logical qubits present in the computation, and E is a set of two-
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Figure 1.3: Different connectivity graph for trapped ion devices. Left: Complete (Clique)
connectivity for small number of ions in one trap. Center: Weakly connected cliques for
multiple traps. Right: A long chain of ions in one trap in a tape-like architecture.

qubit interaction gates contained in the program (e.g., CNOT gates). By analyzing this

graph, we can perform an optimized mapping, which assigns a physical location for each

logical qubit q ∈ V . The program interaction graph of the toy circuit can be constructed

from enumerating all two-qubit gates, as shown in Figure 1.4.

q1 g1 g3
g6

g7

q2
g2

g4
g8

q3 g1 g5

=⇒

q2

q1

q3

g1g6
g2

g8

Figure 1.4: The program interaction graph for an example quantum circuit.

The goal of a quantum memory manager can be described as to most efficiently embed

a program interaction graph in a device connectivity graph. Here efficiency means objectives

such as minimizing communication and avoiding noisy qubits and links, etc. Once the

program interaction graph is embedded, each edge (two-qubit interaction) is weighted by

the cost of completing such interaction on the mapped qubits.

In the context of NISQ machines, long-distance interactions are typically resolved by mov-

ing or swapping qubits. For simplicity, we call these as “routing qubits”. Some architectures

(such as trapped ion devices) support shuttling/transporting qubits directly, others (such as

superconducting devices) bring two qubits together through a chain of swaps. Moving or

swapping qubits not only costs time but also introduces errors.
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Having the device connectivity graph is very convenient for analyzing these communica-

tion costs. We can model the overhead of long-distance interactions as weights on the edges

of the connectivity graph. For example, the weighted distance from qubit qi to qubit qj is

used to represent the cost of moving from location qi to location qj . Most existing algo-

rithms follow a three-step approach to memory management: i) Allocate qubits. ii) Route

long-distance interactions. iii) Reusing qubits.

We will dedicate Chapter 4 for advanced strategies of memory management involving

qubit reuse.

1.3 Motivation: Working with Quantum Noises

Current Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers [Pre18, AAB+19, WBD+19,

IBM, PVDC+20] aim to isolate and control a non-trivial quantity of quantum bits (qubits)

with high precision. Scaling up a quantum computer requires improvements in both the

quality of qubits (with longer lifetime) and the quality of gates (with higher fidelity).

For a quantum computer to work, it takes extreme precision to isolate and control qubits.

In particular, qubits are very short-lived due to the interactions with the environment. Quan-

tum logic gates can have small drifts when pulses are out-of-focus or out-of-tune. Classical

controls and calibrations may have a hard time keeping up in scale, speed, and power. If

there were no strategies to overcome the aforementioned examples of noises, they would

accumulate and eventually lead to critical failure in computation. Physical noises in current

devices put stringent limitations on their computing capabilities. Indeed, this dissertation

aims to address the central issue: can we protect information from the adverse impacts of

noise with systems techniques, keeping the overheads at a manageable level? We present

some affirmative answers in Section 1.4.

One cannot really talk about building scalable quantum computer systems without bring-

ing the discussion of an architectural support for the increasingly complex control and mem-
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ory modules to the table. As we enter the NISQ era and beyond, we will need to orchestrate

the simultaneous quantum operations on hundreds or thousands of qubits. What kind of

microarchitecture can keep up with the speed and bandwidth of quantum information pro-

cessing? How do we build a reliable interface between classical control/feedback signals and

quantum data? Can we efficiently translate and synchronize machine pulses from gate in-

structions? This may be feasible by hand for small-scale devices with 5-10 qubits, but it

will soon become intractable without an automated, robust control system as the size of the

devices scales up.

1.3.1 Optimizing Program Performance

To demonstrate practical quantum computation, we must learn to implement applications

in an error-tolerant fashion and make the best use of a relatively small number of quantum

bits and operations. Compilation tools will play a critical role in achieving these goals.

The job of a quantum compiler is to efficiently translate a high-level quantum program into

native instructions recognizable by the hardware, through a series of transformations and

optimizations. Traditional wisdom from compilation for classical computers can occasionally

be inherited or adapted to the quantum case, such as resolving control flows and allocat-

ing registers. We put particular emphasis on the aspects of compilation that are unique to

quantum computers. Notably, compilation under strict resource constraints has proven chal-

lenging, and optimization will have to break traditional abstractions and be customized to

algorithmic and device characteristics in a manner never before seen in classical computing.

We call attention to a number of important steps specialized for quantum compilation to help

ensure the efficiency and correctness needed. To name a few, unitary synthesis focuses on

exactly or approximately expressing arbitrary unitary transformations (such as single qubit

rotations by an arbitrary angle) in a sequence of elementary gates. The goal of gate schedul-

ing is to utilize commutation relations to determine the ordering of the (possibly parallel)
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operations, and to use circuit equivalence to simplify quantum programs. Qubit mapping is

another challenge, in that we aim to strategically assign the variables in a quantum program

to the qubits available in the system, under multiple constraints such as limited connectivity

between qubits, fluctuations in the reliability of qubits and links, and potential opportunities

for reclamation and reuse of qubits, etc.

1.3.2 Optimizing Program Reliability

Intertwined with program performance (e.g., resource efficiency) is program reliability. Noise

mitigation is one of the biggest challenges facing the QC community. Without strategies to

reduce or get around the physical noises, any execution of a quantum program is almost

always doomed to fail under such stringent conditions. When noise mitigation techniques

are integrated in the systems software, we can make qubits more robust with coordinated

control elements to prolong their lifetimes or performing more accurate gate operations with

a composition of pulses to improve their fidelities, etc. Current NISQ computers [Pre18] lack

the ability to isolate and control a sufficiently large number of quantum bits (qubits) with

high precision. There is an urgent need for a new systems stack that provides guarantees for

performance and reliability. On one hand, we want to equip a quantum computer with as

many qubits as possible to accommodate large quantum applications. On the other hand,

we want each qubit to be as long-lived and controllable as possible to run quantum programs

fast and reliably.

1.4 Research Challenges and Contributions

This is an incredibly exciting time for quantum computing – research institutions and tech-

nology companies worldwide are racing toward practical-scale, fully programmable quantum

computers (QC). Quantum systems are inherently noisy, in that one error can occur every

few thousand quantum operations. Central to the design of quantum computer systems is
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to understand and mitigate those errors. Because of such pervasive impact of noise, it is

still a central open question on whether or how QC will adopt the modularity and layering

approach that helped scale modern computer systems. To some degree, the current state

of QC systems design resembles circuit synthesis and architectural design from the early

stage of classical computing. Unlike the old times, however, QC development can benefit

from the lessons learned in classical computing. More importantly, we can now use pow-

erful classical computers to optimize QC or improve information processing with a hybrid

quantum-classical model. I give three examples from my recent contributions to quantum

computer systems design, showing the kinds of problems where architectural solutions are

particularly promising.

1.4.1 Engineering Better Qubits — Systematic Noise Mitigation

Noises in quantum systems pose a significant obstacle to scaling up quantum processors. For

example, crosstalk error, a form of unwanted interactions between qubits, is prevalent in to-

day’s superconducting transmon architecture. Noises like crosstalk are challenging hardware

problems due to systematic drifts and inaccurate controls. One of the major thrusts of my

research is to discover computer science solutions to managing physical systems.

Recent contributions: In recent work at MICRO [4] with Gokhale et al., I found that

crosstalk error can be significantly reduced with software. The key observation is that qubits

can be calibrated/tuned dynamically during the execution of quantum programs. By doing

so, quantum logic gates (orchestrated by real-time calibration signals) are executed at a

significantly higher fidelity. This work proposed a compiler framework for mitigating hard-

ware noises on a superconducting transmon quantum architecture. I showed that software

techniques could greatly simplify the hardware complexity necessary to reduce crosstalk in

quantum machines. This insight influenced the design methodology and eventual technolog-

ical course of commercial quantum machines. Prior compilation solutions either are unaware
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of hardware noise or perform passive noise mitigation by avoiding some qubits and couplings

when noises are present [5, 6]. We demonstrated how to actively tune system parameters

(e.g., qubit frequencies) according to input programs to mitigate crosstalk, trading paral-

lelism for higher gate fidelity when necessary. Our methodology has a notable feature: it

reduces a complex physical problem to several subproblems, including graph coloring and

constraint satisfaction problem (CSP).

1.4.2 Putting Qubits to Work — Quantum Memory Management

In a recent ACM SIGARCH blog [7] co-written with Prof. Fred Chong, I talked about the

key challenges and opportunities in quantum memory management due to qubits’ unique

properties, such as entanglement and no-cloning. The entanglement property of quantum

memory imposes intrinsic correlation among separate reads/writes. The no-cloning theorem

prevents us from making copies/caches of quantum states during computation. Hence, the

design of quantum memory systems must adapt to these constraints.

Recent Contributions: In an ISCA paper [8] with Wu et al., I demonstrated that garbage

collection in the presence of hardware noise could be done efficiently on a quantum computer.

This paper is the first to show that garbage collection of scratch qubits using uncomputation

(i.e., reversing part of the computation to reset qubits) is, surprisingly, often cheaper than

moving new scratch qubits across a quantum chip. It changed how quantum systems allocate

and manage qubits, greatly extending their practical use for a given machine size. During

the uncomputation process, I utilize information such as program structures, data locality,

and, most importantly, qubit/gate noise. Fortunately, I can directly adapt a rich set of

techniques from classical compilation, including LLVM instrumentation, register allocation,

and parallel programming model. In this work, I promote the ”active quantum volume” as

a crucial compiler design metric, which characterizes the workload of noisy qubits over the

course of a program. This work also provides the syntactic and architectural supports that
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allow programmers to easily express the program structure and verify its correctness.

Quantum memory readouts (i.e., measurements) are a critical part of quantum compu-

tation. These measurements are, however, typically slow and prone to error in near-term

devices. In a sequence of recent papers with Gokhale et al. [9, 10], we identified parallel

memory readout opportunities by grouping measurements into mutually commuting sets. As

a result, we achieved asymptotically lower measurement costs for promising near-term appli-

cations such as variational quantum eigensolver (VQE). Such improvement on measurement

cost is crucial for near-term quantum devices. Our work is recognized by the IBM Q Best

Paper Award in 2019 and QCE Best Paper Award in 2020.

1.4.3 Scaling Up Systems — Quantum Error Correction

In the long run, scaling up to fault-tolerant systems is critical if quantum computers are

to realize their full potential. Conventional quantum error-correcting codes usually have

significant resource costs in terms of system size and operation count, partly because they

are designed to correct general errors regardless of noise sources. My research seeks to

implement quantum error correction codes by adapting to the underlying architectures and

target applications.

Recent Contributions: In an error-corrected system, some logical operations (e.g., Clif-

ford gates) are easy, while others are difficult to implement with high accuracy. A leading

approach to improving the difficult operations’ accuracy is to assist each operation with a

special resource state. The accuracy of the operation is thus determined by the fidelity of the

resource state, which can be prepared by a filtering procedure called magic state distillation.

My research contributed an essential step towards lowering the cost of magic state distilla-

tion on a quantum computer. In a MICRO paper [11] and its follow-up [12] with Holmes et

al., I proposed magic state functional units, taking the distillation procedure from a proof-

of-concept quantum circuit to a scalable microarchitectural solution. We proposed a novel
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organization and data-path for an error-corrected quantum processor. Specifically, we map

the distillation circuit and computation circuit onto different processor regions and sched-

ule the preparation and distribution of magic states for computation. We found significant

performance gain by uniting knowledge across multiple disciplines. We utilize architectural

design concepts (e.g., ASIC chip layout optimization and register renaming), graph theo-

retical concepts (e.g., graph partitioning and community clustering), and physical concepts

(e.g., force-directed annealing).

1.5 Dissertation Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the background infor-

mation on quantum logic/programming and quantum computer systems design. Chapter 3

presents a software technique to reduce hardware crosstalk, which is the dominant source

of gate error for systems like transmon architectures. After an exploration of the hardware

architecture design space, we demonstrate how software techniques, like graph coloring and

SMT solvers, can greatly simplify hardware complexity needed for scaling up quantum sys-

tems. Chapter 4 presents a application- and device adapted compiler framework to perform

quantum memory management with high efficiency and high reliability. Chapter 5 extends

the scheduling and mapping techniques to future large-scale fault-tolerant architectures. It

quantifies and reduces the resource overhead for quantum error correction, thus shedding

lights on a feasible path towards practical fault tolerance. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses some

exciting future research directions raised by the work in the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Quantum Logic and Programming

The theory of quantum computation can be formulated as a neat branch of mathematics.

If we consider classical computation as operations under the laws of boolean algebra, then

quantum computation operates under the rules of linear algebra. The probabilistic nature

of quantum states adds another layer of complexity to understanding the behavior of quan-

tum computers. Nonetheless, all of it can be beautifully captured in four simple postulates,

describing quantum states, composition of quantum systems, measurements, and quantum

gates, respectively. This mathematical formulation allows us to reason about how a quan-

tum system behaves under our manipulation, i.e., quantum logic in a quantum computer.

Throughout this section, basic linear algebra and probability theory concepts are reviewed

or referenced when necessary.

Together, the four postulates describe how information is stored and manipulated in a

quantum system. In particular, a quantum computer works with a finite set of compu-

tational objects called quantum bits (or qubits). The quantum state postulate defines the

superposition state of each qubit. The composition postulate then generalizes it to represent

a system of multiple qubits, and provides a formal, mathematical definition of the entangle-

ment property. The measurement postulate is used to describe how much information can be

read out from a quantum system, as well as the consequence of the measurement action to

the system. Finally, the quantum gate postulate defines the logical operations that transform

a quantum system.
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2.1.1 States of Quantum Systems

Quantum States

Definition 2.1.1 (Superposition). A single-qubit quantum state |ψ〉 can be defined as a

(column) vector of two complex numbers:

|ψ〉 =

α
β


where α, β ∈ C and |α|2+|β|2 = 1. Here α and β are called the amplitudes of the quantum

state. It is called a superposition state because we can rewrite it as a linear combination of

the basis states |0〉 =

1

0

 and |1〉 =

0

1

 as follows:

|ψ〉 = α |0〉+ β |1〉 = α

1

0

+ β

0

1

 =

α
β

 .

Lastly, we write the conjugate transpose of |ψ〉 as a row vector

〈ψ| = (|ψ〉)† =

(
α∗ β∗

)

We can check the condition on the amplitudes by the inner product

〈ψ|ψ〉 = αα∗ + ββ∗ = |α|2 + |β|2 = 1.

More generally, we can extend to a qudit system: a d-dimensional qudit system is defined
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as a superposition of d basis states:

|ψ〉 = α0 |0〉+ α1 |1〉+ · · ·+ αd−1 |d− 1〉 ,

where |α0|2 + · · · + |αd−1|2 = 1. In theory, we can construct a qudit system using qubits.

However, in practice, many quantum systems are intrinsically a multi-level system. For

example, a superconducting transmon has infinite levels among which the first few levels are

easily accessible. A three-dimensional qudit system is sometimes called a qutrit system.

Composition of Quantum systems

In classical computing, when moving from a single-bit system to a system consisting of n

number of bit, we use a string of bits to represent the 2n possible states that the system could

be in, for there are exactly 2 choices for each bit. Take two bits, there are four possible states,

namely 00, 01, 10 and 11. Naturally, intuition from the superposition principle tells us that,

in a quantum computer, the joint state of a two-qubit system should be a linear combination

of the four possible basis states, i.e., |ψ〉 = α |00〉 + β |01〉 + γ |10〉 + δ |11〉. Indeed, we can

build a bigger quantum state from small quantum states using a tensor product.

Definition 2.1.2 (Composition). The joint state of two separate quantum systems |ψ0〉 =∑
j αj |aj〉 and |ψ1〉 =

∑
k βk |bk〉 is represented as the tensor product of the components.

That is,

|ψ〉 = |ψ0〉 ⊗ |ψ1〉 =
∑
j

∑
k

αjβk(|aj〉 ⊗ |bj〉)

where |aj〉 ⊗ |bj〉 can often be shortened as |ajbk〉.
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2.1.2 Quantum Operations

Measurements

How much information can we store in or get out of a single qubit? The amplitudes of

a qubit state |ψ〉 = α |0〉 + β |1〉 take complex coefficients. The quantum measurement

postulate in quantum mechanics states that, the only way to read out information from a

quantum system is by interacting with the system via measurement, from which we obtain

a probabilistic outcome. Formally, we can define the following process:

Definition 2.1.3 (Measurement). When we measure a qubit |ψ〉 = α |0〉+ β |1〉 we observe

the basis state |0〉 with probability |α|2 and the basis state |1〉 with probability |β|2.

The process of measurement is irreversible and probabilistic, meaning once measurement

has occurred, the state |ψ〉 collapses into one of the two basis states (|0〉 or |1〉) and the

original quantum superposition cannot be recovered.

Example 2.1.4. If MeasZ is the measurement operator (along the computational axis),

the measurement outcome for each qubit MeasZ |ψ〉 will be either |0〉 or |1〉 depending on

its state. In the Bloch sphere picture, the MeasZ outcome is related to the latitude of the

quantum state – global phase (longitude) does not matter (see Table 2.1).

For completeness, we describe the general measurement rules for (pure) quantum states.

To start with, we pick a measurement basis set, which can be written as a set of matrices

{Mi}i satisfying the completeness condition

∑
i

M
†
iMi = I.

For instance, for the computational basis measurement, we take M1 = |0〉 〈0| and M2 =
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Initial State Readout Final State Probability

|ψ〉 = |0〉 0 |0〉 100%

|ψ〉 = |1〉 1 |1〉 100%

0 |0〉 50%|ψ〉 = |+〉
1 |1〉 50%

0 |0〉 50%|ψ〉 = |−〉
1 |1〉 50%

00 |00〉 50%|ψ〉 = 1√
2
|00〉+ 1√

2
|11〉

11 |11〉 50%

00 |00〉 |α|2
01 |01〉 |β|2
10 |10〉 |γ|2|ψ〉 = α |00〉+ β |01〉+ γ |10〉+ δ |11〉

11 |11〉 |δ|2

Table 2.1: Example measurement outcomes by MeasZ on initial state |ψ〉.

|1〉 〈1|. Upon measurement, we obtain the outcome “i” with probability

Pr[observei] = |Mi |ψ〉 |2 = 〈ψ|M†iMi|ψ〉 ,

which results in a quantum state

|ψ′〉 =
Mi |ψ〉
|Mi |ψ〉 |

=
Mi |ψ〉√
〈ψ|M†iMi|ψ〉

.

Quantum Gates

What kind of quantum logic operations can we achieve? How do we transform from one

quantum state to another? Mathematically, this process is defined as a “norm-preserving

linear transformation”, in other words, a unitary transformation. Transforming from |ψ〉 =

α |0〉 + β |1〉 to |ϕ〉 = α′ |0〉 + β′ |1〉, we must have |α|2 + |β|2 = |α′|2 + |β′|2 = 1 to ensure

that both |ψ〉 and |ϕ〉 are valid quantum states. If we represent a quantum state |ψ〉 as a

column vector as in Definition 2.1.1, then we can represent the quantum logic gate on the

state vector by a linear operator U given by a matrix.

Definition 2.1.5 (Transformation). A valid logical transformation must map a quantum
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state to another quantum state. That is, for U : |ψ〉 → U |ψ〉, we require | 〈ψ|ψ〉 |2 =

1 = | 〈ψ|U†U |ψ〉 |2. Formally, this means that U is represented by a unitary matrix (i.e.,

U†U = I).

Unlike measurement operators which are irreversible and probabilistic, such logical trans-

formation is reversible (since unitary matrix U is always invertible) and deterministic (since

U maps any fixed initial state |ψ〉 to a unique final state U |ψ〉). Physically, it means that the

transformation is energetically coherent and we can always undo this process by inverting the

action. From an information theory perspective, it means that no information is destroyed

(or leaked to the environment) under unitary transformations. In other words, knowing the

output and what transformation it underwent, we can always recover the input. Notice that

this is not always the case in classical boolean logic. Take a common logic gate, the AND

gate, as an example - knowing that we obtained the bit 0 from an AND operation of two

bits x and y, i.e., AND(x, y) = 0, we cannot tell if we started with (x, y) = (0, 0) or (0, 1) or

(1, 0). Hence, we call the AND gate an irreversible gate. An example of nontrivial classical

reversible gate is the NOT gate, which negates the two states 0 and 1. Transformations

via quantum logic gates, however, are all reversible. It is important to point out that the

transformation principle does not account for the effect of noise. For instance, a qubit, when

perturbed by the environment, can decohere to a classical state. Such a process is incoherent

and not reversible. For simplicity, this chapter will assume an ideal, noise-free situation.

Example 2.1.6. Quantum logic gates define the set of elementary operations that we

can perform in a quantum computer. Let’s start with the simplest example, namely quantum

gates on a single qubit. A single-qubit gate can be viewed as a transformation that takes one

point on the Bloch sphere to another by rotating by an arbitrary angle along a certain axis.

Table 2.2 below shows a few examples of single-qubit operations.
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Quantum Gate Circuit Form Matrix Form Truth Table

|0〉 7→ |0〉
Identity gate (I) I I =

1 0

0 1


|1〉 7→ |1〉

|0〉 7→ |1〉
Not gate (X) X X =

0 1

1 0


|1〉 7→ |0〉

|0〉 7→ |i〉
Y gate (Y) Y Y =

0 −i

i 0


|1〉 7→ |−i〉

|0〉 7→ |0〉
Z gate (Z) Z Z =

1 0

0 −1


|1〉 7→ − |1〉

|0〉 7→ |0〉
Phase gate (S) S S =

1 0

0 i


|1〉 7→ i |1〉

|0〉 7→ |0〉
T gate (T) T T =

1 0

0 ei
π
4


|1〉 7→ ei

π
4 |1〉

|0〉 7→ |+〉
Hadamard gate (H) H H = 1√

2

1 1

1 −1


|1〉 7→ |−〉

Table 2.2: Example quantum gates and their different representa-
tions.
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For example, when a qubit is in a superposition state |ψ〉 = α |0〉+β |1〉 then the operation

applies to each of the basis states, e.g.,

H |ψ〉 = α(H |0〉) + β(H |1〉) = α |+〉+ β |−〉 =
α + β√

2
|0〉+

α− β√
2
|1〉

X gate, Y gate, and Z gate are π (or 180◦) rotations about the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis

of the Bloch sphere, respectively. S gate performs a π
2 rotation about the z-axis, thus we

have S2 = Z. T gate performs a π
4 rotation about the z-axis, thus T 2 = S. H (Hadamard)

gate is a π rotation about an axis diagonal in the x-z plane.

Example 2.1.7. It is usually convenient to include generic single-qubit rotation gates (e.g.,

Rx, Ry, Rz gates) along the Pauli axes in our gate set. We write Rx(θ) to indicate a rotation

of θ angle about the x-axis. Several of the gates we’ve already discussed are just examples

of the Rz(θ) gates, specifically the Z, S, and T gates which rotate by a π, π
2 , and π

4 angle,

respectively. Formally, the rotation gate can be written in their matrix forms as follows:

Rx(θ) = cos
θ

2
I − i sin

θ

2
X =

 cos θ2 −i sin θ
2

−i sin θ
2 cos θ2


Ry(θ) = cos

θ

2
I − i sin

θ

2
Y =

cos θ2 − sin θ
2

sin θ
2 cos θ2


Rz(θ) = cos

θ

2
I − i sin

θ

2
Z =

e−i θ2 0

0 ei
θ
2


Example 2.1.8. Two-qubit gates take two qubits as inputs. They typically have an “en-

tangling” effect – the operation applied to one qubit is dependent on the state of the other

qubit, in other words, they are conditional gates. Among the most common two-qubit op-

erations are the controlled-not gate (or CNOT gate), and the controlled-phase gate (or CZ

gate), as shown in Table 2.3 below.
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Quantum Gate Circuit Form Matrix Form Truth Table

|00〉 7→ |00〉

|01〉 7→ |01〉

|10〉 7→ |11〉
CNOT gate • CNOT =



1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0


|11〉 7→ |10〉

|00〉 7→ |00〉

|01〉 7→ |01〉

|10〉 7→ |10〉
CZ gate •

•
CZ =



1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 −1


|11〉 7→ − |11〉

Table 2.3: Example measurement outcomes by MeasZ on initial
state |ψ〉.

In the example, the CNOT gate is a two-input two-output gate which performs a NOT

operation on the second (target) qubit only when the first (control) qubit is |1〉. Similarly for

CZ gate, if the control qubit is |1〉, then we apply a Z gate to the target qubit. But looking

at the truth table of the CZ gate, we notice that, in fact, it makes no distinction between the

first and the second qubits - a phase is accumulated for the |11〉 basis. Hence the CZ gate

has a symmetric circuit symbol. One can in fact implement a CNOT gate with a CZ gate

and vice versa. For example, CNOT is equivalent to a CZ gate with two Hadamard gates on

both sides, since HZH = X:

• = •
H • H

The fact that these gates are conditional gates can also be observed from their matrix

representations. In general, we may construct a controlled version of any gate U . Notice
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that controlled-U gate can be written as the sum of two terms, namely, when the first qubit

is |0〉, nothing happens to the second qubit, and when the first qubit is |1〉, then we apply

U gate on the second qubit:

controlled-U = Λ(U) = |0〉 〈0| ⊗ I + |1〉 〈1| ⊗ U =

I 0

0 U


where the notation Λ(·) stands for a controlled version of a gate. One can quickly verify

that these controlled gates usually have an entangling effect. In particular, they can trans-

form a product state as input into an entangled state as output. For example, the following

circuit produces the Bell state:

|0〉 H •

|0〉

}
1√
2
(|00〉+ |11〉)

Another gate, important in architectures which require qubits to be adjacent in order to

perform multi-qubit operations, is the SWAP gate, which switches the states of two qubits,

which is equivalent to interleaving three CNOT gates:

×
×

= •
• •

It can be shown that single qubit gates and two qubit gates are universal for arbitrary

quantum logic. In other words, any unitary gate on multiple qubits can be decomposed into

a sequence of one and two-qubit gates. One example of a universal gate set found commonly

in the literature is:

G = {H,T,CNOT}

Physically, realizing a multi-qubit gate is extremely challenging. So finding an efficient

decomposition of a unitary gate into a sequence of smaller unitary gates from a chosen gate
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set is critical to the success of executing a quantum circuit. This problem is often referred

to as quantum compilation. We will revisit exactly this problem but in much greater detail

in Chapter 4.

Example 2.1.9. Three-qubit gates. These gates may be controlled on more than one

qubit. One of the most famous examples is the Toffoli Gate (CCNOT or Controlled-Controlled-

Not). It has the following circuit

|q1〉 •
|q2〉 •
|q3〉

The Toffoli gate can be used to achieve irreversible classical operations like AND and OR in

quantum computing in a reversible manner.

2.1.3 Quantum Assembly Programs

At a lower level, a quantum hardware is controlled by instructions signaled by a classical host

processor. The quantum assembly language (QASM) is a direct translation from a quantum

circuit to a sequential description of quantum instructions for executing a quantum program.

Although some existing low-level quantum languages are developed primarily with device-

independent and software portability in mind, more and more attention is paid to exposing

device specifics, such as the hardware native gates, device connectivity, and noise models, to

the language itself and to its software toolchain.

One of earliest low-level quantum languages is called Quantum Assembly (QASM) by

[Chu]. In the QASM language, a quantum program is described as a linear sequence of gate

instructions. For example, the EPR pair creation circuit is written as shown in Figure 2.1.

Due to its root from quantum circuits, sequential QASM language suffers from its limi-

tation on modeling complex classical control, such as “repeat-until-success” procedure and

other non-trivial branching. To remedy this, and to improve its expressiveness and coverage,
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qubit q0
qubit q1
H q0
CNOT q0,q1
Measure q0
Measure q1

q0

q1

H

Figure 2.1: The QASM code and circuit diagram for creating an EPR pair with measure-
ments.

a number of extensions to QASM have been developed. In these extensions, basic constructs

(commonly used in classical programming) such as loops, subroutine calls, barriers, and clas-

sical feedback control are added. For example, the OpenQASM [CBSG17] backend has been

developed by IBM Q, and ARTIQ [Bea] by the trapped ion community.

Many have argued for a more expressive language to support full control over the phys-

ical properties of the machine, such as pulse features. For example, OpenPulse [MAB+18]

developed by IBM is one of the efforts in that direction. OpenPulse is a set of tools for

building experiments out of pulses. The performance of the experiments replies heavily on

the programmer’s understanding of the physical system.

A leading question for computer architects is: what should be included in the instruction

set architecture of a quantum processor? This dissertation is a step in this direction – we

propose an extended ISA that includes both quantum assembly and qubit tuning.

These low-level languages are naturally more closely tied to hardware specifics. Hence,

optimizations for compiling to such languages must be tailored to the specific characteristics

of their supported hardware, including device topology and noise rates etc. An efficient low-

level software tool can allow quantum algorithms to be successfully executed on resource-

constrained machines, such as NISQ computers.
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2.2 Quantum Compiling

A quantum compiler aims to efficiently express a high-level quantum program using in-

structions that a quantum machine recognizes and natively supports, balancing practical

architectural constraints.

A quantum algorithm is implemented in a quantum domain-specific language (QDSL).

The quantum compiler translates the high-level program into quantum assembly code (QASM)

that can be executed on a target hardware. This is accomplished through a series of trans-

formations and optimizations on a quantum intermediate representation (QIR) of a program.

Finally at the lowest level, machine-level instructions that orchestrate the hardware control

pulses are scheduled and optimized.

For a program to be realizable on a given hardware, a number of architectural constraints

must be satisfied. This typically means considering the following practical aspects:

• Instruction set. There are certain limited number of quantum instructions that are

supported in a given architecture. A compiler should aim to translate high-level quan-

tum programs using the supported instruction set. In most cases, this instruction set

is “Clifford+T” gates, comprised of the CNOT (controlled-NOT) gate, X (NOT) gate,

H (Hadamard) gate, and T (π/8-phase) gate. This is a common set for most gate-

based NISQ machines, as well as large-scale FT machines (e.g., with surface code error

correction). Some NISQ compilers choose to target directly the physical analog pulses

for improved hardware control.

• Qubit communication. A quantum algorithm is hardly interesting if it can be imple-

mented with only single-qubit gates, as two-qubit gates (or multi-qubit gates) provides

the entangling power between qubits. Two-qubit gates are implemented by qubit-qubit

interaction/communication. Qubit communication has different meanings in the NISQ

versus the FT contexts – usually for a NISQ machine, not all qubits can directly inter-
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act with each other. two qubits interact by moving closer to one another via a chain

of swap gates until they are directly connected hence allowed to interact. The time to

complete a swap chain is proportional to the length of the chain. In FT machines, qubit

interactions are accomplished through fault-tolerant operations depending on the error

correcting codes (such as braiding and lattice surgery in surface-code error-corrected

devices 1). With today’s technology, building large-scale quantum machines with all-

to-all qubit connectivity is shown to be extremely challenging. Any scalable proposal

would involve an architecture of limited qubit connectivity and a model for resolv-

ing long-distance interactions, hence inducing communication costs. This constraint is

sometimes referred to as “device topology”.

• Hardware noise. Another important consideration for compiling quantum programs

is to minimize errors caused by hardware noise. Errors under consideration typically

include memory errors (caused by decoherence of qubits) and gate errors (caused by

imprecise control of gates). In general, the longer the program runs, the higher the

chance that the qubits experience decoherence. The more gates are applied, the lower

the chance that the program succeeds at the end. In today’s technology, a two-qubit

gate proves be challenging, hence it is one of the dominant sources of error. A compiler

normally aims to express a quantum program in fewer qubits, or fewer number of gates,

or shorter circuit depth, etc. Note that these targets are non-exclusive, sometimes

conflicting, in which case the compiler would need to balance between the constraints.

More advanced noise-aware compilers have also been proposed. For example, in NISQ

machines, some qubits are more robust then the others, so picking the longer-lived

qubits to perform important computation can improve the overall success rate.

1. Braiding and lattice surgery are techniques that implement gates between logical qubits on the surface
code lattice. Details are omitted as they are out of the scope of the thesis; we refer the interested reader
to Chapter 5 and other tutorials [Got97, DKLP02, FMMC12] for basics of quantum error correction and
topological quantum codes.
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• Available parallel control. Depending on the technology that implements the qubits, a

compiler can be constrained by the available parallelism. The parallelism limitation is

usually the consequence of hardware control mechanism, or error mitigation protocols.

For instance, the width of the tunable laser beams in a trapped-ion NISQ machine

limits the number of independently controlable qubits, and thus the number of parallel

single-qubit gates. Some error mitigation protocols dictate that no parallel gates are

allowed when they are physically located close to each other, reducing crosstalk errors

between them.
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Figure 2.2: A detailed quantum compilation flow outlining the transformations and opti-
mizations involved in a generic compiler.

Figure 2.2 illustrates a typical quantum compilation toolflow. At its core, the quantum

compiler passes a high-level quantum program through a series of optimizations, generating

the most efficient and robust low-level executable (i.e. sequence of classical and quantum

instructions) for the target hardware, balancing different architectural constraints. For his-

toric reasons, more recent work typically targets NISQ-era architectures, but older work

targets large FT architectures. Nonetheless, most techniques we introduce here generally

apply to the different architectures. As suggested earlier, compilation for quantum machines

is very similar to classical circuit synthesis. In the classical setting, we take some high-level
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Figure 2.3: Left: Qubit frequencies as a function of external magnetic flux. The first three
levels of the transmon, ω01 and ω12, are plotted. Shaded area is where the qubit is sensitive
to flux noise. Right: Circuit diagram for a frequency-tunable (asymmetric) transmon qubit
(highlighted in black), consisting of a capacitor and two asymmetric Josephson junctions.
Highlighted in gray are two control lines: the external magnetic flux control ϕ and microwave
voltage drive line Vd(t) for each transmon qubit.

language (C-like, Verilog, etc) and compile it all the way down to instructions for transistors.

This similarity is not pure coincidence; after all, the quantum circuit model of computation

is generalized from the Boolean circuit model.

2.3 Device Technology

2.3.1 Basics of Superconducting Qubits

We start with a brief overview of superconducting qubits and how they are manipulated

for computation. Transmon-like variety of superconducting qubits [DCG+09, BKM+14b,

KBF+15, HHL+17] are among the most widely deployed quantum computer architectures

[AAB+19, ROT+18, KKY+19]. The discussions in this work are centered around tech-

niques for frequency-tunable transmons [BKM+14b, KBF+15, BSL+16b, BKM+13b], but

some general principles will be applicable to all types of superconducting architectures. We
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refer interested readers to an excellent survey of the prospects superconducting qubits by

[GPK+21].

A superconducting transmon quantum bit (qubit), as shown in Figure 2.3, is by design a

multi-level quantum system made out of lithographically printed circuit elements, configured

such that they exhibit atom-like energy spectra. The lowest two levels are used as the bit 0

and 1 for computation. The ground energy level represents the state |0〉 ≡ [1 0]T , and the

first excited energy level represents the state |1〉 ≡ [0 1]T . Unlike a classical bit, a qubit can

be in a linear combination of 0 and 1: |ψ〉 = α |0〉+ β |1〉 = [α β]T , where α, β are complex

coefficients satisfying |α|2 + |β|2 = 1.

When a transmon gets accidentally excited to the second (or higher) energy level, e.g.

|ψ〉 = α |0〉 + β |1〉 + γ |2〉, for γ 6= 0, we call this process “leakage”. This can happen

due to imprecision in quantum control. The energy gap between the ground state |0〉 and

the first excited state |1〉 is known as the qubit frequency, i.e. ωq ≡ ω01 = E01/h, where

h is the Planck’s constant. Hence, we will sometimes use the terms energy and frequency

interchangeably. More generally, ω01 is referred to as the (first-level) qubit frequency and

ω02 is the second-level qubit frequency, defined as the gap between the ground state |0〉 and

the second excited state |2〉. The frequency of a transmon qubit can be changed by applying

external magnetic flux through the transmon loop, as shown in Figure 2.3. In this case, there

are two frequency sweet spots, i.e. frequency values that are relatively stable against flux

noise [KKY+19]. As such, choosing operating frequencies around the sweet spots is desirable

for tunable architectures.

2.3.2 Operations and Noises

In QC systems, computation is accomplished by applying a sequence of instructions/op-

erations called quantum gates, which take one quantum state to another through unitary

transformations, i.e. |ψ〉 → U |ψ〉, where U is a unitary matrix. These primitive transforma-
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tions are implemented by driving the qubits via i) microwave voltage signals, and ii) local

magnetic flux pulses. The control mechanism for each qubit is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

A quantum compiler takes a quantum program written in a high-level programming

language, performs a series of transformations and optimizations on the intermediate repre-

sentations (IR) or quantum circuits, and finally outputs low-level control pulses for driving

the qubits. At the end, results of the application are obtained by readout operations (called

measurements) on the qubits, which collapse each qubit’s quantum state to a classical bit

|0〉 or |1〉.

Single-qubit Gates and Decoherence Noise

In superconducting transmon systems, single-qubit gates are implemented by driving the

target qubit via: i) a microwave drive line (feeding time-dependent voltage signals Vd(t))

through a capacitor connected to the qubit, and ii) a flux drive line (with time-dependent

magnetic flux pulses) [KKY+19]. For example, Rx and Ry rotation gates are implemented by

sending microwave voltage signals in-phase (I) and out-of-phase (Q) through the drive line,

respectively. Other single-qubit gates, such as Hadamard gate (H), can be accomplished by

a combination of Rx and Ry gates.

Qubits naturally decay due to perturbations from the environment. Such decay can

happen in two ways: i) T1 relaxation (i.e. spontaneous loss of energy causing decay from |1〉

to |0〉), and ii) T2 dephasing (i.e. loss of relative quantum phase between |0〉 and |1〉). We

can model both decays in a combined decoherence error : εq(t) = (1 − e−t/T1)(1 − e−t/T2),

where t is time, and T1, T2 are constants characterizing the speed of the decays, for some

qubit q.
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Two-qubit Gates and Crosstalk Noise

Two-qubit gates play important roles in quantum computation, as they implement entangling

operations, that is, transformations of one qubit conditioned on the state of the other qubit

[CDR+18]. Some commonly used two-qubit gates include CNOT (controlled-not) gate and

SWAP gate. Despite their simple forms in the unitary matrix representations, these gates

are not typically supported directly in the target architecture. For example, they need to

be decomposed into primitive gates, such as iSWAP gate and CZ (controlled-phase) gate, for

tunable transmon architectures. The matrix forms for the iSWAP gate and the CZ gate are:

iSWAP =



1 0 0 0

0 0 −i 0

0 −i 0 0

0 0 0 1


, CZ =



1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 −1


.

These gates are implemented by tuning the frequencies of the two interacting qubits to
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some desired operating point, denoted interaction frequencies. Then, the qubits are held at

that frequency for a duration of time t, depending on the interaction strength g between the

two qubits. Figure 2.4 depicts this process.

In the most general sense, crosstalk (i.e. unwanted interaction) happens when two qubits

are accidentally tuned on (or close to) resonance. Interaction strength varies with closeness

of frequencies, δω = |ωA − ωB |. Gate time t is shorter when g is higher (i.e. when δω is

small). Two-qubit gate error can therefore be modeled as a function of qubit frequencies

and time: εg(ω, t), for any gate g (see below for details). For example, crosstalk can occur

when a pair of two-qubit gates (on connected qubits simultaneously) happened to use very

close interaction frequencies. Chapter 3 illustrates in details how to understand and mitigate

these types of crosstalk error.

For frequency-tunable transmon qubits, two-qubit gates are accomplished via resonance.

Depending on the energy levels that the resonance occurs, we can implement iSWAP and

CZ gates. In Figure 2.5, we plot the probability of state transitions as we tune the local

magnetic flux of one of the qubit (along x-axis) and as the time spent on that operating
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point is increased (along y-axis). Let δω = |ωA − ωB | be the frequency difference of two

adjacent qubits, with residual coupling strength [KKY+19]:

g′(δω) =
g2

0

~2δω
, (2.1)

where g0 depends on the effective coupling capacitance Cqq. The coupling strength deter-

mines how fast and strong the state transitions undergo. When brought on resonance, the

two states |01〉 and |10〉 will undergo Rabi oscillation, giving rise to a periodic exchange of

energy population. The transition probability is Pr[t] = sin (gt)2, where g is the coupling

strength. Following [BQP+19], the crosstalk error (for idle qubits) is

εg(δω, t) = 1− sin (g′(δω)t)
2
. (2.2)

For iSWAP gate operations, we want a complete exchange of population, predicted at

t = π
2g . We note that for t = π

4g , it results in another important operation relevant to this

work, the
√
iSWAP gate. The CZ operation is implemented by resonance of |11〉 and |20〉. Due

to the higher photon number, the coupling strength is scaled by a constant factor,
√

2g. A

complete CZ happens when exchanged from |11〉 to |20〉, and back to |11〉, in other words,

CZ gate time is t = π√
2g

.

2.4 Classical-Quantum Co-Processor

Quantum computing hardware is being envisioned as a hardware accelerator for classical

computers, as shown in Figure 2.6. To some extent, it is like a processing unit specialized

in dealing with quantum information, in a way similar to a GPU (graphics processing unit)

that specializes in numerical acceleration of kernels, including creation of images for display.

For this reason, the QC hardware is referred to as a QPU (quantum processing unit). Unlike

a GPU, which can perform arithmetic logic and data fetching at the same time, a QPU does
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Figure 2.6: A QPU (quantum processor unit) and how it interacts with classical computers.

not fetch data or instructions on its own. A host processor controls every move of the QPU.

Let us now dive deeper into the architectural design of a QPU.

It is often times misunderstood that a quantum computer is going to replace all classical

digital computers. A quantum computer should never be viewed as a competitor with

a classical computer. In fact, classical processing and classical control play vital roles in

quantum computing. On one hand, a quantum algorithm generally involves classical pre- or

post-processing. On the other hand, efficient classical controls are needed for running the

algorithm on hardware. As such, a better way of regarding the QC hardware is as a co-

processor or an accelerator, that is a QPU (quantum processing unit), as opposed to direct

replacements of classical computers.
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CHAPTER 3

SYSTEMATIC NOISE MITIGATION

3.1 Quantum Software-Hardware Co-Design

The job of a software systems stack is to bridge the gap between the requirements of the

quantum applications and the realities of the quantum hardware. One promising approach

is to build a reliable and scalable quantum systems stack via software-hardware co-design.

Traditionally, when we design a software tool to map quantum applications to hardware,

we consider the application as a black box (like a quantum algorithm is just a sequence

of quantum gates), and the hardware as a black box (with a certain number of qubits).

However, if the requirement of the quantum algorithm exceeds the resource given by the

device, then we will not be able to successfully run this application. Typically resulting in a

low success rate and high resource cost.

However, if we open up the boxes, we will see what is inside of an application and how we

can change an application to adapt to the hardware. For example, we can synthesize quantum

circuits differently or adjust control flow/parallelism differently according to hardware. We

can also see what can be changed on the hardware side to serve the target application better,

such as qubit selection or measurement reduction based on the application. The software

system stack in between is responsible for performing this cross-layer optimization in an

automated and systematic fashion. The key here is picking the right amount of information

from each side and optimize together.

Quantum computing is at a similar stage of development as classical computing in the

1950’s. Today’s QC systems consist roughly of three essential components, namely the

three layers in quantum computer architecture: application layer, systems software layer,

and hardware layer, as shown in Figure 3.1. Today’s classical computer systems manage

highly complex hardware and software through layering abstractions. Going up through the
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systems stack, each layer hides some implementation details and expose a manageable set of

controls for the next layer.
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Figure 3.1: Selective sharing of information allows algorithms to use limited resource in
NISQ hardware most efficiently.

In contrast, the development of quantum computer systems is still at its nascent stage.

This is great for researchers, because there are so many interesting problems to be solved. It

also means that resources are very scarce and that we are motivated to break abstractions and

pay for efficiency with greater software complexity. Even classical computing is backsliding

a bit towards less abstraction as the end of Dennard scaling puts pressure on architectures

to become more efficient. How much of what we learn in the next 5 years will carry forward

to a future of much larger quantum machines? Perhaps more than we might think, as it

would be hard to imagine a future in which qubits and quantum operations are not costly.

A functional quantum computer requires painstaking attention to the isolation and control
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over many qubits. Some physical details may always be exposed. The experience and lessons

we learn about how to manipulate qubits in NISQ computers, be it at the algorithmic,

systems, or hardware level, will pave the way for larger fault-tolerant quantum devices in

the future. Noise resilience is not only for experimentalists who build the hardware to worry

about; opportunities are ubiquitous in the entire systems stack. In fact, it is crucial for

algorithm designers, systems architects, and software developers to take responsibilities in

tackling this challenge together. It is expected that, in the NISQ era, a QC toolchain must

break the traditional abstraction layers and use aggressive optimizations throughout the full

systems stack. The key to successful execution of quantum algorithms on NISQ devices is to

selectively share information across layers of the stack (from device specifics to application

characteristics) such that programs can use the limited qubits most efficiently.

To illustrate this co-design methodology, we take a motivating example of mitigating

crosstalk noise in a superconducting quantum architecture.

Quantum systems are typically fragile and difficult to stabilize [DC20]. In particular,

unwanted crosstalk between neighboring qubits is one of the dominant sources of noise in

superconducting quantum computers. To this end, our primary goal is to find computer

systems solutions to address such key experimental challenges. In our MICRO paper 1, we

demonstrate a novel approach of frequency-aware compilation and real-time calibration to

systematically mitigate crosstalk.

Crosstalk can be viewed as an unwanted interaction between qubits. Such error is preva-

lent in today’s superconducting transmon architecture due to drifts in the systems and in-

accuracies in the controls. As such, crosstalk poses a major obstacle for scaling up quantum

processors. Fortunately, we found that such crosstalk error can be significantly reduced with

software. The key observation is that qubits can be calibrated/tuned dynamically over the

1. “Systematic Crosstalk Mitigation for Superconducting Qubits via Frequency-Aware Compilation.”
Yongshan Ding, Pranav Gokhale, Sophia Fuhui Lin, Richard Rines, Thomas Propson, and Frederic T.
Chong. In Proceedings of the 53rd International Symposium on Microarchitecture (MICRO), Pages 201-
214. October 2020.
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course of the quantum program execution. By doing so, quantum logic gates (orchestrated

by real-time calibration signals) are executed at a significantly higher fidelity. We show that

such an efficient software exists, and is applicable to any input quantum programs and to

any low- and medium-density device connectivity. As in Figure 3.2, we showed that software

techniques can greatly simplify the hardware complexity necessary to reduce crosstalk in

quantum machines, altering the design methodology and eventual technological course of

commercial quantum machines.

Crosstalk is the one of the leading limitations for fast, high-fidelity quantum gates. This

work identifies crosstalk as an microarchitecture design issue, and calls out for a software-

hardware co-design approach to suppress crosstalk.

At the hardware level, it is sometimes beneficial to implement device with high tunability

so that the software has more control over the systems. Higher tunability, however, typically

leads to higher manufacturing complexity and higher sensitivity to control noise. At the
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software level, the complexity of learning optimal systems parameters grows as systems

become larger and more tunable. For a depth-d quantum circuit on n qubits, the overall

cost for scheduling such circuit can be estimated at O(nd). Assuming a conventional 2-D

grid nearest-neighbor connectivity, the search space for the optimal combination of qubit idle

frequency and gate interaction frequency is O(cn), where c ∼ 100 is the number of frequency

values allowed.

Prior efforts have been mostly focusing on optimizations on device connectivity, pro-

gram scheduling, fabrication-time frequency assignment. Our work takes a step further –

it optimizes compilation, scheduling, and dynamic frequency tuning jointly. Independently

with our work, a calibration optimizer were developed, but specialized for single device or

application [KKMN20].

3.2 Understanding Hardware

3.2.1 Motivating Example: Frequency Crowding and Crosstalk Noise

Crosstalk mitigation is one of the major challenges in scaling up superconducting quantum

architectures. Each qubit has a frequency ω01
q , as well as its associated higher-level excitation

frequency ω12
q , which is slightly smaller than ω01

q . For qubit A and qubit B connected by a

capacitor:

(i) when qubits are non-interacting (i.e. during Identity or single-qubit gates), their

idle frequencies should have sufficient separation (e.g. ω01
A 6= ω01

B , ω01
A 6= ω12

B , and

ω12
A 6= ω01

B );

(ii) when implementing two-qubit gates, they should be placed on resonance at interaction

frequency (e.g. ω01
A = ω01

B for iSWAP gate, and ω01
A = ω12

B or ω12
A = ω01

B for CZ gate).

To avoid crosstalk, every pair of connected qubits must be fabricated or tuned to idle

frequencies that satisfy the above constraints. However, each qubit can choose from a lim-
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ited range 2 of frequency spectrum. Furthermore, every two-qubit gate needs an interaction

frequency far enough from those of its neighboring gates. This issue is termed frequency

crowding, because the frequencies grow increasingly crowded and the above constraints be-

come harder to satisfy, as systems scale up and as programs use more parallelism. It is

critical to determine the assignment of frequencies that minimizes unwanted crosstalk.

We can further understand the issue of crosstalk crowding at the system level by focusing

on two types of graphs: i) the device connectivity graph, and ii) the crosstalk graph. For each

of these two graphs, we will define formally and illustrate how coloring them can effectively

reduce crowding of qubit frequencies.

Idle Frequencies and Connectivity Graph

Qubit connectivity is an important characteristic of a quantum device, as it describes the

pairs of qubits between which a two-qubit gate can be directly performed. For completeness,

we revisit the definition of a connectivity graph: In a connectivity graph Gc, each vertex is

a qubit, every edge is a coupling between the two qubits, e.g. a capacitor in the frequency-

tunable transmon architecture.

When the qubits are idle (i.e. not interacting with any other qubits), we want to avoid

collision of frequencies for every pair of connected qubits. Therefore, we park the qubits

at “idle frequencies”. To avoid collisions in idle frequencies, it is equivalent to coloring the

connectivity graph where no two end-points of an edge share the same color. If a connectivity

graph is colorable by c colors, then we need only c frequency values {ω0, ω1, . . . , ωc−1} to keep

idle qubits from interacting If the separation between the c frequencies are large enough (i.e.

any |ωi − ωj | sufficiently larger than the anharmonicity), then the higher-energy excitation

frequencies are also well separated from the other frequencies, reducing interactions through

the leakage channel as well. This strategy works well for simple connectivity graphs like the

2. For example, in a typical frequency-tunable transmon architecture, each qubit can be tuned to fre-
quency around 5 GHz to 7 GHz [AAB+19].
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Figure 3.3: Left: the connectivity graph for a 5×5 mesh of qubits; 2 colors (highlighted in blue
and purple) are needed to color the nodes of the graph. The colors map to idle frequencies
of the qubits. Center: when the two qubits at the center choose an interaction frequency
(highlighted in red) all qubits within the crosstalk range must be tuned off resonance from
this interaction frequency. Right: A non-crosstalking edge coloring of the 2-D mesh, resulting
from coloring the crosstalk graph. 8 colors are required to avoid crosstalk among maximum
simultaneous operations. Notably, fewer colors will suffice for program-specific compilation
that utilizes circuit slicing and subgraph coloring.

2-D mesh, because the 2-D mesh is bipartite and thus 2-colorable. We also test the general

applicability of our algorithm on different choices of device connectivity.

Interaction Frequencies and Crosstalk Graph

Two-qubit gates are implemented by bringing the two qubits on resonance at some “interac-

tion frequency”. Any other qubits nearby should be tuned off-resonance from that frequency

to avoid unwanted interactions. We define the crosstalk graph to exactly match this con-

straint. The crosstalk graph Gx of a connectivity graph Gc represent the potential crosstalk

that could happen between qubits, which must be addressed by frequency tuning. Here we

describe how to construct the crosstalk graph Gx:

(i) Derive the line graph3 GL of the connectivity graph Gc.

3. A line graph of a graph G maps each edge in G to a vertex, and two vertices are connected if the two
edges in G share a same vertex. [HN60]
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(ii) Connect two vertices in GL if the corresponding two edges in Gc is distance4 one apart.

To elucidate the structures behind the crosstalk graph, we use a 5× 5 quantum chip as

an example. Consider the middle edge highlighted in red in the center panel of Figure 3.3.

Every orange edge either shares a common vertex with the red edge or is connected to the

red edge by a third edge. Thus in the crosstalk graph, the vertex corresponding to the red

edge in Gc is connected with the vertices corresponding to all orange edges. If we tune the

qubits on the red edge to an interaction frequency ωint, then during the gate time, none of

the orange edges should share that frequency.

The crosstalk graph for a 2-D mesh can be colored by 8 colors as shown at the right of

Figure 3.3. This coloring is general for any N ×N 2-D mesh, and 8 is the minimum number

of colors needed.

We report an important observation here: for a device with 2-D mesh connectivity,

crosstalk due to frequency crowding is mostly localized. In other words, the frequency space

does not become more and more crowded as we increase the size of the mesh. To understand

how localized is it, we extend our discussion on nearest-neighbor crosstalk to next-neighbor

crosstalk.

Generalization to Higher Distance

So far, we have been discussing crosstalk between directly coupled qubits (i.e. nearest-

neighbor crosstalk). One could imagine the residual coupling between a qubit and its next-

neighbor could result in crosstalk as well. We introduce a generalization to the crosstalk

graph to higher distance d, denoted as G
(d)
x : The distance-d crosstalk graph G

(d)
x of a

connectivity graph Gc has a vertex for each edge in Gc, and two vertices are connected if

the two edges in Gc share a common vertex or are connected by a path of length d.

4. Distance between two edges equals the length of the shortest path that connects the two edges.
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3.3 Widening the Architecturally Visible State

In a traditional instruction set architecture (ISA) for a quantum processor, a program can

manipulate the logic state of the qubits of the system by performing quantum logic gates.

In other words, the architecturally visible state is the quantum state of the processor and

a quantum assembly code can modify its quantum state with quantum gates. In a more

realistic setting, however, various properties of a processor beyond its qubit state can influ-

ence the evolution of the state of the processor as well. One notable example in a super-

conducting architecture is the qubit frequencies as shown above. As such, we extend the

architecturally-visible state to include qubit frequencies. As a result, the extended descrip-

tion of the instructions for the ISA includes not only the quantum gates but also frequency

tuning operations.

We now demonstrate that the extended ISA allows systematic software optimizations to

mitigate crosstalk that would not have been possible given a traditional ISA. Such opti-

mizations utilize a variety of microarchitecture tunability features. These features (such as

different degree of tunability in qubits themselves and their couplers) allow the hardware to

be dynamically configured to avoid crosstalk as program executes. We propose frequency-

aware systems software that reduces the chances of both decoherence and crosstalk, via

strategic frequency tuning and instruction scheduling.

3.3.1 Frequency Tuning and Instruction Scheduling

To remedy this frequency crowding issue, we present a systematic scheme that dynamically

tunes the device and schedules instructions according to input programs. Consider the toy

program in Figure 3.5 as an example – we found that a general recipe for avoiding crosstalk

between two parallel gates is to create sufficient separation: i) either in frequency, ii) or in

time.

In order to understand and mitigate the impact of crosstalk, we begin with two simple
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observations: i) Every qubit (when not interacting with others) needs to pick a 0-1 excitation

frequency sufficiently far apart from the 0-1 or 1-2 excitation frequencies of its neighbors.

ii) The extend of tunability is limited and there are few preferred operational frequencies

for each qubit. These two constraints are naturally in tension with each other. The key is

to balance the two.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to study strategies for systematically

tuning qubit frequencies in a program-aware fashion.

Throughout, we explore crosstalk on a flux-tunable transmon architecture with 2-D mesh-

like connectivity. Nonetheless, the input to our algorithm can be any arbitrary device topol-

ogy; hence the crosstalk mitigation techniques we introduce here are applicable to all types

of device connectivity, as showed quantitatively in Section 3.7.3.

3.4 Frequency-Aware Compilation

3.4.1 Resolving Frequency Crowding via Graph Coloring

Figure 3.4 is an overview of our approach. This work aims to provide means for understanding

and mitigating the impact of crosstalk, from a software optimization perspective. Recent

work by architects have demonstrated that software optimizations can lead to efficient noise

mitigation, effectively providing the equivalent of months of hardware progress. For example,

[TQ18, LDX19, MBJA+19a] show how to improve qubit utilization and [SLG+19] shows

how to optimize pulses to speedup gates. We demonstrate that quantum programs can be

optimized to reduce the chance of crosstalk and decoherence by scheduling instructions at

the right operational frequency and time step, preventing spectral and temporal collisions,

respectively. To do so, we define a type of graph called the crosstalk graph; our mitigation

technique maps the frequency-aware compilation problem to the coloring of crosstalk graph.

Furthermore, the diversity of gate decomposition gives us an extra degree of freedom in
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scheduling. In sum, our main contributions include:

• An efficient compilation algorithm that mitigates the impact of crosstalk and decoher-

ence via program-specific frequency tuning and instruction scheduling, making tunable-

qubit, fixed-coupler systems a competitive, scalable design.

• A systematic analysis of device tunability and sensitivity to provide insights on the

advantages and disadvantages of different architectural designs, such as IBM’s fixed-

frequency systems and Google’s tunable-coupler systems.

• Evaluations of our crosstalk mitigation algorithm on a variety of NISQ benchmarks in-

cluding BV [BV97], QAOA [FGG14], QGAN [LW18], ISING [BSL+16b], and XEB [AAB+19]

circuits.

3.4.2 Using A Compiler to Mitigate Hardware Noise

Now we illustrate the key steps in our crosstalk mitigation algorithm – the inputs to the

algorithm include device characteristics (e.g. qubit number, connectivity, transmon tunabil-

ity), program characteristics (e.g. a scheduled quantum circuit), and optimization level (e.g.

crosstalk distance). An illustrative example is shown in Figure 3.5.

Finding optimal (idle and interaction) frequency configurations based on device and pro-

gram characteristics is a high-dimensional optimization problem; we break the problem into

multiple scalable sub-problems. As shown in Figure 3.4, we begin by constructing a crosstalk

graph for the input device. Next, the input program is decomposed into primitive gates

and sliced into layers (time steps). Then, we produce a feasible coloring of an active sub-

graph of the crosstalk graph for each layer of the circuit. From the colors, we thereafter

map to the idle and interaction frequencies via a Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solver

[BPF15, DMB08]. Lastly, we produce a feasible schedule of the program (i.e. gate instruc-

tions and qubit frequencies for each time step), throttling parallelism if necessary. Algorithm
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1 is the main algorithm outlining this process. Specifically, line 10-16 is the queueing sched-

ule in Section 3.4.3; line 17-19 is the coloring step in Section 3.4.3; line 20-22 corresponds to

the SMT solver optimization in 3.4.3.

3.4.3 Optimization Details

This section is dedicated to explaining the key ingredients of the algorithm in greater detail.

Through a series of optimizations, our frequency-aware compilation algorithm drastically

reduces the chance of crosstalk and scales favorably with systems sizes, making it a viable

long-term solution to frequency tuning for superconducting qubits.
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Algorithm 1 Frequency-Aware Compilation

1: d← crosstalk distance parameter
2: Gc ← connectivity graph of the device D
3: G← gen crosstalk graph(D, d)
4: Cc ← coloring(Gc)
5: Ωc ← colors in Cc are mapped to parking frequencies
6: P ← decompose input program P into primitive gates
7: S ← first layer (time step) of program P
8: Q← ∅
9: while S non empty do

10: I ← ∅
11: S ← sort S by criticality
12: for gate in S do
13: if not noise conflict(gate, I) then
14: I ← I ∪ {gate}
15: end if
16: end for
17: E ← collect relevant two-qubit gates in I
18: H ← subgraph(G,E)
19: C ← coloring(H)
20: Ω← smt find(C)
21: S ← (S \ I) ∪ {next layer of P}
22: F ← qubit frequencies for this cycle based on Ωc and Ω
23: Q← Q ∪ {(I, F )}
24: end while
25: return Q

Crosstalk Graph Construction

In Section 3.4.1, we outlined how the crosstalk graph is constructed; the steps are made

rigorous in the following Algorithm 2. By abstracting all possible crosstalk channels between

pairs of qubits as graph theoretical objects, we are now equipped to quantitatively analyze

and systematically mitigate crosstalk errors due to frequency crowding.

Circuit Slicing and Subgraph Coloring

One of the major advantages of our approach is in producing a dynamic frequency assignment

tailored for each input program. This wins over a static (program independent) frequency

assignment because frequencies are substantially less crowded when only considering a subset
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Algorithm 2 gen crosstalk graph

1: Gc ← connectivity graph of the device D
2: G← networkx.line graph(Gc)
3: S ← ∅
4: for pair of nodes (e1, e2) in G` do
5: (u1, v1)← pair of qubits for e1
6: (u2, v2)← pair of qubits for e2
7: cond← dist(u1, u2) ≤ d or dist(u1, v2) ≤ d
8: cond← cond or dist(v1, u2) ≤ d or dist(v1, v2) ≤ d
9: if cond then

10: S ← S ∪ {(e1, e2)}
11: end if
12: end for
13: G.add edges from(S)
14: return G

of couplings between qubits that are “active” for a given time step. Here active couplings

refers to only those pairs of qubits currently involved in two-qubit gates.

We identify the active subgraph H of the crosstalk graph G, by profiling the two-qubit

gates in one time step. The (vertex) coloring of H, denoted as C, is an assignment of labels

(called colors) for the vertices of H such that no two adjacent vertices share the same color,

while minimizing the number of colors in total. Graph coloring is known to be an NP-

complete problem; section 3.7.1 shows how we maintained efficiency. In our optimization,

we apply a polynomial-time greedy approximation, the Welsh-Powell algorithm [WP67], to

color the active subgraph.

As a result, a feasible coloring of H yields a set of non-colliding interaction frequencies

for the two-qubit gates. Qubits that undergo Identity or single-qubit gates are parked at

idle frequencies, determined by coloring the device connectivity graph. In the next section,

we describe how to map from a coloring to a frequency assignment via a SMT solver.

SMT Solver Optimization

The mapping from colors C to frequencies Ω is reduced to a constrained optimization prob-

lem. The objective is to assign |C| frequencies within some range [ωlo, ωhi], satisfying the
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crosstalk constraints in Section 3.2.1. We use a SMT solver to find a feasible solution with

the following constraints.

∀c ∈ C,ωlo ≤ xc ≤ ωhi, (3.1)

∀xci ,xcj , |xci − xcj | ≥ δ, (3.2)

|xci + α− xcj | ≥ δ, (3.3)

where α is the anharmonicity, and δ is a threshold. Then, smt find uses a simple binary

search to find the maximum threshold δ, for which a feasible solution exists. We ensure the

efficiency of the procedure by keeping |C| small.

Once the optimal solution is found, a one-to-one mapping from C to Ω is enforced by

a total ordering, motivated by the fact that higher interaction frequency value would yield

faster gate time, i.e., tgate ∼ 1/ω [KKY+19]. In particular, let us denote n(c) as the number

of times c appear in C and ω(c) as the frequency value to which c maps. We dictate that,

for any ci, cj ∈ C, if n(ci) ≥ n(cj) then ω(ci) ≥ ω(cj). The following section details how the

frequency ranges are determined.

Frequency Partitioning

We partition the range of tunable frequency spectrum into three regions: interaction region,

exclusion region, and parking region. Similar partitioning strategies has been studied for

surface code error correction circuits [VPK+17]. This allows us to decouple the idle fre-

quency assignment from that of the interaction frequency. For a realistic frequency-tunable

transmon, the tunable range is typically just a few GHz. So a reasonable design would use a

partition with 1 GHz interaction region, 0.5 GHz exclusion region, and 1GHz parking region.

By this design, no frequency is assigned in the exclusion region (which are most sensitive to

flux noise), preventing idle qubits from interacting with iswap/cphase qubits.
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Figure 3.6: (a): The CNOT gate, decomposed with iSWAP. (b): The SWAP gate, decomposed
with

√
iSWAP. (c): The CNOT gate, decomposed with CZ. (d): The SWAP gate, decomposed

with CZ.

The interaction frequencies are determined using the coloring C for H. This is a two-step

process. First, each coupling in H (that is a pair of qubits performing a two-qubit gate) gets

assigned a color c ∈ C corresponds to an interaction frequency. Second, qubits that appear

in its complement G \H remain in their parking frequencies.

Hybrid Circuit Decomposition

To implement a two-qubit gate that is not directly supported by the frequency-tunable

transmon architecture, we need to decompose it into a series of native gates. Two commonly

used two-qubit gates in quantum programs are the CNOT gate and the SWAP gate, because

they implement relatively simple Boolean logic. Fig. 3.6 shows that they can be decomposed

into iSWAP (or
√
iSWAP) and CZ gates.
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The strategy for circuit decomposition can affect performance. Compared to decomposing

all the two-qubit gates in a circuit with one type of native gates, hybrid strategies can help

achieve better fidelity. A simple hybrid strategy is to decompose CNOT gates with CZ, and

SWAP gates with
√
iSWAP. As depicted in Figure 3.6, this strategy is advantageous because

CNOT (SWAP) is cheaper to implement with CZ (
√
iSWAP) gates than with

√
iSWAP (CZ) gates.

Noise-Aware Queueing Scheduler

Finally, parallelism is another crucial concern in our algorithm – on one hand, parallelism

helps shorten the circuit execution time, reducing chances of decoherence; on the other hand,

it crowds the interaction frequency range, increasing chances of crosstalk. Our noise-aware

queueing scheduler finds a sweet spot by strategically serializing gates that are likely to cause

crosstalk. In algorithm 1 (line 9-16), gates are delayed based on their criticality and potential

noise conflicts. Criticality of a gate is its position along the program critical path, calculated

by profiling the input program during circuit slicing on line 7. Function noise conflict

predicts potential crosstalk: when scheduling g (e.g. CNOT(q1,q2)), if too many of its

neighbors in the crosstalk graph are already in I, then their interaction frequencies are likely

very close, so we postpone g for the next time step. Serialization is done conservatively while

maintaining minimal impact on the critical path length of the program (that is the circuit

depth). This greedy scheduling approach is shown to be effective in balancing crosstalk and

decoherence.

3.5 Case Study: Balancing Software Control and Hardware

Complexity

High-performance quantum systems require extremely precise control to execute quantum

logic gate and frequent calibration to keep qubits stable. This work breaks conventional
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wisdom and includes both quantum logic gates and qubit frequency tuning as microarchi-

tectural instructions. Quantum logic gates, orchestrated by calibration signals, are executed

with significantly higher fidelity. As a result, it gives a general architectural solution for

considering compilation and calibration as a joint optimization process.

Can an architectural solution change the technological course of quantum machines? This

work gives an encouraging affirmative answer. Having an optimized software indeed changes

perspective on the hardware design space. As shown in Figure 3.2, different choices of

tunability offer different levels of software control and hardware manufacturability. Looking

at the state-of-the-art superconducting quantum computing systems design spaces, we can

find roughly three different approaches among the leading industry vendors:

1. IBM is most conservative; they prioritize manufacturability, and have many machines

deployed 24/7.

2. Rigetti is more aggressive, in that they make machines with tunable qubits, which offer

more degrees of freedom in software control. Fewer machines have been deployed.

3. Google is most aggressive, in that an exemplar machine (with tunable qubits and

couplers) are built with extreme care in controls. Since the machine requires fine

tuning, it is not available for public use. Additionally, more complex fabrication has

led to fewer machines manufactured.

Our results suggest that the middle road here, with appropriate software support, may be the

best approach, balancing flexibility with complexity. It is tempting to invent growingly sophis-

ticated hardware components to tackle each hardware issue; however, that is not necessarily

the best approach when it comes to manufacturability and scalability.

Crosstalk is one of the biggest engineering hurdles in scaling up quantum processors; here

is why we believe our software methodology is a viable long-term solution:

• Complexity. With support of software, the hardware complexity necessary for crosstalk
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Algorithms Microarch. Features

Baseline N
Tunable transmon, fixed coupler, Qiskit
[AAA+19] scheduler

Baseline G
Tunable transmon, tunable coupler, tiling
scheduler

Baseline U
Tunable transmon (with single interaction
frequency), fixed coupler, serial scheduler

Baseline S
Tunable transmon, fixed coupler,
crosstalk-aware scheduler

ColorDynamic
Tunable transmon, fixed coupler,
crosstalk-aware scheduler

Table 3.1: List of algorithms used in our evaluation.

mitigation is significantly reduced. This is an important advantage in the long run,

because as systems scale up, manufacturing cost and control complexity will be much

more demanding.

• Generality. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first proposed software to

evaluate and mitigate crosstalk across a large array of applications and over a broad

spectrum of device connectivity, achieving a record level of protection against crosstalk

noise. For future large-scale devices, this is an essential feature.

• Scalability. Our software also has a favorable scaling. It gives a competitive edge on

performance (time-to-solution) with state-of-the-art optimizers for frequency calibra-

tion and scheduling. A typical near-term program instance can be optimized within

5 seconds, and future large-scale instance within 30 seconds, far faster than systems

drift.

3.5.1 Tuning and Scheduling Baselines

We test the performance of our frequency-aware compilation algorithm (i.e. ColorDynamic)

in comparison to four baselines, Baseline N (naive), Baseline G (gmon), Baseline U (uni-

form), and Baseline S (static), shown in Table 3.1; they represent strategies of frequency
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tuning and instruction scheduling from leading industry architectures.

Baseline N: Naive Compilation. A conventional crosstalk-unaware compilation algo-

rithm. Qubits are assigned with separated idle and interaction frequencies.

Baseline G: Gmon with Tunable Coupler. This baseline has advanced hardware re-

quirements to activate couplers – the “gmon” architecture, implemented in Google’s recent

Sycamore quantum architectures [AAB+19], takes advantage of both tunable qubit and tun-

able coupling features to mitigate crosstalk. On the flip side, the flux-tunable coupler would

incur fabrication overheads, and introduce extra sensitivity to flux noise. We reconstruct

and evaluate a gmon-like architecture where the couplers are activated following the same

pattern used for Sycamore, and idle and interaction frequencies match exactly the reported

values in [AAB+19].

Baseline U: Uniform Frequency with Serialization. This baseline relies on serializa-

tion to avoid crosstalk, similar to [IBM, MMMJA20]. All two-qubit gates share one common

interaction frequency ωint, demonstrating the impact of serialization.

Baseline S: Static Frequency-Aware Compilation. Baseline S optimizes the idle and

interaction frequencies independent of input programs, producing a static set of optimized

values. Most crosstalk-aware optimizers perform this type of static optimization [VPK+17,

AAB+19].

ColorDynamic: Program-specific Frequency-Aware Compilation. This is the pin-

nacle of our work. Instead of finding a static interaction frequency solution for all programs,

ColorDynamic returns optimized frequencies for each time step of a program. It combines

all optimizations in Algorithm 1, including circuit slicing, strategical decomposition and

serialization, graph coloring, and SMT solvers.
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3.5.2 Experimental Setup

Benchmarks: We study the performance of our algorithm through a variety of NISQ

benchmarks, shown in Table 3.2. These benchmarks are among the best known applications

for near-term quantum machines. We also include circuits for benchmarking simultane-

ous quantum gates to demonstrate the impact of crosstalk on the fidelity of those gates

[AAB+19].

In our evaluation, we vary number of qubits n = 4, 9, 16, 25. These circuits are of most

interest, because the range of crosstalk is typically localized, as shown in Figure 3.3.

Benchmarks Descriptions

BV(n)
Bernstein-Vazirani (BV) algorithm on n qubits
[BV97]

QAOA(n)

Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm
(QAOA) [FGG14] for MAX-CUT on an
Erdos-Renyi random graph with n vertices

ISING(n)
Linear Ising model simulation of spin chain of
length n [BSL+16b]

QGAN(n)

Quantum Generative Adversarial Network
(QGAN) with training data of dimentsion 2n

[LW18]

XEB(n, p)

Cross entropy benchmarking circuit for
calibrating two-qubit gates on n qubits with p
cycles [AAB+19]

Table 3.2: List of benchmarks used in our evaluation.

Software implementation: Our compilation algorithms are implemented in Python 3.7,

interfacing the IBM Qiskit software library [AAA+19]. The graph coloring optimization

uses greedy coloring in NetworkX library [HSSC08], and the SMT optimization uses Z3

solver [DMB08] through the Z3py APIs. All compilation experiments use Intel E5-2680v4

(2.4GHz, 64GB RAM).

Architectural features: We consider a 2D grid of N ×N asymmetric frequency-tunable

transmons, each having maximum frequencies ωq (in GHz) sampled from Gaussian distribu-
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tion: Ω ∼ N (ω, 0.1), with nearly constant aharmonicity α/2π = (ω12−ω01)/2π ≈ 200 MHz,

to account for realistic variation in fabrication and initial detuning. Any pair of nearest-

neighbor qubits are directly connected with a capacitor; the coupling strength g depends

on the frequencies of the qubits, which is typically around g/2π ≈ 30 MHz. For gmon-like

experiments, qubits are connected by flux-tunable couplers, each with its own independent

external magnetic flux control. These parameters are set to realistic values in line with

experimental data from the literature [KSG+20].

Metrics: For our compilation experiments, we need to efficiently compute the program

success rate – we define a heuristic for efficiently estimating the worst case success rate of a

program under crosstalk and decoherence noises.

Psuccess = Πg∈G(1− εg) · Πq∈Q(1− εq) (3.4)

where εg is the crosstalk gate error, and εq is qubit decoherence error. Details on εg can be

found in Chapter 2, Equation 2.2; εq is captured by modeling T1 and T2 during idle or gate

time, as studied in [KSG+20]. A similar metric to Psuccess is used in [ZBL20, AAB+19].

Besides being efficiently computable, this heuristic has useful operational significance

– we can understand and mitigate the worst-case impact of crosstalk and decoherence on

the systems during compile-time or run-time of quantum programs. Of course, to gain full

knowledge of the crosstalk and decoherence errors, we need full noisy circuit simulation,

which quickly becomes intractable as circuit size grows beyond tens of qubits. Hence, we

validate the heuristic estimator on small-scale circuits, for which noisy circuit simulation is

possible.
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3.6 Performance Results: Evaluating on Noisy Machines

3.6.1 Program Success Rate

Figure 3.7 shows worst-case overall success rate, estimated using our heuristic Equation 3.4.

Note that statistics, such as those from qaoa(16) and ising(16) circuits, are excluded

from the analysis due to their estimated success rates being lower than 10−4. Baseline N

is crosstalk-unaware; as a result, crosstalk has detrimental impact on program success rates

for any circuit with parallel two-qubit gates on adjacent qubits, as shown in Figure 3.7. Col-

orDynamic achieves comparable performance to Baseline G but with simpler hardware (no

tunable couplers). Results for Baseline G in Figure 3.7 is a conservative estimate, assuming

couplers can be deactivated perfectly. We study the effect of residual coupling in Figure

3.10. Compared to Baseline U (with serialization), ColorDynamic consistently outperforms,

achieving 13.3x better success rate on average. Compared to Baseline S, across all bench-

marks, ColorDynamic outperforms static strategies because it is able to exploit program

structures and assign frequencies tailored for every layer of the program.
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Figure 3.10: Log-scale success rate by strength of residual coupling. Baseline G success rate
decays exponentially as residual coupling increases.

3.6.2 Impact on Serialization

Figure 3.8 compares the resulting program depth and decoherence error across algorithms.

Although serialization can effectively prevent gates from crosstalk (commonly adopted such

as for IBM’s fixed-frequency qubits), it results in deeper circuits (i.e. longer execution

time), which consequently implies higher qubit decoherence. Overall, baseline U requires

the most amount of serialization. ColorDynamic produces 1.02x average decoherence error,

compared to baseline G, and 0.90x average decoherence error, compared to baseline U. Lower

decoherence error is desirable when executing on NISQ hardware.

3.7 Broader Applicability

3.7.1 Software Scalability and Complexity

Globally optimizing for the best frequency configuration based on device and program charac-

teristics is challenging; our approach breaks the optimization problem into multiple scalable

sub-problems. ColorDynamic keeps the complexity of each sub-problem small, trading off

program parallelism for optimization complexity when necessary. In particular, the leading
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Figure 3.11: Results on general device connectivity across benchmarks. For each panel: Top:
Number of colors (for interaction frequency) and compilation time of ColorDynamic. Bottom:
Log-scale program success rate for Baseline U and ColorDynamic. Denser connectivity from
left to right along x-axis. n-EX-k is an n-ary express cube [Dal91] with inserted connections
every k nodes.

costs stem from coloring of crosstalk graphs and application of SMT solvers.

The greedy coloring algorithm takes time polynomially in the graph size, which is kept

small thanks to circuit slicing and strategic serialization. The number of variables/con-

straints in the SMT solver is proportional to the number of colors obtained from coloring;

in the next section, we demonstrate that the number of colors remains small. Empirically,

we report the number of colors and compilation time of ColorDynamic across benchmarks in

Figure 3.11. Compilation time remains < 30 seconds on systems up to 81 qubits for a highly

parallel benchmark such as XEB.
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3.7.2 Finding Optimal Tunability

In ColorDynamic, we can limit the maximum number of colors used for assigning qubit

frequencies. To guarantee low crosstalk, fewer colors implies more serialization. In Figure

3.9, we examine the balance between spectral and temporal optimizations, and find the best

tunability for each benchmark. In general, we observe optimal operating point at 1 or 2

colors, depending on the initial parallelism of the benchmark. This result has significant

hardware implications – such program-specific optimization shows that frequency-tunable

qubits with 2 frequency sweet spots are good candidates for near-term algorithms, hence

building qubits with more sweet spots will only give diminishing returns.

3.7.3 General Device Connectivity

To demonstrate the general applicability of our algorithm with respect to device connectivity,

we perform a systematic study shown in Figure 3.11. Denser connectivity for superconduct-

ing device is challenging [KSB+20], due to limitations such as coupling and addressing qubits.

As such, we target a class of connectivity graphs with increasing density while incurring

minimal wiring overhead, namely the “express cubes” [Dal91] designed for interconnection

networks. In particular, we augment an increasing number of connections to a 1-D linear

path and a 2-D grid, denoted as 1EX-k and 2EX-k graphs respectively, where k stands for

inserting a connection every k nodes[Dal91].

ColorDynamic consistently improves program success rate by 3.97x in geometric mean

across all benchmarks, compared to baseline U. Depending on applications, best performance

is usually found on connectivity not too sparse or denser than grid. Compilation time of

ColorDynamic is kept low (∼ 10 seconds) in practice, because the number of colors remains

small, as argued in Section 3.7.1 and Figure 3.9. Empirically, we see some increase in the

extreme cases with unrealistically dense connectivity, but still within a desirable range.
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3.8 Related Work

A number of hardware features have been proposed to help mitigate crosstalk: i) connectivity

reduction, ii) qubit frequency tuning, and iii) coupler tuning. In addition to these hardware

features, some software constraints are usually imposed to effectively reduce crosstalk; for

example, certain operations may be prohibited to occur simultaneously.

Connectivity reduction works by building devices with sparse connections between qubits,

hence reducing the number of possible crosstalk channels. This greatly increases the circuit

mapping and re-mapping overhead for executing a logical circuit, since many SWAP gates

are needed. Moreover, this model necessitates an intelligent scheduler to serialize operations

to avoid crosstalk [MMMJA20]. This strategy is commonly deployed for fixed-frequency

transmon architectures, e.g. from [IBM]. Because of their non-tunable nature, these archi-

tectures have stringent constraints on the initial qubit frequency; a number of optimizers are

proposed for this issue [BCH+18, LDX20].

A second class of techniques rely on actively tuning qubit frequencies to avoid crosstalk,

featured in some prototypes [HHL+17] and by Google [BQP+19]. Software can decide when

to schedule an instruction and which frequency to operate the instruction at. In this class,

[VPK+17] found a frequency assignment for the surface code circuit; [HMF+09] suggests a

sudoku-style pattern of frequency assignment for cavity grid.

A third class builds not only frequency-tunable qubits but also tunable couplers between

qubits, termed “gmon” architectures [CNR+14]. Without resorting to permanently reducing

device connectivity in hardware, a different subset of connections are activated (via flux drives

to the couplers) at different time steps. As such, a schedule for when to activate couplers is

needed. For instance, Google proposes a tiling pattern in [AAB+19].

Most previous studies on quantum program compilation [SLG+19, GDP+19] have largely

targeted short program execution time (i.e. low circuit depth), and neglected the impact

of gate errors such as crosstalk. Optimizations are performed at the gate level, typically
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involving strategic qubit mapping and instruction scheduling. Recent efforts [MMMJA20,

LDX20] are among the first to explore architects’ role in mitigating crosstalk.

Our work here shows that frequency-tunable architecture without connectivity reduction

and without tunable couplers (but with our software crosstalk mitigation) is competitive

against other architectures. The frequency-tunable but untunable coupler architecture is

an optimization sweet spot. On one end of the spectrum, fixed-frequency architectures have

a relatively constrained space for software optimization. On the other end of the spectrum,

requiring both qubit frequencies and couplers to be tunable introduces higher overhead in

fabrication and higher control noises.

3.9 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we introduced a systematic approach to software mitigation of crosstalk due

to frequency crowding. Our approach allowed fixed coupler architectures to compete with

tunable coupler architectures in reliability, potentially simplifying the fabrication of quantum

machines. It is a timely demonstration that an architectural solution achieves record level

of gain in software performance and hardware stability. Such compilation methodology is

likely to guide the technological design space of quantum computing hardware for years to

come.
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CHAPTER 4

QUANTUM COMPILATION AND MEMORY MANAGEMENT

4.1 Rethinking Garbage Collection in Quantum Systems

Current Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers and forward-looking Fault-

Tolerant (FT) quantum computers have fundamentally different constraints such as data

locality, instruction parallelism, and communication overhead. As such, it is not uncommon

that we re-think about the architectural design choices we made for classical computers,

under the unique constraints in quantum computer systems. In this chapter, we illustrate

how re-thinking about memory has led to interesting new research directions across the

systems stack.

4.1.1 Think Quantumly About Memory

Quantum memory management is critical to any quantum computer system where the quan-

tum program (sequence of quantum logic gates and measurements) requires the bulk of re-

sources from the system, e.g., demanding nearly all of the qubits available. This problem

is pervasive in quantum compiling, since typical quantum algorithms require a significant

number of qubits and gates, as they usually make use of a key component called quantum

oracles, which implements heavy arithmetic with extensive usage of ancilla qubits (scratch

memory).

Much like a classical memory manager, the goal of a quantum memory manager is to

allocate and free portions of quantum memory (qubits) for computation dynamically. But,

unlike a classical memory manager, its quantum counterpart must respect a few character-

istics of quantum memory, such as:

• Data has limited lifetime, as qubits can decohere spontaneously.
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• Data cannot be copied in general, due to the quantum no-cloning theorem.

• Reading data (measurements) or incoherence noises on some qubits can permanently

alter their data, as well as data on other qubits entangled with them.

• Data processing (computation) is performed directly in memory, and quantum logic

gates can be reversed by applying their inverses.

• Data locality matters, as two-qubit gates are accomplished by interacting the operand

qubits.

These characteristics of quantum memory profoundly influence the design of quantum com-

puter architectures in general, and complicate the implementation of a memory manager.

A Special Type of Shared State

One of the fundamental limitations of a quantum computer system is the inability to make

copies of an arbitrary qubit. This is called the no-cloning theorem due to Wootters and

Zurek. In classical computing, we are used to making shared state of data when designing and

programming algorithms. The no-cloning limitation prevents us from directly implementing

a quantum analog of the classical memory hierarchy, as caches require making copies of data.

Hence, current quantum computer architecture proposals follow the general principles that

transformations are applied directly to quantum memory, and data in memory are moved

but not copied. However, we are allowed to make an entangled copy of a qubit. This type

of shared state has the special property that the state of one part of the memory system

cannot be fully described without considering the other part(s). Measurements (Reads) on

such systems typically result in highly correlated outcomes. As such, reads and writes on

entangled states must be handled with care. In classical memory systems, reads and writes

must follow models of cache coherence and memory consistency to ensure correctness on

shared states. In a quantum system, we can no longer easily read from or write to the
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quantum memory, as read is done through measurements (which likely alter the data) and

write generally requires complex state preparation routines.

4.1.2 Challenges of Memory Management in Quantum Systems

We raise a series of questions regarding quantum memory: How to allocate and reuse qubits

most economically? How to clean up garbage qubits? How to prevent error from propagating

through entangled qubits?

Relying on programmers to keep track of all usage of qubits is hardly scalable nor efficient.

So design automation plays a crucial role, in order to make programming manageable and

algorithms practical. Several techniques have been developed to save the number of qubits

used by quantum programs. The effectiveness of memory manager can impact the perfor-

mance of programs significantly; a good memory manager fulfills the allocation requests of

a high-level quantum circuit by locating and reusing qubits from a highly constrained pool

of memory.

When a program requires new allocations of qubits, the memory manager faces a decision:

whether to assign brand-new unused qubits or to reuse reclaimed qubits. It may seem

that reusing reclaimed qubits whenever available is the most economical strategy, for it

minimizes the number of qubits used by a program. However, qubit reuse could potentially

reduce program parallelism. Operations that could have been performed in parallel are now

forced to be scheduled after the last usage of the reclaimed qubits. This additional data

dependency could potentially lengthen the overall time to complete the program. Hardware

constraints, such as reliability and locality, can also impact the allocation decisions. Some

qubits might be more reliable than the others. It could be beneficial to prioritize qubits

that are more reliable and balance the workload on each qubit. Some qubits might be closer

than the others. Multi-qubit operations performed on distant qubits can therefore induce

communication overhead. Ideally, an efficient qubit allocator must make decisions based on
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program structures and hardware constraints and reuse qubits discretely.

Techniques to reuse qubits generally fall in to three categories:

• Measurement and Reset — When some qubits are disentangled from the data qubits,

we can directly reclaim those qubits by performing a measurement and reset. We

can save the number of qubits, by moving measurements to as early as possible in

the program, so early that we can reuse the same qubits after measurement for other

computation. Prior art has extensively studied this problem and proposed algorithms

for discovering such opportunities. This measurement-and-reset (M&R) approach has

limitations. First, today’s NISQ hardware does not yet support fast qubit reset, so

reusing qubits after measurement could be costly or, in many cases, unfeasible. The

state-of-the-art technique for resetting a qubit on a NISQ architecture is by waiting

long enough for qubit decoherence to happen naturally, typically on the order of mil-

liseconds for superconducting machines, significantly longer than the average gate time

around several nanoseconds. Fault-tolerant (FT) architectures have much lower mea-

surement over- head (that is roughly the same as that of a single gate operation),

and thus are more amenable to the M&R approach. Second, qubit rewiring works if

measurements can be done early in a program, which may be rare in quantum algo-

rithms—measurements are absent in many program (such as arithmetic subroutines)

or only present somewhere deep in the circuit. Unlike the uncomputation approach,

M&R does not actively create qubit reuse opportunities.

• Qubit Borrowing — Another strategy for reusing qubits involve temporarily borrowing

a qubit for computation and return the qubit to its original state when completed. This

technique is sometimes called the “dirty borrowing” of qubits, because the qubits we

borrow can be in an arbitrary unknown quantum state; this is to be contrasted with

the uncomputation technique we will introduce next, in which the qubits to reuse are

always clean ancilla (i.e., qubits initialized to a known state such as 0). Dirty borrowing
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opportunities depends highly on the structures in quantum circuits; the reason is two-

fold. First, we need to return the borrowed qubits to their original states timely,

otherwise the original computation has to be stalled. Second, computation of the

borrowing circuit is restricted — as it performs computation on borrowed qubit without

knowing its exact state. For example, one typically cannot perform measurements on

the borrowed qubits, due to their entanglement with other qubits. This technique has

been applied to speed up implementations of arithmetic circuits.

• Uncomputation — is to recycle ancilla qubits for future reuse through a process called

“uncomputation”. This can be thought of as analogous to the concept of garbage collec-

tion in classical computing. Reclamation comes with a gate cost, as it is accomplished

by first storing the output to a safe space and then undoing part of a computation

so as to reset the ancilla qubits to their initial value and remove the entanglement

relationship with the output qubits. It is critical to perform this uncomputation step,

otherwise directly reusing ancilla could also change the value stored in the output

qubits. Identifying the appropriate points for reclamation is not an easy task, es-

pecially for programs with hierarchical structures. Finding the optimal strategy for

programs with general data dependency graphs are shown to be PSPACE complete.

The reversible pebbling game strategy demonstrates that uncomputation gate cost can

be reduced if a divide and conquer approach is used. In a more realistic setting, a

heuristic approach strategically fulfills qubit allocation and reclamation, taking into

account information such as program structures, data locality, and qubit/gate noise.

4.1.3 Garbage Collection Done Strategically

For the remaining of the chapter, we consider the motivating example of qubit reuse/garbage

collection via “uncomputation” [Ben73b] (i.e., undoing parts of computation to reset scratch

qubits to its initial value).
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In practice, uncomputation must be done strategically – too much uncomputation could

result in significant gate cost while too little uncomputation could cause qubits to run out.

An optimal approach would find a middle road, strategically fulfilling qubit allocation and

reclamation. We found that considering information such as program structures, data lo-

cality, and qubit/gate noise entirely changes the perspective – when evaluated at systems

level, strategic uncomputation is found to be beneficial. The most counter-intuitive, novel

discovery of this paper is that adding gates for uncomputation can usually reduce total num-

ber of operations, hence improving the fidelity of a program rather than impairing it. One

explanation is that adding uncomputation allows us to create ancilla with better locality,

thus reducing the communication cost.

Finally, an advantage of the research study in this chapter is that it casts a wide net –

we demonstrate the applicability of our techniques not only in near-term NISQ setting but

also in long-term fault-tolerant setting. For the former, we quantify the impact of garbage

collection to program fidelity, by performing extensive noisy circuit simulations. For the

latter, we introduces the concept of qubit “liveness” quantified by a new metric (active

quantum volume) to evaluate and guide optimal resource allocation.

4.2 Reversible Logic Preliminaries

Quantum computers are devices that harness quantum mechanics to store and process in-

formation. For this paper, we highlight three of the basic rules derived from the principles

of quantum mechanics:

• Superposition rule: A quantum bit (qubit) can be in a quantum state of a linear

combination of 0 and 1: |ψ〉 = α |0〉 + β |1〉, where α and β are complex amplitudes

satisfying |α|2 + |β|2 = 1.
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Figure 4.1: Circuit diagram for the irreversible AND gate and the reversible Toffoli gate.

• Transformation rule: Computation on qubits is accomplished by applying a unitary

quantum logic gate that maps from one quantum state to another. This process is

reversible and deterministic.

• Measurement rule: Measurement or readout of a qubit |ψ〉 = α |0〉+β |1〉 collapses the

quantum state to classical outcomes: |ψ′〉 = |0〉 with probability |α|2 and |ψ′〉 = |1〉

with probability |β|2. This is irreversible and probabilistic.

Reversibility constraints.

The above three rules give rise to the potential computing power that quantum computers

possess, but at the same time, they impose strict constraints on what we can do in quantum

computation. For example, the transformation rule implies that any quantum logic gate we

apply to a qubit has to be reversible. The classical AND gate in Figure 4.1 is not reversible

because we cannot recover the two input bits based solely on one output bit. To make it

reversible, we could introduce a scratch bit, called ancilla, to store the result out-of-place,

as in controlled-controlled-NOT gate (or Toffoli gate) in Figure 4.1. Note that we use the

terminology “ancilla” in its most general sense–it is not limited to error correction ancilla,

but rather, any (physical or logical) qubits used as scratch space for computation. As the

arithmetic complexity scales up when tackling difficult computational problems, we quickly

see extensive usage of ancilla bits in our circuits due to this reversibility constraint.
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4.2.1 Synthesizing Reversible Arithmetic

For small arithmetic logic, algorithms exist to directly synthesize reversible circuits from

the truth-table of the desired function [GWDD09, MMD03, SRWDM17] and with templates

[MDM05]. This typically works well for small low-level combinational functions, but not for

functions with internal states [PRS15]. As the complexity of the arithmetic in an algorithm

scales up, modularity quickly becomes convenient, and in many cases necessary. That is, to

construct high-level arithmetic, we need to build up from small modular subroutines.

In reversible logic synthesis and optimization, besides making our circuit for the reversible

function contain as few gates as possible, we would also like to minimize the amount of

scratch memory (i.e. number of ancilla bits) used in the circuit. Fortunately, there is a

way to recycle ancilla bits for later reuse. For a circuit that makes extensive use of scratch

memory, managing the allocation and reclamation of the ancilla bits becomes critical to

producing an efficient implementation of the function.

Role of reversible arithmetic in quantum algorithms.

Reversible arithmetic plays a pivotal role in many known quantum algorithms. The advan-

tage of quantum algorithms is thought to stem from their ability to pass a superposition

of inputs into a classical function at once, whereas a classical algorithm can only evalu-

ate the function on single input at a time. Many quantum algorithms involve computing

classical functions, which must be embedded in the form of reversible arithmetic subrou-

tines in quantum circuits. For example, Shor’s factoring algorithm [Sho99] uses classical

modular-exponentiation arithmetic, Grover’s searching algorithm [Gro96a] also implements

its underlying search problem as an oracle subroutine, and the HHL algorithm for solving

linear system of equations contains an expensive reciprocal step [HHL09a]. These reversible

arithmetic subroutines are typically the most resource-demanding computational compo-

nents of the entire quantum circuit.
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4.2.2 Reusing Qubits

Reclaiming Ancilla Qubits via Uncomputation

Reclaiming qubits is the process of returning them to their original |0〉 state for future reuse.

Due to entanglement, this process could be costly; ancilla qubits that are entangled with

data qubits will alter the data qubits’ state if they are reset or measured. Fortunately,

uncomputation, introduced by Bennett [Ben73b], is the process for undoing a computation

in order to remove the entanglement relationship between ancilla qubits and data qubits

from previous computations. Figure 4.2 (left pane) illustrates this process. In that circuit

diagram, the Uf box denotes the circuit that computes a classical function f . The garbage

produced at the end of Uf is cleaned up by storing the output elsewhere and then undoing

the computation.

This uncomputation approach has two potential limitations: firstly, if uncomputation is

not done appropriately, we need to pay for the additional gate cost, and secondly, it only

works if the circuit Uf implements classical reversible logic - i.e. can be implemented with

Toffoli gate alone, optionally with NOT gate and CNOT gate. Quantum algorithms contain

non-classical gates such as Hadamard gate, phase gate and T gate; this work focuses on the

part in quantum algorithms that computes classical functions (usually arithmetics) which

can be implemented without those gates. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, classical reversible

logic plays a large part of most quantum algorithms.

Related work on optimization of qubit allocation and reclamation in reversible programs

dates back to as early as [Ben89, BTV01], where they propose to reduce qubit cost via

fine-grained uncomputation at the expense of increasing time. Since then, more [CLNV15,

FKJ99, Kni95, KSS18] have followed in characterizing the complexity of reclamation for

programs with complex modular structures. Recent work in [ARS17, PRS15] show that

knowing the structure of the operations in Uf can also help identify bits that may be eligible
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for cleanup early. A more recent example [MSR+19] improves the reclamation strategy for

straight-line programs using a SAT-based algorithm. Some of the above work emphasizes on

identifying reclamation opportunities in a flat program, whereas our focus is on coordinating

multiple reclamation points in a larger modular program.

Reclaiming Qubits via Measurement and Reset

If ancilla qubits have already been disentangled from the data qubits, we can directly reclaim

them by performing a measurement and reset. We can save the number of qubits, by moving

measurements to as early as possible in the program, so early that we can reuse the same

qubits after measurement for other computation. Prior art [PFW19, PWD16] has extensively

studied this problem and proposed algorithms for discovering such opportunities.

This measurement-and-reset (M&R) approach also has limitations: firstly, a near-term

challenge for NISQ hardware is to support fast qubit reset. Without it, reusing qubits after

measurement could be costly or, in many cases, unfeasible. The state-of-the-art technique for

resetting a qubit on a NISQ architecture is by waiting long enough for qubit decoherence to

happen naturally, typically on the order of milliseconds for superconducting machines [IBM],

significantly longer than the average gate time around several nanoseconds. FT architectures

have much lower (logical) measurement overhead (that is roughly the same as that of a single

gate operation), and thus are more amenable to the M&R approach. Secondly, qubit rewiring

as introduced in [PWD16] works only if measurements can be done early in a program, which

may be rare in quantum algorithms – measurements are absent in many program (such as

arithmetic subroutines) or only present somewhere deep in the circuit. M&R of a qubit is

allowed only after all entangled results are no longer needed, whereas uncomputation can be

done partially for any subcircuit. As such, unlike the uncomputation approach, M&R does

not actively create qubit reuse opportunities.
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4.2.3 Connection to Classical Compilation

Some similarities can be seen in register allocation in classical computing. In that setting,

we assign program variables to a limited number of registers in the CPU for fast access.

Variables that are not stored in register may be moved to and from RAM, as a process

called “register spilling”. The analysis of live variable and register reuse can be very similar

to that of qubits. For instance, our heuristic-based methodology is inspired by register

allocation in GPU/distributed systems where communication cost needs to be minimized,

and by the technique “rematerialization” that reduces the register pressure (i.e. number of

registers in use at any point in time) by recomputing some variables instead of storing them

to memory. But the trade-offs in qubit allocation and reclamation are unique, which we will

introduce as “recursive recomputation” and “qubit reservation” in Section 4.4.2. Finding

the optimal strategy for register allocation, and similarly for qubit reuse, is known to be a

hard problem [BDGR06, CLNV15]. Luckily, we are able to transfer some general insights

from the rich history of classical register allocation optimization to solve the problems in

qubit allocation and reclamation.
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The connection made between qubit reuse and classical register allocation [BCT94,

Cha82, PS99] allows us to inherit some of the intuitions from a wealth of classical liter-

ature. Nonetheless, the uncomputation/reuse/locality trade-offs we face are fairly unique.

Indeed, rematerialization [BCT92] is very much like qubit reclamation, in that they both

aim to lower active registers/qubits at the expense of computation, yet it does not exhibit

the same exponential recomputation cost, nor is the increase in the live-range of variables

from the recomputing step the same as qubit reservation caused by not uncomputing. We

also gained general insights from numerous techniques in code scheduling[GH14, Pin93], and

thread-level parallelism[XLL+15].

4.3 Motivation: Qubit and Gate Overheads

One major challenge, however, facing the QC community, is the substantial resource gap

between what quantum computer hardware can offer and what quantum algorithms (for

classically intractable problems) typically require. Space and time resources in a quantum

computer are extremely constrained. Space is constrained in the sense that there will be a

limited number of qubits available, often further complicated by poor connectivity between

qubits. Time is also constrained because qubits suffer from decoherence noise and gate noise.

Too many successive operations on qubits results in lower program success rates.

Due to space and time constraints, it is critical to find efficient ways to compile large

programs into programs (circuits) that minimize the number of qubits and sequential opera-

tions (circuit depth). Several options have been proposed [BAN+19, CH17, CFM17, HC18,

PPND17, SHT18, WS14a]. Among the options, one approach not yet well studied is to co-

ordinate allocation and reclamation of qubits for optimal reuse and load balancing [SHR18].

Reclaiming qubits, however, comes with a substantial operational cost. In particular, to obey

the rules of quantum computation, before recycling a used qubit, additional gate operations

need to be applied to “undo” part of its computation.
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Figure 4.3: Qubit usage over time for Modular Exponentiation. The shaded area under
the curve corresponds to the active quantum volume of this application. The blue curve,
representing a balance between qubit reclamation and uncomputation, has the lowest area
and is the best option.

Optimally choosing reclamation points in a program is crucial in minimizing resource

consumption. This is because reclaiming too often can result in significant time cost (due to

more gates dedicated to uncomputation). Likewise, reclaiming too seldom may require too

many qubits (e.g. fail to fit the program in the machine). For example, Figure 4.3 shows

how qubit usage changes over time for the modular exponentiation step in Shor’s algorithm

[Sho99]. Unfortunately, finding the optimal points in a program for reclaiming qubit could

get extremely complex [Ben89, Kni95]. An efficient qubit reuse strategy will play a pivotal

role in enabling the execution of programs on resource-constrained machines.

4.3.1 Defining Workload: Active Quantum Volume

To precisely estimate the workload of a computational task, we propose a resource metric

called “active quantum volume” (AQV) that evaluates the “liveness” of qubit during the

lifetime of the program, which we will formally introduce in Section 4.3.1. This is inspired

by the concept of “quantum volume” introduced by IBM [BBC+17], a common measure for
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the computational capability of a quantum hardware device, based on parameters such as

number of qubits, number of gates, and error probability. AQV is a metric that measures the

volume of resource required by a program when executing on a target hardware, which can

therefore serve as an minimization objective for the allocation and reclamation strategies.

To quantify the workload of a program, we define the active quantum volume (AQV) of

a program as:

VA =
∑
q∈Q

∑
(ti,tf )∈Tq

(tf − ti)

where Q is the set of all qubits in the system, and Tq is a sequence of pairs

{(t0i , t
0
f ), (t1i , t

1
f ), . . . , (t

|Tq|−1
i , t

|Tq|−1
f )}

Each pair corresponds to a qubit usage segment, that is we denote tki and tkf as the allocation

time and reclamation time of the kth time that qubit q is being used, respectively. AQV

is high when a large number of qubits stay “live” (in-use) during the execution; thus, the

higher the AQV, the more costly it is to execute on that target machine.

The key to this metric is in the term “active”. In particular, we exclude the time that a

reclaimed qubit spends in the heap from volume calculation, because it has been restored to

the |0〉 state (ground state), which does not suffer from the decoherence noise as an excited

state does. Hence, AQV serves as a minimization objective in SQUARE. There are a few

practical advantages for using AQV over other resource metrics:

1. AQV is a better measure of the exposure to errors than the space×time metric (i.e.

number of qubits times circuit depth) [FMMC12, HDJA+19]. The more time a qubit

stays live, the more susceptible it is to noise from its surroundings. We show lower

AQV yields higher success rate in Section 4.6.2.
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2. Unlike qubit count, gate count, or circuit depth, AQV allows us to more accurately

model “liveness” of qubits on a machine (i.e. which qubits are actively carrying infor-

mation and performing computation as opposed to staying in ground state unused).

[MBJA+19b] and [TQ18] shows that keeping a preferred subset of qubits live can boost

program success rate.

3. IBM’s quantum volume (QV) [BBC+17] characterizes the amount of computational

resource a quantum device offers, AQV measures the portion of resource being actively

utilized by a program on the device.

4.4 SQUARE Compiler Tool: A Full-Stack Approach

4.4.1 Instrumentation-Driven Compilation

In this section, we illustrate a number of advantages of the instrumentation-drive approach

over the conventional pass-drive approach used in most quantum compilers.

The traditional pass-driven approach for compiling and optimizing quantum programs is

done by sending a high-level quantum program through multiple layers of transformations,

each of which completes a different task. For instance, we have transformations to resolve

classical control structures (e.g. loop unrolling and module inlining), explore circuit opti-

mizations (e.g. commutativity and parallelism), satisfy architectural constraints (e.g. qubit

connectivity), assign qubit mappings, and perform gate scheduling, etc. One of the potential

limitations in this approach is that each transformation performs independently, and in some

cases even conflicts with each other [GH14]. So it is very hard to jointly optimize for some

correlated problems such as mapping and scheduling. Techniques such as feedback loops

could in some cases work well in practice.

Two main reasons that the instrumentation-driven approach may be a more natural fit

for our purpose are: the dynamic nature of our optimization and compilation time scalability.
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Figure 4.4: Our Strategic Quantum Ancilla Reuse (SQUARE) compilation flow. SQUARE
takes as input a Scaffold [JAPK+14] program (see sample code in Figure 4.6) and produces an
executable that simulates the dynamics of qubit allocation/reclamation and gate scheduling,
which can then prints out an optimized schedule of quantum gate instructions.

Recall from Section 4.4.2, our compilation tool flow produces an executable that allows us

to dynamically optimize for the allocation and reclamation of qubits in reversible programs

with parallel and modular structures.

4.4.2 Compilation Tool Flow of SQUARE

Most existing qubit reuse algorithms [Ben89, BTV01, PRS15] emphasize on the asymptotic

qubit savings, and commonly make an ideal assumption that machines have all-to-all qubit

connectivity (i.e. no locality constraint). Since all qubits are considered identical, a straight-

forward way to keep track of qubits is to maintain a global pool, sometimes referred to as the

ancilla heap. Ancilla qubits are pushed to the heap when they are reclaimed, and popped

off when they are allocated, for instance in a last-in-first-out (LIFO) manner. In this ideal

model, we can simply track qubit usage by counting the total number of fresh qubits ever

allocated during the lifetime of a program. However, leading proposals of NISQ and FT

quantum architectures have far stricter locality constraints.

Our Strategic QUantum Ancilla REuse (SQUARE) algorithm is highly motivated by the
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Figure 4.5: Locality constraint changes the desired reclamation strategy. Results are based
on a synthetic benchmark “Belle”. Lower active quantum volume (defined in Section 4.3.1)
is better. Belle performs better on a lattice machine with Eager strategy, while preferring
Lazy when operating on a fully-connected machine.

lesson that communication can be a determinant factor for qubit allocation and reclamation.

Take the NISQ architecture as an example. We make the following two novel observations.

Firstly, same algorithm needs different strategies for different machine connectivity. In Fig-

ure 4.5, a benchmark named Belle (whose details can be found in Section 4.6.1) prefers Eager

strategy on a 2-D lattice topology (with swaps), but Lazy strategy on a fully-connected topol-

ogy (without swaps). Secondly, and most counter-intuitively, adding uncomputation gates

can improve overall circuit fidelity, if done properly. With careful allocation and reclama-

tion, the expense of additional uncomputation gates is compensated by the reduction of

communication cost. This is because uncomputation allows us to create ancilla with better

locality, resulting in fewer swap gates and less overall gate noise.

In a nutshell, our SQUARE compilation algorithm takes as input a Scaffold program

[JAPK+14] and produces an optimized schedule of all of its quantum instructions. This is

accomplished through what is known as the “instrumentation-driven” approach, also used

in [HPJ+15b], which allows us to pre-simulate the control flow in a quantum program. This

works because all inputs are known at compile time for most quantum programs, so we can

use their known control flow to simulate resource usage.
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Figure 4.4 illustrates in detail the compilation flow for SQUARE. It consists of three

main components: 1) an easy-to-use syntactical construct compatible within the Scaffold

language, 2) a qubit allocation heuristic, and 3) a qubit reclamation heuristic.

Under the hood, an input program first goes through an initial compilation step, where

each Allocate() and Free() instruction is replaced by a classical function call (such as

in C/C++) that implements the heuristic algorithm. Each quantum gate is replaced by a

classical function that resolves the connectivity constraints of its operand qubits and then

schedules the gate to the earliest time step possible. As a result, we have obtained an

executable for the classical control flow of the quantum program. The compiler maintains

an ancilla heap (i.e. pool of reclaimed qubits) that stores all the reclaimed ancilla qubits.

Future allocations can therefore choose to pop from the ancilla heap or initialize brand new

qubits. One of the key contributions of our work is a heuristic that makes such decisions.

4.4.3 Compilation Complexity

SQUARE is a heuristic-based greedy algorithm. It makes allocation and reclamation deci-

sions as they appear in program order. As a result, it takes time that scales linearly to the

number of reclamation points in a program. Consider a program with nested functions – all

decisions in the callees are made prior to that of the caller, so when deciding for the caller

function, the cost of uncomputation is deterministic and easy to estimate. On the flip side,

we could end up in a sub-optimal situation where callee’s decisions are made neglecting the

potential burden for uncomputing its caller.

The computational complexity of qubit reclamation via uncomputation has been studied.

It has been shown that, for programs with linear sequential dependency graph, we can use

the reversible pebbling game to approach this problem [MSR+19]. However, finding the

optimal points in a program with hierarchical structure is PSPACE complete [CLNV15].

For a program with ` levels and d callees per function, there can be as many as d` possible
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reclamation points in the worst case. We could be dealing with 2d
`

different combinations

of reclamation decisions. So clearly, the näıve way for finding the optimal strategy by

exhaustively enumerating all possible decisions is far from efficient.

4.5 Case Study: Using SQUARE to Perform Garbage Collection

Now we discuss how SQUARE finds the strategies for allocation and reclamation.

Locality-Aware Allocation (LAA).

We present the Locality-Aware Allocation (LAA) heuristic in the SQUARE algorithm that

prioritizes qubits according to their locations in the machine. At a high level, LAA chooses

qubits from the ancilla heap by balancing three main considerations – communication, seri-

alization, and area expansion.

When deciding which qubits to allocate and reuse, our heuristic-based algorithm assigns

priorities to all qubits. The priorities are weighted not only by the communication overhead

of two-qubit interactions but also by their potential impact to the parallelism of the pro-

gram. Reusing qubits adds data dependencies to a program and thus serializes computation

(which is similar to how reusing register names could lead to false data dependencies and

serialization), but not reusing qubits expands the area of active qubits and thus increases

the communication overhead between them. Recall from Section 1.2.1, communication have

different tradeoffs under NISQ and FT architectures. We will make this distinction in terms

of our heuristics clearer in Section 4.5.2.

Cost-Effective Reclamation (CER).

The Cost-Effective Reclamation (CER) heuristic makes uncomputation decisions with a

simple cost-benefit analysis : at each potential reclamation point, we estimate and compare
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two quantities:

• C1: cost of uncomputation and reclaiming ancilla qubits;

• C0: cost of no uncomputation and leaving garbage qubits.

CER balances the cost of recursive recomputation and qubit reservation as discussed in

Section 4.2.2. To do so, we need an efficient way to accurately estimate the C1 and C0

quantities.

In particular, the decision of child function affects not only the cost of itself, but also the

cost of parent function. If a child function decides to uncompute, the additional gate costs

need to be duplicated should its parent decide to uncompute as well. This was illustrated in

Section 4.4.2 as the phenomenon we called “recomputation”. Thus, we should take the level

of the function into account when we make the decision. The total cost of a uncomputation,

C1, can be expressed as:

C1 = Nactive ×Guncomp × S × 2` (4.1)

where Nactive is the number of active qubits, Guncomp is the number of gates for uncompu-

tation (including those in all children functions), ` is the level of the child function in the

program call graph, and S is the communication factor. Details can be found in Section

4.5.3.

Now, suppose a function does not uncomputing/reclaiming ancilla, the next chance to

reclaim them is when its parent function uncomputes. Thus, we want to estimate the cost

of holding the ancilla live until the parent’s uncompute block is executed. The cost, C0, can

be approximated as:

C0 = Nanc ×Gp × S ×
√

(Nactive +Nanc)/Nactive (4.2)
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1 #include "qalloc.h"

2

3 void fun1(qbit* in , qbit* out) {

4 qbit anc [1];

5 Allocate(anc , 1);

6 Compute {

7 Toffoli(in[0], in[1], in[2]);

8 CNOT(in[2], anc [0]);

9 Toffoli(in[1], in[0], anc [0]);

10 }

11 Store {

12 CNOT(anc[0], out [0]);

13 }

14 Uncompute{

15 // Invoke Inverse () to populate

16 // Or write out explicitly:

17 Toffoli(in[1], in[0], anc [0]);

18 CNOT(in[2], anc [0]);

19 Toffoli(in[0], in[1], in[2]);

20 }

21 Free(anc , 1);

22 }

23

24 int main () {

25 qbit new [4]; // declare name

26 Allocate(new , 4); // allocate qubits

27 fun1(new , &new [3]);

28 return 0;

29 }

Figure 4.6: Format of compute-store-uncompute construct for qubit allocation and reclama-
tion. Shown here an example function (fun1) that allocates and reclaims an ancilla qubit.

where Nanc is the number of ancillae held by the function, Gp is the number of gates from

the current function to the parent’s uncompute function. The term under the square root

sign captures the effect of ‘area expansion”, which we will discuss in greater detail in Section

4.5.3.

In the remaining of the section, we describe the implementation details of the compo-

nents of SQUARE algorithm, including the expressive syntactical construct in the Scaf-

fold programming language [JAPK+14] that exposes the optimization opportunities, the

instrumentation-driven LLVM [HPJ+15b] that translates the quantum program into a clas-

sical executable, and details of the locality-aware allocation heuristics and the cost-effective

reclamation heuristics that we left out from Section 4.4.2.
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4.5.1 Syntactical Construct

In order to express the opportunities for qubit allocation and reclamation optimizations,

we augment the high-level Scaffold [JAPK+14] programming language with an additional

syntactical construct: Compute-Store-Uncompute Code Blocks. As shown in Figure 4.6, the

keywords “Allocate” and “Free” are used to express the locations of qubit allocation and

reclamation respectively. To enable automation in the optimizations, the compiler needs

additional information about the code structure. By writing a Compute code block, the pro-

gram now has explicitly specified the set of instructions that belong to forward computation.

Optionally, programmer can choose to automatically generate the content of the Uncompute

block by invoking Inverse().

Under the hood, the compiler will replace each Allocate and Free instruction with an

invocation to our heuristic algorithms. Depending on the reclamation decision, it will either

execute or skip the uncomputation step accordingly.

4.5.2 Allocation Policy Details

The allocation policy is most concerned about the communication overhead of two-qubit

operations in a program.

• Under NISQ architecture, communication between two qubits is accomplished by move

one qubit to another via a series of swaps. So swap distance is a direct measure of the

locality. The higher the distance, the longer it takes for a chain of swaps to complete.

• The concept of locality can be trickier in a FT architecture. Communication is ac-

complished via braiding. Braids can have arbitrary length or shape, but they are not

allowed to cross. As [DHJA+18] shows, average braid length and average braid spacing

are both strongly correlated with the number of braid crossings. So we can reduce com-

munication overhead by moving interacting qubits closer and moving non-interacting
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Algorithm Description

Eager Reclaim qubits whenever possible, as shown in Section 4.6.1.

Lazy
Only reclaim qubits from the top level in the program
call graph, as shown in Section 4.6.1.

SQUARE
Combines Locality-aware allocation (LAA) and
Cost-effective reclamation (CER). See Section 4.4.2.

Table 4.1: List of compiler configurations.

qubits far apart.

When there are fewer qubits available than requested (due to either the maximum qubit

constraint or a shortage in the ancilla heap), we mark the allocation as pending, and proceed

to schedule all non-dependent, parallel computation and reclamation. Allocation requests

are not fulfilled until sufficient ancilla qubits have been reclaimed.

4.5.3 Reclamation Policy Details

The reclamation policy dictates what and when ancilla qubits get recycled. The decisions

rely heavily on three main considerations: qubit savings, uncomputation gate count, and

communication overhead. In Section 4.5, we have discussed how SQUARE balances be-

tween qubit savings and gate count. Now we present further details on how to estimate the

communication factor in Equation 4.1 and 4.2.

• NISQ architecture: We use the average swap-chain length per gate as the estimate for

S. This is obtained from the history of swap chains during the compile time simulation

– we keep a running average of the number of swaps for the gates we scheduled, and

use it as an estimate for the subsequent gates in the same module.

• Fault-tolerant (FT) architecture: We use average braiding conflicts per gate as the

estimate for S. The communication latency due to braid routing is estimated (similarly

as [DHJA+18]) by factoring in the average braid length, average braid spacing, and

number of crossings.
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Since “qubit reservation” causes the active qubit area to be expanded, leading to higher

communication overhead, the multiplicative factor
√

(Nactive +Nanc)/Nactive aims to esti-

mate the swap or braid length increase due to the expansion.

Algorithm 3 and 4 are pseudo-code of SQUARE, implementing LAA and CER respec-

tively. Procedures under namespace LLVM are functions that operate on the LLVM IR. In

particular, get interact qubits() obtains the set of qubits with which the allocated qubits in-

teract by looking ahead in the code block. gen uncompute block() and rm uncompute block()

conditionally expands or deletes the code block under Uncompute{} (as shown in Figure

4.6). closest qubit in heap() and closest qubit new() look for available qubits to reuse from

the heap and from new qubits, respectively. Both functions return the candidate qubits

and scores. The scores are calculated based on the communication, serialization, and area

expansion, as described in Sec 4.5.2. We select the qubits with minimum scores until the

requested n qubits are allocated.

Algorithm 3 Allocate: Locality-Aware Allocation
Input: Number of qubits n

Output: Set of qubits S

1: I ← LLVM::get interact qubits()

2: S ← ∅;

3: for i← 1 to n do

4: q1, score1 ← closest qubit in heap(I)

5: q2, score2 ← closest qubit new(I)

6: if score1 ≤ score2 then

7: S ← S ∪ {q1}

8: else

9: S ← S ∪ {q2}

10: end if

11: end for
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Algorithm 4 Free: Cost-Effective Reclamation
Input: Number of qubits n, Set of qubits S

1: C1 ← cost of uncomputation

2: C0 ← cost of no uncomputation

3: if C1 ≤ C0 then

4: LLVM::gen uncompute block()

5: heap push(n,S)

6: else

7: LLVM::rm uncompute block()

8: LLVM::transfer to parent(n,S)

9: end if

4.6 Evaluation Methodologies: From Noisy Machines to

Fault-Tolerant Machines

4.6.1 Experimental Setup

Benchmarks

Table 4.2 lists the QC benchmarks and brief description in our study. These benchmarks are

reversible arithmetic functions or applications that use ancilla qubits. Since ancilla qubits

are expensive in both NISQ and FT architectures, it is crucial to reuse ancilla qubits and

improve the success rate of a program. The first 4 benchmarks (RD53, 6SYM, 2OF5, and

ADDER4) are small arithmetic functions suitable for executing on NISQ systems (10 - 100

qubits). The rest of the benchmarks are medium to large functions that are more demanding

in computational resources than current NISQ systems can offer. The number of qubits they

use, for instance, is on the order of hundreds or thousands. For the last three benchmarks, we

construct random synthetic circuits (Jasmine, Elsa, and Belle) with different characteristics
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Name Description

RD53 Input weight function with 5 inputs and 3 outputs.
6SYM Function with 6 inputs and 1 output.
2OF5 Output is 1 if number of 1s in its input equals two.
ADDER4 4-bit in-place controlled-addition1.
Jasmine-s Small and shallow instance of synthetic benchmark Jasmine.
Elsa-s Small and shallow instance of synthetic benchmark Elsa.
Belle-s Small and shallow instance of synthetic benchmark Belle.

ADDER32 32-bit in-place controlled-addition.
ADDER64 64-bit in-place controlled-addition.
MUL32 32-bit out-of-place controlled-multiplier.
MUL64 64-bit out-of-place controlled-multiplier.
MODEXP Modular exponentiation function2.
SHA2 Cryptographic hash function3.
SALSA20 Stream cipher core function4.
Jasmine Shallowly nested synthetic function5.
Elsa Heavy workload and shallowly nested synthetic function.
Belle Light workload and deeply nested synthetic function.

Table 4.2: Program characteristics used in the benchmark suite.

in their program structures. In particular, a benchmark is parameterized by the size and

shape of its program call graph using 5 variables: number of nested levels, max number of

callees per function, max number of input qubits per function, max number of ancilla qubits

per function, maximum number of gates per function.

1. The adders are based on the Cucarro adder [CDKM04, MS12].

2. Modular exponentiation is an important subroutine used in Shor’s factoring algorithm[Sho99].

3. SHA2 contains multiple rounds of in-place modular additions and bit rotations, based on the imple-
mentation from [PRS15]. When used as an oracle in Grover’s algorithm[Gro96a], we can find hash collisions
more efficiently, and thereby reduce the security of the hash function.

4. Salsa20 involves 20 rounds of 4 parallel modules. Each module modifies 4 words with modular additions,
XOR operations, and bit rotations. The Salsa20 stream cipher uses the Salsa20 core function to encrypt
data. [Ber08] Salsa family functions have been popularly adopted for TLS in places like the Chrome browser
and OpenSSH.

5. Qubits and gates are randomly assigned.
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Baselines

This paper focuses primarily on reusing qubits via uncomputation, and discusses the sig-

nificance of our proposed strategy in current noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) and

future fault-tolerant (FT) architectures. Prior work such as [PRS15] follows two basic strate-

gies: “Eager” cleanup and “Lazy” cleanup, as illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Baseline 1 “Eager”: Recursive Recomputation. Eager reclaims qubits at the end of

every function. In the example of Figure 4.2, Eager performs uncomputation at the end of

both Uf and Ug. When reclaiming ancilla qubits in such programs with nested functions, the

uncompute step of the caller would have to repeat everything inside of its callee, including the

callee’s uncompute step. This hierarchical structure will consequently lead to re-computation

of the callees, as marked in Figure 4.2. More formally, for a hierarchical program with ` levels,

in the worst case, recomputation causes the number of steps to increase by a factor of 2`.

We call this exponential blowup phenomenon “recursive recomputation”. That is why the

2-level program in Figure 4.2 has roughly 4 times more steps as the original circuit. This

factor will play a crucial role in our heuristic design.

Baseline 2 “Lazy”: Qubit Reservation. Lazy reclaims qubits only at the top-level

function. In Figure 4.2, this means only Ug is uncomputed, but not Uf . Lazy can sometimes

be a preferred strategy because it avoids the wasted recomputation6. In other words, it is

sometimes beneficial to temporarily leave the garbage of callees, and uncompute the garbage

by their callers. This is equivalent to inlining the callee into the caller, and letting the

caller handle the reclamation of all ancilla qubits. However, with the benefit of the avoided

recomputation comes the cost of “qubit reservation”. The ancilla qubits from callee are

reserved or blocked out from any reuse until the end of the caller. This can be seen at the

bottom right of the example in Figure 4.2. The garbage qubit from Uf stays as garbage until

6. There are exceptions, such as recursive Fourier sampling, where recomputation cannot be avoided and
is required for correctness [Aar03].
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almost the end of U−1
g , whereas in the Eager case, it is cleaned up right away.

Simulation Setup

All compilation experiments are carried out on Intel Core i7-3960X (3.3GHz, 64GB RAM),

implemented in the quantum compiler framework ScaffCC [JAPK+14] version 4.0. Noise

simulations use Intel E5-2680v4 (28-core, 2.4GHz, 64GB RAM), performed using the IBM

Qiskit software [AAA+19]. Table 4.1 lists the ancilla reuse algorithms in our study. Eager

and Lazy are two baselines that appear commonly in prior work. SQUARE is our Strategic

QUantum Ancilla REuse algorithm.

The rest of the section are divided up into three main parts – experimental results on

NISQ architecture (Section 4.6.2) with 2D lattice of physical qubits and nearest-neighbor con-

nectivity as commonly used in [IBM, HJG+18, SSP14], on NISQ-FT boundary architecture

(Section 4.6.3) with same architecture model but on larger benchmarks, and on FT architec-

ture (Section 4.6.4) with surface code error corrected logical qubits [BKM+14b, DHJA+18].

4.6.2 NISQ Experiments

Although SQUARE was initially designed to improve the performance of large-scale appli-

cations, we find that reclaiming ancilla reduces program footprint and thus swap count due

to communication on NISQ machines. In this section, we give analytic and noise simulation

results that quantify the fidelity gains from this reduced swap count. To make noise simula-

tion tractable, we focus on small benchmarks and introduce small versions of our 3 synthetic

benchmarks as in Table 4.2.

AQV Analysis

For our NISQ benchmarks, Figure 4.7a and Table 4.3 show the characteristics of the compiled

QC programs with different compiling policy. With the Eager compiling policy, the programs
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Aer simulator. (Lower total variation distance
is better.)

Figure 4.7: Impact of SQUARE optimizations on NISQ applications. All benchmarks use
fewer than 20 qubits; SQUARE stands out as a strategy that uses substantially fewer qubits
while maintaining high application success rate.

use the fewest qubits, but it may cost too many gates to reuse the ancilla qubits. SQUARE

finds the balance between qubit uses and gate costs. We show the AQV comparison in

Figure 4.7a. The AQV is reduced when we apply LAA that allocates the closest qubits,

reducing the number swaps. When full SQUARE is applied, AQV is further reduced because

of reduction in uncompute cost.

Program Success Rate by Analytical Model

Program success rates in our evaluation are estimated by a worst-case analysis using qubit

decoherences and gate errors. Multiplying the single-qubit/two-qubit gate success rates and

the probability of qubit coherence from Table 4.4, we observe an average improvement by
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Benchmarks Policy # Gates # Qubits Circuit Depth # Swaps

Lazy 536 19 395 462
RD53 Eager 1064 10 878 633

SQUARE 932 11 635 370

Lazy 648 19 456 654
6SYM Eager 1293 11 1279 1247

SQUARE 1078 12 731 520

Lazy 708 18 723 759
2OF5 Eager 1410 8 2374 1728

SQUARE 1176 10 952 385

Lazy 656 18 787 725
ADDER4 Eager 1184 12 1139 748

SQUARE 920 14 715 421

Lazy 275 16 232 73
Jasmine-s Eager 1226 5 1055 327

SQUARE 510 8 427 128

Lazy 163 15 787 725
Elsa-s Eager 501 8 438 163

SQUARE 254 13 223 85

Lazy 220 14 202 69
Belle-s Eager 712 6 574 113

SQUARE 294 9 266 89

Table 4.3: NISQ benchmarks compilation results. Here # Gates does not include swap gates
(listed in a separate column).
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Figure 4.8: AQV results on medium-scale non-error-corrected quantum systems. Numbers
on the chart correspond to the normalized AQV values of the SQUARE algorithm.

1.47X w.r.t Eager and 1.07X w.r.t. Lazy. With strategic uncompuptation by SQUARE,

programs use fewer qubits and improve overall chance of success. In reality, this worst
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Figure 4.9: AQV results on fault-tolerant quantum systems.

# Qubits εsingle εtwo T1 (µs) T2 (µs)

IBM-Sup [IBM, C] 20 < 1% < 2% 55 60

IonQ-Trap [Ion] 79 < 1% < 2% > 106 > 106

Our Simulation < 20 0.1% 1% 50 70

Table 4.4: Error rates on real devices and noise models on our simulation.

case analysis may neglect program structures and noise cancellation. Results are even more

positive in the next section where we perform noise simulation.

Noise Simulations

All simulations in our evaluation use IBM Qiskit Aer simulator [AAA+19] with noise mod-

els from the qiskit.providers.aer.noise library – depolarize noise for single-qubit and

two-qubit gate noises, and thermal relaxation for T1/T2 relaxations to account for qubit

decoherence. Table 4.4 shows the parameters in our simulation, compared against those in

real devices. Figure 4.7c shows the results from simulation; each data point is obtained from

8192 shots of noisy circuit simulation. We use total variation distance dTV , to compare

measurement outcomes of noisy circuits with those of ideal ones; it’s a common measure for

QC experiments [BOW19, LBR17, AAB+19]. We observe that SQUARE achieves lowest

distance for almost all benchmarks compared to Eager or Lazy.
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Applicability of SQUARE to NISQ Machines

Table 4.3 and Figure 4.7b together show the impact of uncomputation on circuit fidelity.

SQUARE finds a balanced middle-ground between qubit savings and gate costs by strate-

gically uncomputing its functions. Surprisingly, when comparing Lazy with SQUARE, the

additional gates for uncomputation reduces the total number of operations, thanks to a sub-

stantial reduction in swap gates, as ancilla qubits with better locality are actively reclaimed

and reused. Uncomputation also dis-entangles garbage qubits from output qubits, prevent-

ing noise from propagating. Furthermore, SQUARE retains most of the qubit savings as

Eager does. Overall, SQUARE achieves high success rate using fewer qubits than Lazy.

4.6.3 NISQ-FT Boundary Experiments

The boundary between NISQ and fault-tolerant architectures are far from clear. For com-

pleteness, we analyzed the performance of the SQUARE algorithm assuming medium-scale

machines (with 100-10000 qubits) is built without error correction. Figure 4.8 shows the

AQV results with different compiling policies, and the normalized AQVs of SQUARE are

labeled. We observe significant AQV savings by SQUARE, reducing the AQV by a factor of

6.9X on average when compared to the Lazy policy.

4.6.4 Fault-Tolerant (FT) Experiments

The FT experiments share the set of benchmarks used in the NISQ-FT experiments, but use

braiding for communication. To do so, we build and integrate a braid simulator in SQUARE

to precisely calculate the communication overhead for executing a program on a surface-code

error-corrected architecture.

Following prior work [FMMC12, JAGH+17, DHJA+18], we assume logical qubits on the

surface are laid out in a 2-D array, with sufficient distance between qubits. The separation

between qubits serves as channels, allowing other qubits to braid through. So in our simu-
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lator, we associate one site per qubit and channels wide enough for a single qubit to braid

through. Furthermore, different single-qubit gates have different time cost.

We substitute the swap-chain generation procedure in the SQUARE’s gate scheduler with

a braid generation procedure. In particular, when a CNOT gate is scheduled, we first find a

route between the operand qubits, and then check if it crosses with other ongoing braids. It

is queued until its route has been cleared.

As shown in Figure 4.9, SQUARE significantly reduces AQV in all applications under

the FT system environment. Comparing to Lazy policy, SQUARE achieve 44.08% AQV

reduction on average, and up to 89.66% reduction.

4.7 Chapter Summary

State-of-the-art quantum computing systems offer growing memory size (qubit count) and

reliability (decoherence time). To realize their full power, however, much attention needs

to be paid in the quantum compiling process. Among all compiler optimizations, quantum

memory management is one of the places where huge benefits can be obtained. In short,

memory management performs optimal qubit allocation to make the best out of a limited set

of qubits – e.g., to compute with high success probability and low resource cost. This work

demonstrates how garbage collection can be done systematically on a quantum computer, by

adapting conventional systems techniques (e.g. LLVM instrumentation, register allocation,

and thread-level parallelism) to key constraints in quantum systems.

4.7.1 From Theory to Practice

This work is the first system-level quantum memory management paper, and showed the

practical value of garbage collection by uncomputation at both NISQ and FT scales. For the

first time, the theory of uncomputation is integrated into a full-stack compilation software

toolchain, and being optimized jointly across the stack. Such end-to-end thinking allows us
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to realize numerous practical implications, which are otherwise neglected. This allows us to

accurately evaluate the impact of uncomputation on data locality, program parallelism, and

program fidelity, etc.

Our work is likely to alter industry perspectives on best course of quantum hardware and

software development. On the hardware side, SQUARE offers insights on how to scale up

from NISQ to FT machines. Is increasing qubit count more important than gate fidelity, or

vice versa? As shown in Figure 4.10, there are multiple likely paths forward. A full-stack

tool like SQUARE is needed to quantitatively study the pros and cons of these paths, since

SQUARE can interpolate between qubit saving and gate costs and is amenable to both NISQ

and FT machines.

On the software side, there is a growing attention and general interests in quantum

memory management, in particular qubit reuse, among leading industry vendors of quan-

tum machines and services. Late this year, Honeywell (a leading trapped-ion quantum device

vendor) and QC-ware (a quantum software and service provider) have both published about
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the substantial benefits of integrating qubit reuse into the compilation process. Their ap-

proach, however, relies on a hardware requirement of mid-circuit measurements which is still

challenging and is not always applicable while maintaining correctness in many quantum

circuits. We demonstrate that the alternative software solution (with uncomputation) is

more general, and practically worthwhile.
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CHAPTER 5

FAULT-TOLERANT QUANTUM ARCHITECTURE

5.1 Quantum Error Correction Preliminaries

Quantum error correction (QEC), first developed in [CS96, Ste96b], achieves fault tolerance

by repeatedly discretizing continuous errors into digital errors and using many redundant

qubits to flag any errors that have occurred to the quantum state, an idea that is not so

distant from memory refresh and classical coding theory. It allows us to track and correct

errors in real-time while executing a quantum program. QEC is an extraordinary discovery –

it not only explains why we can detect and correct a quantum error, but also provides a recipe

for doing so systematically. It is a blueprint for how to build a future large-scale quantum

computer fault-tolerantly. Since the focus of the book is on near-term NISQ research, we have

been postponing discussions on QEC until now. A single section in the book does not justify

how remarkable QEC is; nonetheless, we will demonstrate a selection of fundamental concepts

in QEC, first via an example then via a generalized principle. For details about quantum

error correction, we refer the readers to [Kit97, Got97, DKLP02, Got02, Ter15, NC02].

5.1.1 Basic Principles of QEC

As previously discussed, quantum systems are not ideal. There are many variables that have

an impact on the outcome of a computation. The fidelity rates and coherence times are some

factors posing challenges. Quantum gate operations and control signals are not perfect. And

all of these errors build up to non-negligable amounts. That is why we need a way to correct

accumulating errors. This is the motivation behind quantum error correction. Simply put,

the purpose of quantum error correction can be summarized as protecting quantum circuits

from noise.
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Quantum Error vs. Classical Error

Classically, we are using bits, so the information is stored in 0’s and 1’s. Whenever there

is an error, the bit is the opposite of what it is supposed to be (i.e., a bit flip). Because

classical errors are just accidental bit flips, they are digitized. However, quantum errors are

continuous. This continuous error can be mathematically modeled as follows:

|0〉 X gate−−−−→
√
ε |0〉+

√
1− ε |1〉 . (5.1)

Even though physicists do their best to reduce this effect, it sometimes is not enough.

There are a lot of questions that rise from this situation. Are we able to detect and measure

how big/small this error ε is, or even if we can, is it better to correct it right now or later?

One of the hard to questions to answer is at what point do we decide to attempt to correct

ε?

Key Ingredients in Quantum Error Correction

There are two main ideas that make quantum error correction possible. One idea is to use

redundant encoding of information, just like in QR codes. This way, effects of noise in certain

parts of the system can be tolerated and will not end up corrupting the state of the system.

Another main idea is to digitize quantum errors, since we know how to deal with digitized

errors, as they resemble the classical case.

• Redundancy to encode information

• Digitizing quantum error

Quantum Error Correction Code (QECC)

Quantum error correction code is a mapping from k logical qubits to n physical qubits.

Here, we must emphasize that n is strictly greater than k, as it takes many physical qubits
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to realize one logical qubit. The idea is to use n physical qubits to encode (protect) k qubits

of information. Exactly n− k qubits are used for redundancy. This mapping can be shown

as follows:

|0L〉 = |000〉 (5.2)

|1L〉 = |111〉 (5.3)

In the above example, |0L〉 stands for the “logical” |0〉 state of the qubit, and it is realised

by 3 physical qubits. The string 000 and 111 are called the logical codewords of the code.

Now suppose that with some small probability p, one of the physical qubits flipped, and we

got |001〉. The original “logical” qubit can still be recovered, for example through a majority

vote of qubits. We would conclude that the third qubit flipped, and the actual qubit was

|0L〉.

How to locate a bit flip?

Continuing the above example and representation, locating bit flips can be accomplished by

looking at output sequences of a 2-qubit operator. These operators are ZZI and IZZ, and

each of the operators act on only one qubit in order. For example, ZZI means a Z gate is

applied to both the first and the second qubit and the third qubit is left untouched. Recall

that,

Z |0〉 = |0〉 (5.4)

Z |1〉 = − |1〉 (5.5)

Now, for a state |ψ〉 we can look at what the eigenvalues of these 2-qubit operators are. And

if we apply both of these 2-qubit gates consecutively, we can determine which bit flipped.

Now suppose that |ψ〉 = |100〉. This means,

ZZI |100〉 = − |100〉 (5.6)
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IZZ |100〉 = |100〉 (5.7)

The eigenvalues observed (in order) are (-1, +1). This sequence tells us that it’s the first

qubit that is flipped. For instance, if the second qubit was flipped, we would instead observe

a sequence that is (-1, -1). Similarly, we would see (+1, -1) if the third qubit was flipped.

If one wishes to compute the phase flip of a qubit, then all Z gates should be replaced by

X gates, and all |0〉 and |1〉 should be replaced by |+〉 and |−〉. This preserves the stabilizer

formalism, as the X gate gives (+1, -1) as eigenvalues when it acts on (|+〉, |−〉). Everything

else, just remains the same.

Check Matrix Formalism

In the literature, the extension of how to locate bit flips to a more generalised case comes

through the check matrix formalism. The idea of a check matrix is to create a set of qubit

operations using the stabilizer formalism, with enough permutations sequences of eigenvalues

to determine which qubit is flipped. Each row in the check matrix is a gate operation that

needs to be applied to the system, and each column is representative of physical qubits. For

example, the check matrix formalism for the above example would contain two rows, one

for IZZ, and one for ZZI. It would also contain three columns, as there are three physical

qubits in that system. The check matrix would be:

1 1 0

0 1 1

 (5.8)

where 1’s stand for Z (for bit flip) or X (for phase flip) gates, and 0’s for the identity matrix.

This matrix shows that first, ZZI must applied, followed by IZZ. A more complicated

example where 8 physical qubits are used would be
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1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

 (5.9)

where we see that a series of 3 gate operations is necessary to encode enough sequences so

that one can distinguish which qubit is flipped.

9-qubit Shor Code

Of course, using physical qubits to protect against bit flips would be no use, if one doesn’t

also protect against phase flips, and vice versa. Unfortunately, each of the physical qubits

individually need to also be protected by a second layer of concatenated physical qubits in

this case. This gives rise to what is called the 9-qubit Shor Code, a 2-layer, 3x3 physical

qubit set that protects against both phase and bit flips and encodes one logical qubit. This

way, one layer protects against phase flips and the other against bit flips. The logical qubit

encoded this way gives us:

|0L〉 =

[
1√
2
|000〉+

1√
2
|111〉

]⊗3

(5.10)

|1L〉 =

[
1√
2
|000〉 − 1√

2
|111〉

]⊗3

(5.11)

In this case, operators to check whether phase flips or bit flips occurred changes. We need 3

sets of bit flip checks, and 2 sets of phase flip checks. These gates are given below:

Z1Z2, Z2Z3 (5.12)

Z4Z5, Z5Z6 (5.13)

Z7Z8, Z8Z9 (5.14)
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X1X2X3, X4X5X6 (5.15)

X4X5X6, X7X8X9 (5.16)

Projective Measurements

We now describe how to implement the stabilizer operators in a quantum circuit. The

stabilizer operators (including the example of ZZI in the previous section) are implemented

as projective measurements. To see why, we consider the circuit below by calculating the

quantum state at each time step in the circuit in Figure 5.1.

|0〉 H • H

A|ψ〉

Figure 5.1: The circuit describing a projective measurement for operation A on state |ψ〉.
Here, A can mean any stabilizer n-qubit gate. For example, it can mean IZZ described
above. There needs to be an additional ancilla qubit for this process.

1. |0〉 |ψ〉

2. |+〉 |ψ〉

3. 1√
2
(|0〉 |ψ〉+ |1〉A |ψ〉)

4. 1
2 [(|0〉+ |1〉) |ψ〉+ (|0〉 − |1〉)A |ψ〉] = |0〉 I+A

2 |ψ〉+ |1〉 I−A2 |ψ〉

where operators I+A
2 and I−A

2 are called “projectors”. It can be shown that any arbitrary

state |ψ〉 can be decomposed into orthogonal states as follows:

|ψ〉 = α |ψ+〉+ β |ψ−〉 , (5.17)
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where |ψ+〉 and |ψ−〉 are the eigenstates of A with eigenvalues (+1, -1) respectively. In other

words,

A |ψ+〉 = |ψ+〉 , A |ψ−〉 = − |ψ−〉 . (5.18)

One can think of these states as “no error” and “error” states as well. Since when we have

no error, stabilizer operators give us an eigenvalue of +1, and when we have error, it’s -1.

Therefore, we can see further that:

I + A

2
(α |ψ+〉+ β |ψ−〉) = α

1 + 1

2
|ψ+〉+ β

1− 1

2
|ψ−〉 = α |ψ+〉 , (5.19)

which shows us that we recover the original “no error” state |ψ+〉 with probability α and

the “error” state |ψ−〉 with probability β. So if α
√

1− ε and β
√
ε where ε � 1 (i.e., the

error is small), we recover the “no error” state with high probability. This procedure shows

that “projectors” actually transform the arbitrary state |ψ〉 into one of the two states, the

“no error” and the “error” states.

For instance, measuring the stabilizer operator X1X2X3 means that we perform a pro-

jective measurement using an ancilla qubit as shown in Figure 5.2.

|0〉 H • • • H

|ψ〉

Figure 5.2: Syndrome measurement for the stabilizer operator X1X2X3.

5.1.2 Stabilizer Codes

Using the stabilizer formalism defined earlier, we can construct a family of quantum error

correction codes, defined by . Thanks to the simplicity in the formalism, we are able to

borrow the concepts from linear codes in classical coding theory.

Definition 5.1.1. An [n, k] stabilizer code C(S) is defined as the vector space stabilized
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by the operators from the abelian subgroup S = 〈g1, g2, . . . , gn−k〉, where gi ∈ Pn \ −I is

a stabilizer from the n-qubit Pauli group, represented as a length-n Pauli string. k is the

number of logical qubits that C(S) encodes.

C(S) = {|ψ〉 ∈ H, s.t. g |ψ〉 = |ψ〉 ∀g ∈ S}

The 9-qubit Shor code can therefore be written as a [9, 1] stabilizer code, which uses 9

physical qubits to encode 1 logical qubit where the stabilizers are Equation 5.12-5.16.

With this definition of a quantum error correction code, we have the following theorem

showing the set of errors that can be corrected by the stabilizer code.

Theorem 5.1.2. Given a set of Pauli errors E, if for all Ei, Ej ∈ E, ∃g ∈ S, s.t. E
†
iEjg =

−gE†iEj, then the set of errors E is correctable by the stabilizer code C(S).

The proof of this theorem can be found in [NC02]. Effectively, if a Pauli error anti-

commute with a stabilizer, then the stabilizer can detect and correct an occurrence of the

error. This is because, upon projective measurement of g, we can observe that Ei |ψ〉 is

projected to the−1 eigenstate of g, indicating the occurrence of error. The series of projective

measurement outcomes are called the syndrome. As such, each error will leave a signature

in the syndrome. To tell two errors apart, we need their syndromes to be distinct. This

process is called decoding of the syndromes. We can thus correct the errors appropriately.

5.1.3 Transversality and Eastin-Knill Theorem

Once the error correction code is defined, the next step is to define how to implement logical

operations on the codewords of the code fault-tolerantly. After all, we need to prevent

errors from propagating through computation. For each error correction code, there is a

class of gates whose logical gate operations (i.e., encoded gates) are easy to implement fault-

tolerantly, namely the transversal quantum gates. To prevent the propagation of error during
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a logical operation, we can impose the requirement that each physical gate for the logical

gate acts on at most one physical qubit in each of the n-qubit code block using the [n, k]

code. For example, if logical Hadamard gate consists of physical Hadamard gate on each of

the n physical qubits: H̃ =
⊗n

i=1H, it would be considered as a transversal Hadamard. In

the case of stabilizer codes, for example, the logical X (i.e. |0〉L → |1〉L)and logical Z (i.e.

|1〉L → −|1〉L) operations can be derived by finding the operator h ∈ Pn \ S but commutes

with all g ∈ S. Other logical operations are potentially more difficult to implement.

Transversal gates are preferable because the noisy, physical gates are localized in each

code block, preventing errors from spreading uncontrollably through computation. However,

the Eastin-Knill theorem states that no quantum error correction code can transversally

implement a universal gate set. So we have to circumvent the theorem using other techniques

to implement fault-tolerant quantum gates. We motivate a class of such techniques by the

Knill’s error correction picture using gate teleportation.

5.1.4 Knill’s Error Correction Picture

The Knill’s error correction picture differs from conventional error correction in many ways;

we highlight one of the differences, namely the concept of error correcting teleportation

[Kni05], which generalizes from gate teleportation [GC99b]. In this picture, error correction

is combined with logical gate into one step, instead of the conventional syndrome-based

scheme discussed earlier. The error correcting teleportation circuit, uses a generalization of

the teleportation circuit to use encoded states and encoded gates, as shown in Figure 5.3.

The key observation in Knill’s error correction picture is that a stabilizer projection on the

encoded qubits before teleportation is equivalent to a stabilizer projection after the telepor-

tation (up to Pauli modification due to the recovery operator at the end of the teleportation

circuit) as shown in Figure 5.4.

The argument follows similarly from that of the gate teleportation technique for unitary
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|ψ〉 Encode

Bell

Encoded EPR Pair

R Decode |ψ〉


Figure 5.3: An encoded teleportation circuit. The input to the teleportation circuits is
the encoded qubits and the encoded EPR pair; the circuit consists of the encoded Bell
measurement and encoded recovery Pauli operators.

|ψ〉 Encode

Bell

Encoded EPR Pair

Π(S) R′ Decode Π(S) |ψ〉


Figure 5.4: Circuit diagram for teleporting a projective measurement Π(S). The output of
the circuit is RΠ(S) |ψ̃〉 = Π(S)R′ |ψ̃〉.

gates, but generalized to projective measurements. Consequently, the syndrome of the input

state can be deducted from the teleportation Bell measurement [Kni05].

5.2 Motivation: Overheads of Fault Tolerance

Quantum computers of intermediate scale are now becoming a reality. While recent efforts

have focused on building Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers, the long-

term goal is to build large-scale fault-tolerant machines [Pre18]. In the context of these

machines, typical quantum workloads will be dominated by error correction [TMN+17]. On

machines implementing surface code error correction, fault-tolerant operations known as

magic-state distillation will make up the majority of the overhead. The problem is two-

fold: 1) useful quantum applications are dominated by magic-state distillation, and 2) their
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support is extremely expensive in both physical area and latency overhead. In this paper we

are going after the obstacle facing large scale quantum computation.

What is required is the preparation (i.e. distillation) of high-fidelity logical qubits in a

particular state, which can enable the execution of these fault-tolerant instructions. These

states require expensive, iterative refinement in order to maintain the reliability of the entire

device.

5.2.1 Qubit Overhead: Surface Code Encoding

Quantum states decohere over time which can result in performance loss and failure to pro-

duce the correct output. In order to maintain the advantage that quantum computation offers

while balancing the fragility of quantum states, quantum error correction codes (QECC) are

utilized to protect quantum states undergoing a computation. One of the most prominent

quantum error correcting codes today is the surface code [DKLP02, Fow12b, JVMF+12a].

These codes are a family of quantum error correcting codes that encode logical qubit states

into the collective state of a lattice of physical qubits utilizing only nearest neighbor interac-

tions between qubits designated as data and ancilla qubits. For a comprehensive introduction

see an excellent tutorial in [Fow12b].

An important parameter of the surface code is the code distance d. The surface code can

protect a logical state up to a specific fidelity PL, which scales exponentially with d. More

precisely, PL ∼ d(100εin)
d+1
2 , where εin is the underlying physical error rate of a system

[FDJ13a]. We will use “rotated lattice” surface codes, so that each logical qubit is made up

of d2 physical qubits [HFDVM12a].
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Logical Qubits
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Channels
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Physical Qubits

d

d

Code Distanced

Figure 5.5: An array of (blue) logical qubits in a quantum processor. Highlighted lines
indicate braids implementing two qubit interactions. These braids must exist spatially and
temporally as pathways between qubits. This introduces communication congestion that
depends upon specific architectural designs. Braid A and B are crossing braids, which
cannot be executed simultaneously, while braid C is isolated and free to execute.

5.2.2 Operation Overhead: CNOT and Non-Clifford Gates

CNOT Gate from Qubit Braiding

A braid is a path in the surface code lattice, or an area where the error correction mechanisms

have been temporarily disabled and where no other operations are allowed to use. In other

words, braids are not allowed to cross. In braiding, a logical qubit is entangled with another

if the pathway encloses both qubits, where enclosing means extending a pathway from source

qubit to target qubit and then contracting back via a (possibly different) pathway. These

paths can extend up to arbitrary length in constant time, simply by disabling all area covered

by the path in the same cycle.
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T Gate from Gate Teleportation

We can use this picture of error correction to motivate a technique that aims to remedy

the Eastin-Knill theorem, namely magic state distillation. One of the advantages of the

error correcting teleportation picture [GC99a, Kni05] is that the difficulty in performing a

logical gate U fault-tolerantly on the encoded |ψ〉 is shifted to the difficulty in preparing an

encoded resource state (also known as magic states) fault-tolerantly. The latter is in general

easier, because the preparation of specific magic states is generally easier than performing

an operation on an unknown state: the magic state can be prepared offline (i.e., prior to the

computation), and we can discard a resource state and start over in case that the preparation

circuit fails.

Magic state distillation, first proposed by Bravyi and Kitaev [BK05a], is precisely the

process for preparing a resource state fault-tolerantly that corresponds to a non-transversal

gate for the error correction code.

A widely studied magic state is the resource state for T gate (i.e., π/8 gate). For example,

we can input the following resource state

|A〉 = T |+〉 =
1√
2

(
e−iπ/8 |0〉+ eiπ/8 |1〉

)

to the (single-qubit version) teleportation circuit as shown in Figure 5.6.

|ψ〉 Encode

|A〉 • P ′ Decode T |ψ〉

Figure 5.6: The role of magic states in the Knill error correction picture. The magic state
|A〉 is teleported to implement a T gate fault-tolerantly. Here, P ′ = TXT † = XS†. All
gates (i.e., CNOT gate, P ′ gate, and measurement) are implemented fault-tolerantly.

As a result, the problem of implementing the non-transversal T gate fault-tolerantly is

reduced to the problem of preparing (in advance) high-fidelity magic states.
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T rotation gates are important operations in many useful quantum algorithms. When

the number of T gates in an application is low, the circuit is in fact able to be efficiently

simulated classically [BG16]. T gates have been shown to comprise between 25% and 30% of

the instruction stream of useful quantum applications [TMN+17]. Others claim even higher

percentages for specific application sets, of between 40% and 47% [IWPK08].

For an estimate of the total number of required T gates in these applications, take

as an example the algorithm to estimate the molecular ground state energy of the molecule

Fe2S2. It requires approximately 104 iteration steps for “sufficient” accuracy, each comprised

of 7.4 × 106 rotations [WBC+14]. Each of these controlled rotations can be decomposed

to sufficient accuracy using approximately 50 T gates per rotation [KMM12]. All of this

combines to yield a total number of T gates of order 1012.

As a result, it is crucial to optimize for the resource overhead required by the execution

of T gates at this scale to ensure the successful execution of many important quantum

algorithms.

5.2.3 Resource Overhead: Magic-State Distillation

T Magic States

T gates, while necessary to perform universal quantum computation on the surface code, are

costly to implement under surface code. The number of T gates present in an algorithm is the

most common metric for assessing how difficult the algorithm is to execute [Sel13, AMM14].

To achieve fault-tolerance, an ancillary logical qubit must be first prepared in a special

state, known as the magic state [BK05b]. A distilled magic-state qubit is interacted with the

data to achieve the T gate operation, via a probabilistic circuit involving 2 CNOT braids

in expectation. For simplicity, because of their rotation angle relationship, we assume all S

gates will be decomposed into two T gates.

These ancillary quantum states are called magic states because they simultaneously sat-
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isfy two properties: preparing them would yield universal quantum computation, and they

can themselves be prepared using other (simpler) quantum operations. Since the task of

preparing these states is a repetitive process, it has been proposed that an efficient de-

sign would dedicate specialized regions of the architecture to their preparation [Ste97b,

JVMF+12a]. These magic state factories are responsible for creating a steady supply of

low-error magic states. The error in each produced state is minimized through a process

called distillation [BH12].

Bravyi-Haah Distillation Protocol

Distillation protocols are circuits that accept as input a number of potentially faulty raw

magic states, use some ancillary qubits, and output a smaller number of higher fidelity magic

states. The input-output ratio, denoted as n→ k, assesses the efficiency of a protocol. This

work focuses on a popular, low-overhead distillation protocol known as the Bravyi-Haah

distillation protocol [BH12, FDJ13a].

To produce k magic states, Bravyi-Haah state distillation circuits take as input 3k + 8

low-fidelity states, use k+5 ancillary qubits, and k additional qubits for higher-fidelity output

magic states, thus denoted as the 3k+ 8→ k protocol. The total number of qubits involved

in each of such circuit is then 5k + 13, which defines the area cost of the circuit module.

The intuition behind the protocol is to “make good magic states out of bad ones”. Given

a number of low-fidelity states, the protocol uses a syndrome measurement technique to

verify quality, and discards states that are bad. Then, the circuit will convert the subset of

good states into a single qubit state. If the filtering and the conversion follows a particular

pattern, the output magic states will have a suppression of error. Notably, if the input

(injected) states are characterized by error rate εinject, the output state fidelity is improved

with this procedure to (1 + 3k)ε2inject. Due to the filtering step, the success probability of

the protocol is, to the highest order, given by 1− (8 + 3k)εinject.
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Figure 5.7: The recursive structure of the block code protocol. Each block represents a
circuit for Bravyi-Haah (3k + 8) → k protocol. Lines indicate the magic state qubits being
distilled, and dots indicates the extra k + 5 ancillary qubits used, totaling to 5k + 13. This
figure shows an example of 2-level block code with k = 2. So this protocol takes as input
(3k + 8)2 = 142 states, and outputs k2 = 4 states with higher fidelity. The qubits (dots) in
round 2 are drawn at bigger size, indicating the larger code distance d required to encode
the logical qubits, since they have lower error rate than in the previous round [OC17].

Block Codes

In order to discover the structure of the state distillation circuits, we need to take a closer

look at their construction. Often times one iteration of the distillation procedure is not

enough to achieve the desired logical error rate for a given program. In these cases, clearly

squaring the input error rate will not achieve the required logical error rate to execute the

program. Instead, we can recursively apply the Bravyi-Haah circuit a number ` times, in

order to achieve the desired error rate [Jon13]. Constructing high fidelity states in this

fashion is known as block code state distillation.

As Figure 5.7 illustrates, ` level implementations of this procedure can be constructed

recursively that support k` total output states at fidelity ∼ ε2
`

inject, while requiring (3k+ 8)`
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input states.

The structure of the multi-level block code distillation protocol requires that each module

takes in at most one state from each module from the previous round. This is because the

magic states produced by one module may have correlated errors. So in order to avoid having

correlated error in the inputs to the next round, each magic state from one module must be

fed into a different module.

At the end of each individual module, error checking is required, and the success of the

procedure relies on the correct measurement outcomes in the ancillary states. Additional

quality checks were proposed by [OC17], which inserts a checkpoint at the end of each level

of the factory. This checkpoint discards groups of modules when it detects failure within

any of the modules in a group.

Within any particular round r of an `-level magic state factory, the number of physical

qubits required to implement that round defines the space occupied by the factory during

round r. Because the output error rates will lower after each round, the required code

distance will increase accordingly. By the “balanced investment” technique shown in [OC17],

each logical qubit in round r will be constructed using ∼ d2
r physical qubits, where each dr

varies with each round. The idea is to use a smaller code distance to encode a logical qubit

in earlier rounds of distillation to minimize area overhead.

In general, any particular round requires several modules, each comprised of several

Bravyi-Haah circuits implementing a protocol. Defining the number of modules and num-

ber of protocols per module as n`, k`, we can see that the number of physical qubits qr

required to implement a round r scales exponentially with total number of levels ` as:

qr = kr−1
` n`−r` (5k + 13)d2

r .
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5.3 Towards A Hierarchical Resource-Based Architecture

The following study is based on a joint work with Adam Holmes, who contributed equally

to this project.

In order to minimize the quantum volume (space×time) spent on multilevel magic state

distillation, our approach is to take advantage of the unique characteristics of the state

distillation circuitry, and to decompose the problem into two aspects - scheduling gate op-

erations and mapping qubits into 2-D mesh. These two are intertwined, as the schedule

determines what pairs of qubits need to interact, and mapping influences which subset of

them can interact in the same cycle. An important tool used to perform these optimizations

is the program interaction graph, from which circuit structure can be extracted. In partic-

ular, we combine the fact that these state distillation circuits are characterized by natural

subdivisions between levels of the factory, with the ability of graph partitioning embedding

techniques to nearly-optimally map small planar subgraphs of the program. We exploit this

information to design a procedure that decomposes state distillation into components that

are independently optimized.

Levels of the factory are joined by a specific permutation of the output states exiting

from previous rounds of distillation, which appears to impose significant overhead on the

whole distillation process. To address this, a force-directed annealing algorithm is used in

conjunction with ideas inspired by Valiant intermediate-destination routing for permutation

networks [LPV81] to reduce the latency of these permutation steps between block code levels.

The next few sections describe the scheduling and mapping optimizations decoupled from

one another, in order to show the specific strengths and weaknesses of each. Section 5.4 then

synthesizes these optimizations into a single procedure.
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5.3.1 Error Correction Procedures: Scheduling and Mapping

This section describes the impact of instruction level optimizations: gate scheduling and

qubit reuse. A schedule of a quantum program is a sequence of gate operations on logical

qubits. The sequence ordering defines data dependences between gates, where a gate g1

depends on g0 if they share a logical qubit and g1 appears later in the schedule sequence

than g0.

Gate Scheduling

The impact of gate scheduling can be quite significant in quantum circuits, and many al-

gorithm implementations rely upon the execution of gates in parallel in order to achieve

substantial algorithmic speedup. Gate scheduling in quantum algorithms differs from classi-

cal instruction scheduling, as gate commutativity introduces another degree of freedom for

schedulers to consider. Compared to the field of classical instruction scheduling, quantum

gate scheduling has been relatively understudied, with only few systematic approaches being

proposed that incorporate these new constraints [GP17].

In exploring these effects applied to Bravyi-Haah state distillation circuits, we find that

these optimizations are limited in their effectiveness. While intuitively the modularity of the

block code construction would allow for early execution of gates arising in late rounds of the

distillation procedure, the checkpoints required to implement module checking as described

in section 5.2.3 limit the magnitude of gate mobility.

The structure of the block code circuitry only allows for a small constant number of gates

to by executed early, outside of the rounds from which they originate. Because of this, the

maximum critical path extension by the introduction of a barrier preventing gate mobility

outside of the originating round is equal to this small constant multiplied by the number

of block code iterations. Barriers in these circuits can be inserted by adding a multi-target

CNOT operation into the schedule, controlled by an ancilla qubit initialized into a logical
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|0〉 state, and targeting all of the qubits that the schedule wishes to constrain.

Additionally, gate scheduling order has significant impacts on network congestion. Schedul-

ing these small constant number of gates early therefore runs the risk of causing congestion

with previous round activity. This can in fact extend the circuit latency, even though the

circuit has executed gates earlier in the schedule.

Overall, the insertion of a barrier appears to not significantly alter the schedule of circuit

gates. It does, however, change the interaction between the schedule and a particular physical

qubit mapping. This relationship will be explored in more detail in section 5.4.

Qubit Reuse

We show in this section that an important schedule characteristic of the block protocol to

leverage is the hierarchical structure of the distillation circuit. Between two rounds of the

procedure, all ancillary qubits will be measured for error checking at the end of the previous

round, and reinitialized at the beginning of the next round. This type of data qubit sharing

(which we call “sharing-after-measurement”) is a false dependency, because they can be

resolved by qubit renaming. Now this naturally leads to the question: (how) should we

reuse the qubits between multiple rounds?

The first approach we explore is to prevent any false sharing of the qubits, at the cost

of larger area, by always allocating new data qubits for different rounds. This removes all

dependencies due to ancillary qubits, leaving only true dependencies on qubits generated in

the previous round. This minimizes execution time at the cost of extra qubits (and space).

The second approach is to strategically choose which qubits from the previous round to

be reused for the next. This approach directly reduces the area needed for the entire factory,

at the cost of introducing false dependencies.

In order to make intelligent decisions on which set of ancillary qubits to reuse, it requires

us to have information about the topological mapping of the qubits, since mapping and
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(a) Planar interaction graph
of a capacity 8, single level
factory

(b) Non-planar interaction
graph of a capacity 4, two
level factory

(c) Multi-level factory inter-
action graph with community
structure

Figure 5.8: Interaction graphs of single and two level factories, and community structure of a
capacity 4 two level factory. Each vertex represents a distinct logical qubit in the application,
and each line represents a required two (or more) qubit operation. (a) shows that the single
level distillation circuit has planar interaction graph, so mapping vertices to physical location
in quantum processor is relatively simple. Each level in a multi-level factories like (b) have
these planar substructures, but the permutation edges between rounds destroy the planarity
of the two-level interaction graph. (c) shows that we can leverage the planarity within each
level by exploring community structure of the interaction graph, as shown in section 5.3.1

reuse decisions together significantly influence the congestion overhead of the circuit. We

will discuss the subtleties of the tradeoff in more detail later in Section 5.4.

Mapping

This section describes the impacts of qubit mapping decisions on the overall circuit overhead.

Given a schedule we can define a program interaction graph as a graph G = (V,E) where V

is a set of logical qubits present in the computation, and E is a set of two-qubit interaction

gates contained in the program (e.g. CNOT gates). By analyzing this graph, we can perform

an optimized mapping, which assigns a physical location for each logical qubit q ∈ V .

Two examples of these graphs are provided in Fig. 5.8a and Fig. 5.8b. These interaction

graphs depict a single level and a two level factory, respectively, and distinct graph properties

are available to analyze for each. For instance, the single level factory is a planar graph,

and while the two level factory is constructed using many instances of the same single level
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factory, the requirement for states to be permuted between levels breaks the planarity of the

resulting interaction graph. This has significant consequences, and we will leverage them in

section 5.4.

In order to execute state distillation most efficiently, we must minimize both the area

required for the factory as well as the latency required to execute the circuit. Braid op-

erations, while latency insensitive, still cannot overlap with one another. If an overlap is

unavoidable, then one operation must stall while the other completes. As a consequence, we

aim to minimize the number of these braid “congestions”.

5.3.2 Motivating Example: Gate Congestion
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Figure 5.9: Depiction of the heuristics and procedures used in our stitching method. From
left to right, edge length is minimized by vertex-vertex attraction, edge spacing is minimized
by repulsion forces on the midpoints of edges, and edge crossings are minimized by applying
rotational forces to edges emulating a magnetic dipole moment. For each heuristic, the
correlation coefficient (r-value) is calculated across a series of randomized mappings of a
distillation circuit, and latency is obtained through simulation, shown in bottom figures.
The r-values of heuristics with latency are r = 0.601, −0.625, and 0.831, respectively. The
underlying intuition is that shorter edge length, larger edge spacing and fewer edge crossings
will result in fewer braid conflicts and shorter overall latency.

Three common heuristics which we will analyze for minimizing network congestion are:

edge distance minimization, edge density uniformity, and edge crossing minimization. We
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see that they each correlate in varying degrees with actual circuit latency overhead for these

quantum circuits, as shown in Fig. 5.9.

Edge Distance Minimization

The edge distance of the mapping can be defined as the Euclidean distance between the

physical locations of each endpoint of each edge in the interaction graph. Intuitively, in

classical systems network latency correlates strongly with these distances, because longer

edges require longer duration to execute. As discussed in section 5.1, by using surface code

braiding operations, there is no direct correspondence between single edge distance and single

edge execution latency. However, longer surface code braids are more likely to overlap than

shorter braids simply because they occupy larger area on the network, so minimizing the

average braid length may reduce the induced network congestion.

Edge Density Uniformity

When two edges are very close to each other, they can share the same channel on the network

and cause congestion. Ideally, we would like to maximize the spacing between the edges and

distribute them on the network as spread-out and uniformly as possible. This heuristic

therefore aims to maximize the spacing between braid operations across the machine.

Edge Crossings

We define an edge crossing in a mapping as two pairs of endpoints that intersect in their

geodesic paths, once their endpoint qubits have been mapped. These crossings can indicate

network congestion, as the simultaneous execution of two crossing braids could attempt

to utilize the same resources on the network. While this heuristic is tightly correlated

with routing congestion, minimizing it has been shown to be NP-hard and computationally

expensive [GJ83]. An edge crossing in a mapping also does not exactly correspond to induced
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network congestion, as more sophisticated routing algorithms can in some instances still

perform these braids in parallel [CMS11]. Some algorithms exist to produce crossing-free

mappings of planar interaction graphs, though these typically pay a high area cost to do so

[Sch90].

Fig. 5.9 summarizes the correlations between each of these three metrics on surface code

circuit latency.

5.3.3 Optimizing Performance

With these metrics in mind, we explore two procedures designed to optimize mappings. First,

we employ a local, force-directed annealing optimization technique designed to transform

the optimized mappings of Fowler [FDJ13a] discussed in section 5.6, specifically targeting

optimization of the aforementioned heuristics. Next, we compare this to a mapping procedure

based upon recursive graph partitioning and grid bisection embedding.

Force-Directed Annealing

The full force-directed (FD) procedure consists of iteratively calculating cumulative forces

and moving vertices according to these forces. Vertex-vertex attraction, edge-edge repulsion,

and magnetic dipole edge rotation are used to calculate a set of forces incident upon each

vertex of the graph. Once this is complete, the annealing procedure begins to move vertices

through the mapping along a pathway directed by the net force calculation. A cost metric is

used to decide whether or not to complete a vertex move, as a function of the combination

of these heuristics. The algorithm iteratively calculates and transforms an input mapping

according to these force calculations, until convergence in a local minima occurs. At this

point, the algorithm alternates between higher level community structure optimizations that

either repulse all nodes within distinct communities away from one another, or attract all

nodes within a single community together, which breaks the mapping out of the local min-
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imum that it has converged to. This procedure is repeated until reaching a pre-specified

maximum number of iterations.

Within an interaction graph, subsets of qubits may interact more closely than others.

These groups of qubits can be detected by performing community detection analysis on an

interaction graph, including random walks, edge betweenness, spectral analysis of graph

matrices, and others [DH73, GN02, Fie73, Fis84, BGLL08, DA05]. By detecting these struc-

tures, we can prioritize embeddings that preserve locality for qubits that are members of the

same community, thereby reducing the average edge distance of the mapping and localizing

the congestion caused by subsets of the qubits.

To minimize the overall edge distance of the mapping, the procedure calculates the

centroid of each vertex by calculating the effective “center of mass” of the neighborhood

subgraph induced by this vertex, i.e. the subgraph containing only the vertices that are

connected to this vertex, along with the corresponding edges. The center location of this set

is calculated by averaging the locations of all of the neighbors, and this is assigned as the

centroid for this vertex. This creates an attractive force on this vertex that is proportional

in magnitude to the distance between the vertex and the centroid, and forces of this type

are standard in graph drawing techniques [Hu05].

In an attempt to optimize and uniformly distribute the edge density of the mapping,

repulsion forces are created between each pair of distinct edges on the graph. For all pairs

of edges, repulsion forces are created on their endpoints of magnitude inversely proportional

to the square of the distance between the midpoints of the edges. This force law is reflected

in many typical graph drawing techniques as well, that aim to uniformly distribute graph

vertices and edges [LY12, FR91].

Even though directly minimizing edge crossings in a graph is in general a difficult task to

perform, we can approximate it by modeling each edge as a magnetic dipole moment, and the

rotational forces applied on each edge will prefer (anti-)parallel orientations over intersecting
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(a) In single-level factories, both techniques can
nearly optimally execute these circuits, even as
capacity increases.
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circuit latencies widens.

Figure 5.10: Overall circuit latency obtained by graph partitioning embedding on single and
two level distillation factories. Theoretical lower bounds are calculated by the critical path
length of the circuits, and may not be physically achievable.

ones, as shown in Fig. 5.9. North and south poles are assigned to every vertex in the graph,

and attractive forces are created between opposing poles, while repulsive forces are added

between identical poles. The assignment of the poles is done by producing a 2-coloring of

the interaction graph. Notice that the graph is not always 2-colorable, and it usually is not.

However, within each time step in the schedule, a vertex (qubit) can have degree at most 2,

and is always acyclic. This is because we have a schedule that contains only 2-qubit gates

and single-control multi-target CNOTs. Any two gates cannot be performed on the same

qubit simultaneously, and the multi-target CNOTs will look like a vertex-disjoint path.

To respect the proximity of the vertices in a community that we detected using algorithms

described earlier, we break up our procedure into two parts: firstly, impose a repulsion force

between two communities such that they do not intersect and are well separated spatially;

secondly, if one community has been broken up into individual components/clusters, we join

the clusters by exerting attracting forces on the clusters. In particular, we use the KMeans

clustering algorithm [KMN+02, AV07] to pinpoint the centroid of each cluster within a

community and use them determine the scale of attraction force for joining them.
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Recursive Graph Partitioning

To compare against the local force-directed annealing approach, we analyzed the perfor-

mance of global grid embedding technique based upon graph partitioning (GP) [KL70, Bar82,

KK00]. In particular, we utilized a recursive bisectioning technique that contracts vertices

according to a heavy edge matching on the interaction graph, and makes a minimum cut

on the contracted graph. This is followed by an expanding procedure in which the cut is

adjusted to account for small discrepancies in the original coarsening [KK95, PR96]. Each

bisection made in the interaction graph is matched by a bisection made on the grid into

which logical qubits are being mapped. The recursive procedure ultimately assigns nodes to

partitions in the grid that correspond to partitions in the original interaction graph.

The primary difference between these two techniques is that the former force-directed

approach makes a series of local transformations to a mapping to optimize the heuristics,

while the graph partitioning approach can globally optimize the metrics directly.

Scalability Analysis

Let’s now compare the computational complexity of the two graph optimization procedures.

Suppose we have an interaction graph of n vertices and m edges. Each iteration of the

force-directed annealing procedure consists of three steps, vertex attraction, edge repulsion,

and dipole moment rotation. In the worst case, the attraction forces are computed along

each edge in O(m) time; the repulsion force computation requires O(m2) time; rotations

are calculated first by a DFS-style graph coloring and then by forces between vertices with

O(n2).

Graph partitioning requires recursively finding minimum weight cut, and partition the

graph along the cut. Specifically, it requires log2(n) recursive iterations, each of which is

a min-cut algorithm on partitions of the graph that requires O(n + m) time, combining to

O((n+m) log2(n)) [KK95].
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Performance Comparison

Figures 5.10a and 5.10b indicate that, while both techniques perform well for single level

factories, the global technique is much better at optimizing higher level factories. This is

likely due to the local nature of the force-directed procedure, which is being used to transform

the linear hand-optimized initial mapping of the factory. For higher level factories, this hand-

optimized mapping incurs high overheads, and the local optimizations are only able to recover

a portion of the performance proportional to the original mapping.

It is important to note that while the global graph partitioning technique works well

in comparison with the local procedure, there is a widening performance gap between the

resulting mapping and the critical resource volume, as factories grow in capacity and levels.

This likely indicates that while the procedure is able to very effectively optimize small planar

graphs, it has a more difficult time as the size and complexity of the graphs increase. In

fact, single level factories have planar interaction graphs, and graph partitioning is able to

optimize the mapping of these graphs nearly up to critical resource volume.

5.4 Case Study: Implementing Multi-Round Distillation

Protocols

We here present the outline of the iterative, synthesized optimization procedure that make

use of the scheduling and mapping techniques we established earlier. To take advantage of the

facts that most global optimization techniques (such as graph partitioning and force-directed

annealing) work well on small planar graphs and that the circuit modules within each round

form disjoint planar subgraphs, we develop a stitching scheme, as depicted in Fig. 5.11, that

respects the hierarchical structure and internal symmetry of the multilevel block protocol

while simultaneously optimizing for the previously discussed congestion heuristics.

As shown in Fig. 5.11, we perform optimizations iterativaly on the interaction graph.
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Permutation Time

Figure 5.11: Embedding for a capacity K = 4, level L = 2 factory. The stitching procedure
optimizes for each round to execute at nearly critical path length in latency, and optimizes
for inter-round permutation step with force-directed optimizations.
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Figure 5.12: (a)-(b): Sensitivity of achievable quantum volumes by different optimization
procedures. Shown is the percentage difference of the protocol with or without reusing
qubits. Notably, reuse policy is a better for both the linear mapping and graph partitioning
techniques, while no-reuse offers more flexibility for force-directed procedure to optimize.
(c)-(d): Circuit latency specifically for the inter-round permutation step. Latency is reduced
by 1.3x with Valiant-style intermediate destinations for each interaction, and using force-
directed annealing to optimize their locations.

In each iteration, our procedure is decomposed into two phases: (1) inter-round optimiza-

tion that embeds and concatenates each module in the current round, and (2) intra-round

optimization that stitches permutation edges and arranges modules in the next round.
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5.4.1 Intra-Round Graph Concatenation

Starting with the first round of a multilevel factory, we use single-level optimization tech-

niques (such as force-directed annealing or graph partitioning) to nearly optimally embed

the individual planar modules, each of which is then concatenated together, to form a full

mapping of the first round of the factory circuitry. The concatenation scheme works well

due to the fact that modules in a round do not interact with each other under block code

protocol. Notice that putting barrier between rounds enables us to isolate and individually

optimize for each round, as discussed in Section 5.3.1. Because the modules in each round

of the factory are identical in schedule to those in all other rounds, the optimized graph

partitioning embedding does not need to change for each round.

5.4.2 Inter-Round Permutation Optimization

The recursive block code structure requires that the output from lower levels of the factory

be permuted and sent to new locations for the subsequent rounds. This can create highly-

congested “permutation steps” in the circuit, where even though each round is scheduled

and mapped nearly optimally, the cost to permute the outputs of one round to the inputs

of the next round are quite high. We therefore present the following sequence of procedures

that target the inter-round communication/permutation overhead.

Qubit Reuse and Module Arrangement

Notice that the permutation edges in between two rounds are due to communications be-

tween the output qubits from the previous round and the input qubits in the next round.

Given an optimal layout of the modules/blocks from the previous round, we know where

the output states are located. Since all qubits except for the outputs are measured, error-

checked, and then reinitialized by the time the next round starts, we have the freedom of

choosing which regions of qubits to be reused for the next round, as long as for each module
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the following constraints are satisfied: (1) do not overlay a module on top of output qubits

that are not supposed to be permuted to this particular module (see details about port as-

signment in 5.4.2), and (2) allocate enough qubits required by the code distance as discussed

in 5.2.3. Figures 5.12a and 5.12b show that reusing qubits benefits the linear and graph

partitioned mapping techniques, while force-directed annealing prefers the flexibility added

by not reusing qubits.

Port Reassignment

To avoid having correlated error in the inputs to the next round, each module in the next

round must gather input states from different modules in the previous round, as shown in

5.2.3. Suppose one module from the next round wants a magic state from a previous-round

module, when there are multiple outputs produced in that module, it does not matter which

one you choose. Therefore, it leaves the optimization procedure to decide which output port

to use, so as to minimize congestions in the permutation step.

Intermediate Hop Routing

Lastly, we employ a variation of the force-directed annealing algorithm from Section 5.3.1.

Specifically, we introduce intermediate destinations between each output state from a prior

round and the input state to the next round, as depicted in Fig. 5.12. While Valiant routing

with randomized intermediate destinations does not increase performance very significantly,

we are able to use force-directed annealing based upon edge distance centroids, edge re-

pulsion, and edge rotations in order to move the intermediate destinations into preferable

locations.

This synthesized procedure is able to leverage the scheduling techniques of barrier inser-

tion, combined with nearly optimal planar graph embedding performed by recursive graph

partitioning, and force-directed annealing to obtain a significant resource reduction over any
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Figure 5.13: One and two level factory resource requirements. Presented are single level
factory latencies 5.13a, areas 5.13b and achieved quantum volumes 5.13e, in addition to-two
level latencies 5.13c, areas 5.13d and volumes 5.13f. All three optimizations are effective for
reducing the overhead of single level factories. For two level factories, each procedure trades
off space and time separately, resulting in the lowest achievable volume by that procedure.
Hierarchical stitching is able to reduce overheads by 5.64x.

other optimization procedures.

5.5 Performance Results

5.5.1 Evaluation Methodology: Simulation Environment

To perform evaluation of our methods, we implemented each configuration of full Bravyi-

Haah distillation protocol in the Scaffold programming language [J+12], and compiled this

to gate-level instructions. These instructions are fed into a cycle-precise network simulator

[JAGH+17] that accurately executes the scheduling and routing of braids on a 2-dimensional

surface-code qubit mesh. We extended both of these tools to support a multi-target CNOT

gate. The simulator first schedules braids in parallel where the program-dependency graph

allows, and if braids intersect on the machine, the simulator inserts a stall to allow one
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Level 1
Procedure K = 2 4 8 10 24

Random 1.11× 104 1.82× 104 5.43× 104 6.40× 104 2.70× 105

Line(NR) 6.53× 103 1.10× 104 2.53× 104 2.94× 104 1.29× 105

Line(R) 6.53× 103 1.10× 104 2.53× 104 2.94× 104 1.29× 105

FD 6.30× 103 1.08× 104 2.53× 104 2.88× 104 1.21× 105

GP 6.73× 103 1.23× 104 2.91× 104 3.33× 104 1.48× 105

HS − − − − −
Critical 6.28× 103 1.07× 104 2.27× 104 3.03× 104 1.12× 105

Level 2
Procedure K = 4 16 36 64 100

Random − − − − −
Line(NR) 3.68× 105 1.19× 106 4.19× 106 1.25× 107 3.34× 107

Line(R) 3.55× 105 1.15× 106 3.80× 106 1.22× 107 2.53× 107

FD 3.22× 105 1.15× 106 3.72× 106 9.45× 106 1.98× 107

GP 3.48× 105 9.41× 105 2.24× 106 4.45× 106 8.17× 106

HS 2.32× 105 7.93× 105 1.80× 106 4.06× 106 5.93× 106

Critical 1.82× 105 4.48× 105 8.85× 105 1.53× 106 2.43× 106

Table 5.1: Quantum volumes required by factory designs optimized by: randomization (Ran-
dom), linear mapping (Line) with and without qubit reuse (R, NR), force-directed (FD),
graph partitioning (GP), and hierarchical stitching (HS).

braid to complete before the other. To perform scheduling, the simulator treats any data

hazard (i.e. the presence of the same qubit in consecutive instructions) as a true dependency.

This eliminates gate-level optimizations from being automatically performed, but it simul-

taneously allows for the introduction of “barrier” type gates. These are implemented by

inserting a single gate involving all qubits of the machine (specifically a multi-target CNOT

operation controlled on an extra qubit set to the zero state, and targeting all other qubits

of the machine). Gate-level optimizations involving the commutativity relations of specific

operations are performed by hand, independent of scheduling.

5.5.2 Single-Level Factory Evaluation

The realistic circuit latency as executed in simulation, required circuit area, and correspond-

ing quantum volume for single level magic state distillation factories are shown in figures
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5.13a, 5.13b, 5.13e. We notice first that the linear mapping procedure [FDJ13a] performs

well, even as the capacity of the factory increases. In Fig. 5.10a, we see that the linear

mapping technique actually is able to approach the theoretical minimum required latency

for each of these circuits. These mappings were specifically designed to optimize for these

single level factories, which justifes these scaling properties.

Our proposed force-directed mapping approach described in section 5.3.3 is able to im-

prove slightly from the linear mapping technique in most cases. This is due to the correlation

between the metrics that the approach optimizes, and the realized circuit latency, as depicted

in Fig. 5.9.

Graph partitioning techniques described in 5.3.3 underperform the linear mapping and

force directed procedures, although they are still competent with respect to the theoretical

minimum resource requirements. Because of the simplicity of the circuit and the targeted

optimizations that were perform specifically for these small circuits, the advantage from the

global nature of the graph partitioning method is significantly diminished.

It is important to note that the best performing approach for each of these single level

factories is able to very closely approximate the theoretical minimum latency and quantum

volume required by these circuits. This is leveraged by our iterative procedure and used to

ultimately achieve the most efficient circuit expression.

5.5.3 Multi-Level Factory Evaluation

Effects of Qubit Reuse Protocols

As anticipated, the by electing to reuse qubits for later rounds in the distillation circuits, the

overall circuit consumes less area at the cost of higher latency. This results in an achieved

volume that tends to favor qubit reuse for both the linear mapping and graph partitioning

optimization methods.

Notice how the force directed procedure actually achieves a lower volume when qubits are
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not explicitly reused. This is due to two factors: first, the average degree of the interaction

graph has increased due to the introduction of false dependencies. This restricts the opti-

mization procedure from being able to minimize the heuristics cleanly, as each qubit is more

tightly connected to others, reducing the degrees of freedom in the graph. Second, there is

more area in the graph, which widens the search space available for the procedure. With

more possible configurations, the algorithm is more likely to find more optimized mappings.

Optimization Procedure Comparison

Shown in Fig. 5.13 are the minimal attainable volumes achieved by each optimization proce-

dure. While the linear mapping and force-directed procedures were able to nearly optimally

map single level factories, the performance deteriorates significantly when moving to multi-

level factories. In these factories, Hierarchical Stitching is able to outperform the other

optimization strategies, as it synthesizes the best performing components of each.

We also considered both qubit reuse and non-reuse policies. The optimal combinations

vary slightly for each procedure: the linear mapping and graph partitioning strategies always

perform best with qubit reuse, while the force directed procedure performs best with qubit

reuse for capacity 4 and 16 two level factories, and without qubit reuse for capacity 36 and

beyond. This is due to the additional degrees of freedom that avoiding qubit reuse injects,

as discussed above. The final results plots show these configurations.

In moving to multi-level factory circuits, even though there is significant modularity and

symmetry in the factory, the introduction of the output state permutation from one level

to the input states of the next introduces severe latency overheads. Without taking this

into consideration, the linear mapping procedures suffer from large latency expansions in

attempting to execute multi-level circuits, with the effect compounding as the size (output

capacity) of the factory increases. Fig. 5.13f shows that the force-directed approach is able to

improve to a maximum reduction of ∼ 1.27x from these linear mappings, but is constrained
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by how poorly these mappings originally perform.

The graph partitioning technique is able to simultaneously optimize for the entirety of

the multi-level circuit, including the inter-round communication steps. With all of this

information, the technique is able to minimize interaction graph edge crossings and edge

lengths, which results in a more efficient expression of the circuits overall for larger two level

circuits. Smaller two level circuits are still dominated by the intra-round execution overheads,

which are able to be effectively minimized by linear mapping and force directed techniques.

Once multi-level factories become large enough (occurring in Fig. 5.13f at capacity 16), the

inter-round effects begin to dominate. This is the point when graph partitioning techniques

are able to outperform other methods.

The proposed hierarchical stitching technique is able to leverage the strengths of the force

directed and graph partitioning methods to more effectively reduce resource consumption

by mapping each round to near optimality and utilizing the same force-directed technique

combined with the introduction of intermediate destinations to mitigate the overheads in-

curred by inter-round communication. Within all explored multi-level factory circuits, these

optimizations further reduced resource consumption. In the largest case, a capacity 100 two

level factory shows a 5.64x reduction in overall consumed quantum volume when moving

from the linear mapping approach without reusing qubits, to hierarchical stitching.

5.6 Related Work

Other work has focused primarily in the direction of optimizing the efficiency of the protocol

by which magic states can be distilled. The original proposal [BK05a] considered a procedure

by which 15 raw input states would be consumed to produce a single higher fidelity output

state. Later works [BH12, Jon13, HHPW17] each explore different realizations of procedures

that distill high fidelity magic states, with each procedure optimizing for asymptotic output

rate and increasing this rate from the original proposal. These approaches tend to omit
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overheads related to actual circuit implementations.

There have been several prior works [FDJ13a, OC17] that have attempted to reduce the

circuit depth of an explicit implementation of the Bravyi-Haah distillation circuit, as well as

perform a resource estimate by considering the rates at which these factories fail.

Additionally, several efforts have been made to build compilers and tools to be more

precise about resource estimation quantification in topological quantum error corrected sys-

tems [PDNP12, PPND15, PDF16]. These techniques have resulted in tools that are used

to compile and schedule arbitrary quantum circuits to topological assembly, and topological

braid compaction techniques are used to reduce circuit depth expansions.

Systems level analysis has been performed by two related projects [IWPK08, TMN+17],

in which the former optimizes the structure of early distillation protocols, and the latter

proposes a micro-architectural accelerator to handle large amounts of error correction in-

structions that exist in fault tolerant machines.

Surface code braid scheduling costs were analyzed in [JAGH+17] using an end-to-end

toolflow. The work focused on the resource impact of the choice of different implementation

styles of surface code logical qubits. That work provides a toolchain upon which we have

built in order to optimize scheduling and mapping procedures, as well as perform circuit

simulations.

Our work introduces the complexity of braid scheduling into the analysis of the structure

of the leading state distillation procedures in an attempt to concretize the procedures into

real space and time resource costs. The new annealing heuristics (e.g. dipole-moments)

developed specifically for this purpose also generalize well to any circuit executing on a fault

tolerant machine that uses braiding to perform two-qubit gates.
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5.7 Chapter Summary

Current error detection and correction codes still have prohibitive resource overheads, among

which magic-state distillation is the most expensive component. Known optimized scheduling

and mapping techniques for state distillation circuits tend to work well for small, single

level factories, but quickly incur large overheads for larger factories. We have proposed

a technique that synthesizes mapping and scheduling optimizations to take advantage of

the unique efficiencies of each, which allows for a significant 5.64x reduction in the realistic

space time volume required to implement multi-level magic state distillation factories. Global

optimizations like graph partitioning and force-directed annealing work well, but leveraging

structure of the block code circuitry combined with the specific strengths of both graph

partitioning and force-directed annealing allows for the most improvement, resulting in large

factors of resource reduction overall.
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CHAPTER 6

THESIS CONCLUSION AND OPEN DISCUSSION

6.1 Concluding Remarks: Towards Practical QC

Current phase of quantum computer (QC) development is commonly referred as the Noisy

Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) era [Pre18]. These quantum computers are able to

perform on the order of hundreds of quantum operations (gates) using tens to hundreds of

quantum bits (qubits). While modest in scale, these NISQ machines are large and reliable

enough to perform some computational tasks. Looking beyond the NISQ era, quantum

computers will ultimately arrive at the Fault-Tolerant (FT) era [BDSW96, Got10], where

quantum error correction is implemented to ensure operation fidelity is met for arbitrarily

large computations.

Quantum technology is transforming a wide range of computing applications. From

theoretical computer science applications, to numerical analysis, to simulations of nature, and

recently to ML tasks. It has been shown either theoretically or empirically that, by utilizing

QM properties such as superposition and entanglement, QC can perform computational

tasks that are intractable on conventional digital computers. But why is right now the best

time to study quantum computer architecture? QC is getting more and more accessible and

powerful, but a systems perspective is critical to guide the development of scalable hardware

and software.

Many companies and research labs have deployed quantum testbeds, some with public

cloud access. This ability to play around with real hardware has accelerated the development

of QC algorithms, software, and devices. We have now reached a point where QC can perform

some non-trivial computational tasks that classical computers struggle with, a notion called

“quantum advantage.” But there are still some outstanding challenges before we reach

practical-scale QC.
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The first challenge is system size. Current quantum computers have a limited number of

qubits, from tens of qubits to hundreds of qubits. The small system size makes it difficult

to execute large quantum programs simply because they won’t fit.

The second challenge is that quantum systems are noisy. The error rate of a quantum

computer can be very high. For example, superconducting devices have an average gate

error rate of 10−3 to 10−4, so an error would likely occur for every few thousand operations.

Qubits have a limited lifetime, too, typically just enough time to perform tens of thousands

of operations. Other technologies have similar error rates. And, these errors together will

limit the success rate of a quantum program.

The third challenge is the software control complexity. Programming quantum circuits

today is like programming assembly language in the 1960s, where we write down and optimize

a sequence of gates. The good news is that unlike the 1960s, now we can use the best

classical resource, HPC, to simulate, compile and optimize our quantum programs. But the

bad news is that even with the help of supercomputers, we cannot faithfully describe highly

complex entangled quantum systems. So, long compilation/optimization time could become

a bottleneck. We need a very efficient software systems stack to overcome that.

The job of a software systems stack is to bridge the gap between the requirements of

the quantum applications and the realities of the quantum hardware. System size and error

tolerance have been improving remarkably over the years. They have now moved past the

classical simulation capability, but there is still a significant gap until we can run useful

applications. One promising approach is to build a reliable and scalable quantum systems

stack via software-hardware co-design.

Why is this co-design methodology promising for quantum computing? Traditionally,

when we design a software tool to map applications to hardware, we consider the application

as a black box (e.g., a quantum algorithm is just a sequence of quantum gates), and the

hardware as a black box (with a certain number of qubits). However, if the requirement of
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the quantum algorithm exceeds the resource given by the device, then we will not be able to

successfully run this application. Typically resulting in a low success rate and high resource

cost.

Now, if we open up the boxes, we will see what is inside of an application and how we can

change an application to adapt to the hardware. For example, we can synthesize quantum

circuits differently or adjust control flow/parallelism differently according to hardware. We

can also see what can be changed on the hardware side to serve the target application better,

such as qubit selection or measurement reduction based on the application. The software

system stack in between is responsible for performing this cross-layer optimization in an

automated and systematic fashion. The key here is picking the right amount of information

from each side and optimize together. In this book [DC20], we talked about this methodology

in more detail.

6.2 Open Discussion

Following the structure of the work presented in the thesis, we again discuss the exciting

future directions in three categories:

6.2.1 Systematic Noise Mitigation

It is still an open issue on how to perform calibration for a quantum chip with a large

number of qubits. Fabrication variation exists, so pulse optimizations need to be tailored

for each qubit. How to apply such calibrations, in complementary to our frequency tuning

algorithm, remains an open problem. Arguably, not all qubits need tunability; hence one

can imagine building a hybrid architecture of tunable transmon qubits and fixed frequency

qubits, balancing the pros and cons of the two. Another angle to see the long-term impact

of our work is the open problems it raised.

• Quantum Intermediate Representation (IR). What should the quantum IR be? In this
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work, we redefined quantum instructions to include both quantum gates and frequency

tuning, and achieves surprising noise mitigation benefits.

• Device Engineering. What is the appropriate level of tunability? What is the long-term

scalable device topology design? We are the first to adapt chip interconnect designs

for quantum devices, as a first step towards better understanding of good topology

designs.

• Online Global Calibration. A new systems model of real-time execution and calibration

is proposed. This is in fact a generic framework; a natural, exciting direction is to

apply this methodology beyond crosstalk mitigation, and even beyond superconducting

transmon technologies.

6.2.2 Efficient Quantum Memory Management

Our work is not only a timely demonstration of the importance of quantum memory man-

agement, but also a proposal for a full-stack optimization framework. We found that having

such full-stack optimization changes perspective. Specifically, garbage collection is beneficial

when it is aware of program structures (e.g. parallelism) and device characteristics (e.g.

noise). But this is only one aspect of quantum memory management. An exciting direction

is to integrate techniques such as dirty qubit borrowing, qutrits, and noise-aware mapping

into this framework, and optimize them together.

Furthermore, this work bridges NISQ and FT systems, by showing that garbage collection

techniques not only are useful in near term but also carry over to future large-scale error-

corrected machines. It is worthwhile to explore techniques that can guide a path from NISQ

to FT systems.
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6.2.3 Low-Overhead Quantum Error Correction

The theory of quantum error correction provides robustness guarantees to the computation.

But the overall resource cost for realizing error correction is still prohibitively high. Lowering

such resource cost will hasten the breakthrough from the NISQ to the FT era of quantum

computing.

• Drawing Insights from Noise Mitigation Techniques. Traditional error correction tech-

niques usually cast a wide net in detecting and correcting general errors. Adapting

them to the special error characteristics in applications and devices will be particularly

useful.

• System-Level Performance. We are studying the effect of higher-level factory opti-

mizations on application performance. This includes analysis of resource distribution,

comparison of factory system layout topologies, as well as architectures with prepared

state buffers. The interaction with the Hierarchical Stitching procedure is currently

being analyzed.

• Novel Topological Operations. Another exciting direction is the invention of new topo-

logical operations for communication, such as teleportation, lattice surgery, braiding,

etc. It is worth to explore the different optimizations under these communication

models, which will likely change the resource trade-off.

While the examples in the thesis laid some groundwork for architecting quantum com-

puter systems in the presence of noise, they perhaps open more questions than they answer.

The thesis emphasizes on one message: systems software must be specialized and adapt to

the applications and devices. How much specialization is enough? How to make them future-

proof? What kind of insights we learned today about noisy intermediate-scale systems can

persist to future fault-tolerant quantum systems? I envision future work will address these

questions as quantum computer architecture enters an exciting age of innovation.
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